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Introduction
This dissertation is entirely dedicated to people having some degree
of combined impairments of both the visual and the auditory chan-
nels and, specifically, to deafblind people. As such individuals are
deaf and blind at the same time, they are not able to rely on their sight
or on their sense of hearing to communicate with others and to interact
with the external world. As a result, they are forced to utilize an alter-
native channel for achieving communication, interaction and access to
information. Among the residual channels, the sense of touch is the
best sensory substitute: although it is less performing than vision and
hearing, it enables exchanging messages with the environment. Nev-
ertheless, in order to be accessed for exchanging messages (communi-
cation) or for acquiring information, people and objects have to be at
contact distance. This major drawback can be mitigated by introduc-
ing assistive technology (AT) in the form of novel human-computer
interfaces that enable individuals to go beyond close proximity and to
interact with a world that is, day after day, one step forward.
The purpose of Assistive Technology is providing individuals suf-
fering from many types of different disabilities (e.g., from cognitive
problems to physical impairment) with support to individual tasks.
Designing an assistive interface implies investigating the relationship
between the willingness of using some technology and a temporary
or permanent inevitable condition that renders technology compul-
sory or adds urgency to the need of technological aids. That is, in
a scenario of fashion high-tech gadgets, for some people digital de-
vices are not an option. This is the fundamental principle by which
interaction designers have the objective of providing people with real
support to their basic and fundamental needs.
Nowadays, adaptive technology has a substantial impact on peo-
ple with sensory, cognitive, and developmental impairments. Also, it
has significant benefits for the deafblind: it allows them to achieve
communication and to overcome obstacles that seemed overwhelm-
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ing ten or fifteen years ago. As a consequence of the introduction and
the use of technology to close the digital divide with people with dis-
abilities, the deafblind will benefit from more options for education,
training, and future employment. Regardless of the complexity and of
technology advancement, still individuals will require better systems
to be autonomous in communication, to and independently move and
interact with the environment, and to get unrestricted access to infor-
mation. Most importantly, proper technology and training can help
them decrease the feelings of isolation, and achieve a complete and
fun social life.
In this regard, tactile and haptic interfaces have great potential in
rendering computers more accessible to the blind. Particularly, they
address specific shortcomings of traditional sensory substitution ap-
proaches based on auditory output and, thus, they are especially suit-
able for the deafblind. However, they have particular requirements in
terms of design. In this dissertation, we focus on the several different
aspects involved in the design, development and marketing of novel
tactile interfaces for the deafblind. We discuss an innovative approach
for reducing the prototyping and production costs and for maximizing
the performances of assistive technology in terms of acceptability.
Motivation
In the scenario of disabilities and sensory impairments, deafblindness
is among the worst-cases. Fortunately, it only affects a small percent-
age of the population. Being a niche market, in turn, is one of the main
reasons why spending in innovation is not considered profitable by
both companies and professional investors. Indeed, deafblindness is
a rare, challenging, demanding, and urgent situation. Although deal-
ing with this type of disability can be complex, the needs of deafblind
people are the very same as that of the sighted: independence, access
to information, social integration. And other rights they do deserve.
In this regard, the motivation of this dissertation is helping people in
particularly demanding situations in gaining back their rights thanks
9
to the use of innovative assistive devices. Authors had no initial per-
sonal motivation when they decided to be devoted to this objective,
in 2004, and it was a merely technological challenge. Today, this has
become more: it is the discovery of unexplored niches of existence
that indeed are worth knowing.
Objectives
This dissertation aims at deeply exploring the scenario of assistive
tactile interfaces for the deafblind. The objective of our research is
five-fold:
1. introduce a description language that can be utilized for render-
ing touch-based communication methods interoperable;
2. model pervasive interaction based on touch to evaluate the most
effective paradigms for accessing the external world, both prox-
imal and distal;
3. innovate the scenario of pervasive interaction with novel de-
vices that can provide users with day-long support to their most
common tasks in terms of communication and access to infor-
mation;
4. identify strategies for improving the design, development and
distribution of assistive technology.
Structure of the document
In the first part of this dissertation, we provide an overview of touch-
based communication systems, and we identify their major features,
and we introduce a meta-language that enables the description of both
the static and the dynamic features of touch-based communication
systems, in order to enable systems to easily move from one language
to another.
10
The second part of this dissertation is dedicated to innovative de-
vices especially designed for the deafblind; we discuss the challenges
in implementing the dynamics touch-based communication systems
into interactive devices, and we detail some experiments. Moreover,
we discuss the design of a bimodal tactile device meant to enhance
content reading with Braille displays; we present a tactile mouse for
providing blind and deafblind users with vibrotactile-assisted two-
dimension spatial navigation, and for enabling them to interact with
WIMP interfaces. Subsequently, we introduce dbGLOVE, a propri-
etry wearable technology dedicated to the deafblind. Finally, we fo-
cus on the evaluation of dbGLOVE, and we introduce some improve-
ments to the performance of the device.
Original contribution
This dissertation reviews original work done in the field of assistive
technology for the deafblind since 2004. All the technology discussed
in this dissertation is proprietary and original contribution of the au-
thor. Particularly, dbGLOVE is an original patent.
Also, we include research studies and experiments realized in col-
laboration with QIRIS. QIRIS was founded by the author, who is its
Chief Executive Officer since 2009. QIRIS (Quality Innovation Re-
search Instruction Safety) is an independent non-profit association for
scientific research committed to social interests. QIRIS realizes re-
search projects and technological innovations to improve the quality
of life of people in disadvantage (people with disabilities, the elderly
and hospitalized patients). Although the focus is human-computer in-
terfaces, this dissertation includes the multidisciplinary contribution
of the members of QIRIS, who research in several disciplines, from
human physiology to design and electronics.
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Limitations of this dissertation
This dissertation is mainly focused on applied research, and on pro-
viding the people with tangible innovation. Therefore, we do not
introduce any significant discovery from a theoretical point of view.
Nonetheless, in this dissertation we introduce novel systems for rep-
resenting touch-based communication, innovative models for classi-
fying technology for tactile interaction and for rendering it pervasive,
inventions patented by the author, new approaches to designing, de-
veloping, and marketing assistive technology in niche markets. With
respect to the latter, this dissertation is limited in that, as the defaf-
blind represent a very small percentage of the population, it is ex-
tremely difficult to retrieve information and data about this domain.
Moreover, some of the methods we introduce could not be exten-
sively experimented on large-scale scientific trials; also, some con-
cepts and theories introduced in this dissertation have not been eval-
uated. In this regard, we hope this dissertation will contribute to in-
crease attention about the topics discussed here.
Finally, the experimental studies detailed in this dissertation in-
volve healthy participants without any sensory impairments. Inten-
tionally, we did not involve blind and deafblind users because our
technology is still to be considered at a prototype leve, and we did not
consider it as sufficiently mature to be adequately tested on people
with impairments. Although we involved experts and technicians, the
results of our experiments have to be validated with real users when
our research will receive sufficient funding to take our technology to
the next level.
Conventions
With respect to directionality of messages, we intend communication
processes as based on the concept of messages being passed from
sender(s) to receiver(s). In this dissertation, we apply a user-centric
12
approach and, thus, we will use the following conventions:
• input system (input) refers to a machine agent capable of re-
ceiving messages sent by the human agent, or to the situaton in
which the human agent sends messages;
• output system (output) refers to a machine agent capable of
sending messages to the human agent, or to the situaton in
which the human agent receives messages;
• input/output system (input/output) intuitively refers to a ma-
chine agent capable of receiving messages from and sending
messages to the human agent.
Where not explictly stated, the words system, device e peripheral e
solution are utilized to refer to the object per se, and they are em-
ployed as synonyms, as they do not refer to any specific architecure,
operating mode, or communication protocols.
Moreover, when we refer to touch-based communication, our ap-
proach is extremely strict: although tactile communication can be
associated with spoken language (as in the case of blind people) or
visually-perceivable gestures (e.g., in sign languages employed bu the
deaf), we only focus on the tactile component of interaction (or com-
munication), and we take less into consideration the visual or auditory
elements.
Sources
This dissertation references to articles published and indexed on ma-
jor scientific conferences and journals. However, given the inherent
difficulty in finding extensive information about this particular do-
main in the scientific literature, alternative sources of information
have been explored. These iclude documents published by associa-
tions that provide information or assistance to deafblind people (e.g.,
the American Association of the Deaf-Blind), in addition to other
13
sources considerered as reliable by the community working on deaf-
blindness. Also, we decided to include statistical and census data
independently processed by municipalities, service centers and other
less relevant albeit reliable sources.
14
Part I
Touch-based
communication systems
15
Chapter 1
An interpretation
framework for
touch-based
communication systems
1.1 Communication using touch
Although the world is perceived as mainly structured into visual and
auditory stimuli, the sense of touch plays a fundamental role in hu-
man perception, as it enables individuals to communicate with others
and acquire a variety of pieces of information about both the environ-
ment and the external world. Touch is the first sense being formed
in humans: sensitivity to tactile stimulation is already developed at
the eighth week of gestation of an embryo [1]. Also, it is among the
senses that still are available when sight and hearing start to fade.
Despite its simplicity and its longevity, the sense of touch is not to
be conceived as “primitive” with respect to vision and audition. In
16
addition to being an informative and perceptual system of sensing,
it includes features that enable bidirectional exchange of information
and active communication [2]. Nevertheless, vision and hearing are
the major senses through which individuals perceive the world and
communicate with others, because they utilize the most convenient
perceptual channels in terms of information throughput. As the ma-
jority of humans mainly rely on the visual and on the auditory chan-
nels to perceive the world, also verbal and nonverbal communication
methods usually utilize the sight or the sense of hearing as primary
channels for exchanging messages [10]. As a consequence, despite
its potential, touch is fundamentally utilized for simply acquiring in-
formation about the environment in close proximity, and for manip-
ulating objects in everyday tasks. Eventually, touch-based communi-
cation systems receive less attention.
In this dissertation, we will use the terms “touch-based communi-
cation” in reference to the tactile component of messages, only, even
if several communication systems simultaneously use two perceptual
channels in order to exchange information. For instance, the sign
language utilized by the deaf combines tactile and visual communi-
cation; also, blind people utilize tactile displays in combination with
auditory output. However, as this work focuses on people with a com-
bined degree of visual and auditory impairments, we will only take
into consideration touch. Regardless of the communication system,
the majority of purely tactile languages are not utilized by the deaf,
who prefer to utilize their vision (or residual vision) to interact with
the environment, with computers and with others. Conversely, thanks
to the introduction of digital tools for supporting a variety of tasks
(e.g., reading books), the blind increasingly utilize auditory feedback
instead of traditional touch-based communication systems dedicated
to the visually-impaired, such as the Braille alphabet.
Several touch-based systems are available for informative and com-
munication purposes. Specifically, tactile languages allow exchang-
ing messages between individuals, and they are particularly suitable
17
for enriching or complementing verbal communication in situations
of impaired sight, if the sense of hearing is affected by some impair-
ment. In general, communication systems based only on touch are
utilized when the auditory or the visual channel are affected by noise,
such that the reception of the message is compromised to some ex-
tent. Furthermore, people who are affected by multiple sensory im-
pairments to the visual and the auditory channels (i.e., the deafblind)
have the only choice of using touch for accessing the external world
both for communication and for information retrieval purposes.
However, the main issue with touch-based communication sys-
tems and, in general, with Augmentative and Alternative Commu-
nication systems (AACs) is that, as they are not widespread in the
community of non-impaired people, they require the deaf, blind and
deafblind to need the constant presence of an assistant who plays the
role of an interpreter in situations of interpersonal communication.
This, in turn, poses strong limitations to their opportunities in terms
of interaction with the external world. Moreover, as there are no offi-
cial models to conceptualize touch-based communication systems, it
is extremely difficult to learn such languages.
In this work, we detail the most important features of each of
the aforementioned systems, with the ultimate goal of capturing the
characteristics that can be modeled into an Interface Description Lan-
guage (which will be detailed in the next pages) that can be utilized
for designing versatile hardware and software human-computer inter-
faces dedicated to people with sensory impairments. Therefore, we
review current touch-based communication systems in order to ex-
tract the main components of the language and to express them into
a formal notation. This, in turn, will be utilized as a meta-language
for representing the characteristics of tactile communication systems
from both a semiotic and mere physical points of view. Such char-
acteristics are crucial for understanding the most suitable methods to
be implemented when quantitative requirements, such as reliability,
accuracy, and effectiveness have to be met also combining qualitative
18
requirements (e.g., acceptability).
1.2 A framework for touch-based languages
One of the most frequent scenarios in centers devoted to sensory-
impaired people involves assistants using several communication sys-
tems in order to exchange messages with different users who are deaf,
blind, or deafblind. Moreover, caregivers use different methods for in-
teracting with individuals depending on the specific situation of each
individual. For instance, the deaf would use sign languages, whereas
blind people would speak and read Braille; on the contrary, others
would use the Malossi alphabet or print-on-palm, depending if they
are deafblind born or have become deafblind in their later life. On
the contrary, sensory-impaired children would use objects for com-
municating, whereas adults with additional impairments at the cogni-
tive level would exchange simple touch cues. It is impressive to see
that, although different communication systems help people to inter-
act with the external world, on the other hand, so many languages
separate individuals living in the same environment, sharing the same
space, and experiencing similar conditions. Nevertheless, regardless
of their specific situation, generally, sensory-impaired people are not
able to interact with people other than assistants, family members, or
close friends who know their language.
Knowing individuals’ characteristics and languages, assistants can
switch from one communication system to another in order to cope
with different requirements and sensory impairments. As a result,
they enable communication in a peer to peer fashion. However, they
can serve one user at a time, and their services involve additional costs
many are not able to pay for. Consequently, they are available for
limited time. We envision a system that plays the role of an assistant
in interpreting communication from different touch-based systems to
written or spoken language, and vice versa. Thus, they enable in-
dividuals to autonomously communicate with sensory-impaired peo-
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ple, allowing each to use their own language, without requiring them
to learn others’ languages. Moreover, rendering communication sys-
tems interoperable would help sensory-impaired people interact with
the external world, be autonomous and independent in communica-
tion, get access to information, and achieve social inclusion.
Although they can easily be formalized into a set of patterns that
would simplify their utilization, as Augmentative and Alternative Com-
munication systems represent niche markets, they receive less atten-
tion. Consequently, there is poor interoperability between interfaces
and assistive devices adopting different languages. Also, this affects
the development of new communication technology for the blind,
due to increased costs, difficulty in accessing to resources, and lack
of scalability. Furthermore, this is the fundamental reason why de-
sign patterns, which are widespread in the community of Human-
Computer Interaction, are not available in the domain of assistive
technology.
Patterns and frameworks are among the most powerful methods
for approaching to the design of new solutions. The former consist
in couples of items, one representing a typical design issue, and the
other element representing a set of key insights to the solution. The
latter are conceptual models of a domain that help organize and ma-
nipulate knowledge effectively. Both have widely been employed in
the development of software systems, and they have been utilized in
other domains, such as architecture and engineering, for decades. Pat-
terns and frameworks provide designers and developers with robust
solutions to recurring problems, and they allow consistent communi-
cation between operators focusing on the same field of study. More-
over, frameworks offer an interpretation tool for new issues, because
they can offer an insight to previously adopted methods, they allow to
programmatically review the state of the art, and they help anticipate
new circumstances. Despite the benefits they may have in the domain
of assistive technology, there are only a few conceptualizations, and
they mainly focus on the assessment of technology, that is, they re-
20
gard at the very last stage of the development process. Although they
are crucial, proactive frameworks for supporting the initial stage of
the design of innovative solutions would be of more support, because
they would help close the loop with frameworks that examine assis-
tive technoloy in a reactive fashion.
Several organizations designed and developed frameworks for Aug-
mentative and Alternative Communication systems. Among them, the
Daisy consortium is at the most advanced stage, as they are the re-
sponsible for the ANSI/NISO Z39.98-2012 Standard, i.e., Authoring
and Interchange Framework for Adaptive XML Publishing Specifi-
cation [21]. This, in turn, defines a framework in which to develop
XML markup languages to represent different types of information
resources (books, periodicals, etc.), with the intent of producing doc-
uments suitable for transformation into different universally accessi-
ble formats. The standard focuses on accessible output requirements,
with the aim of rendering information resources accessible both using
current e-book readers and with Braille displays. However, it does not
take into consideration communication between individuals, or inter-
action with a computer.
In this section, we introduce a conceptual framework for the in-
teroperability of touch-based communication systems. Also, we de-
tail a meta-language for describing the so-called Augmentative and
Alternative Communication systems [22] based on touch, with the
objective of producing their formalization. Moreover, we review the
major touch-based methods for exchanging information with the ex-
ternal world, with the purpose of describing their implementation in
our proposed framework. Indeed, as the development of standards is
an evolutionary process, we introduce some of the elements that aim
at giving examples for further research and applications.
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Sensory substitution
In case of impairments to one sensory channel, sensory substitution
is a technique that can be utilized to replace the missing (or less per-
forming) sense with another. As an example, blind people use the
sense of hearing as a replacement for vision. Let us define the level
(or degree) of sensory substitution as the number of perceptual chan-
nels that are replaced. Therefore, sensory substitution level 1 applies
to the blind and to the deaf: the former increasingly rely on the au-
ditory channel to substitute the sight, whereas the latter replace au-
dition with vision. However, for individuals who are nonverbal (e.g.,
because they have difficulty in articulating or understanding speech)
or suffer from multisensory impairments (e.g., the deafblind), level 1
sensory substitution is not enough. In these circumstances, two de-
grees of sensory substitution occur. That is, both vision and audition
must be replaced. Ultimately, for this category of people, touch is not
an option: individuals who are simultaneously blind and deaf need to
utilize the sense of touch as the most viable substitute for vision or
speech, respectively.
Ultimately, when technology for will be mature enough, touch-
based communication systems will be utilized only in the case of level
2 sensory substitution. Therefore, in the next years, despite the blind
and deafblind population is expected to increase, the number of peo-
ple learning tactile alphabets will diminish. As in the case of many
other languages, the fact that some touch-based communication sys-
tems will disappear has advantages and drawbacks that are beyond the
scope of this dissertation. The only touch-based communication sys-
tems that will remain are those employed in well-established commu-
nities characterized by geography or condition. Sign languages (e.g.,
sign languages utilized in the deaf community), which are a distinc-
tive feature of communities, are expected to resist to being replaced
by technology. Nowadays, given the statistics of the deafblind and the
costs of learning touch-based communication systems, only a minor-
ity of people with normal hearing and vision know tactile languages
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(see Section 4.1). This is because of personal factors (e.g., some of
their relatives are deafblind) or because of their jobs (e.g., assistants).
As a result, touch-based communication systems are basically known
by primary users (i.e., blind, deaf, and deafblind), by their family (or
their close milieu), and by their assistants, only. In order to commu-
nicate with individuals that use tactile languages, people with normal
hearing and sight who are not able to utilize any touch-based com-
munication systems require the constant presence of an interpreter
who has the purpose of translating communication from the tactile
language to verbal communication, and vice versa.
1.2.1 Framework architecture
We propose an interpretation framework for touch-based languages
that focuses on the use of technology for interpersonal communica-
tion. Although we specifically refer to computer-mediated interaction
with the external world, the results can be reused in other domains.
To this end, we designed our framework to be compatible with cur-
rent standards and, specifically, with [21]. Our framework aims at
standardizing the way in which different pieces of assistive technol-
ogy are employed with respect to the languages already known and
utilized by their users. The ultimate goal of our framework is to ren-
der assistive technology interoperable. To this end, we avoid defining
models and architectures for markup languages. Instead, we focus
on a general, extensible and highly-adaptable structure in which spe-
cific models can be defined. We provide example implementations
of several different languages with the only purpose of demonstrating
the feasibility and the applicability of our framework to a variety of
communication systems, thus, supporting the diverse requirements of
blind, deaf and, particularly, deafblind people.
Therefore, our framework conceptualizes touch-based communi-
cation methods, and it defines the main architectural requirements
for the interoperability of communication technology for people with
special needs, without specifying the low-level rules and requirements
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for the implementation. Particularly, the architecture defines the com-
ponents that support communication in case assistive technology is
employed, but it does not define any rules for describing how mes-
sages are exchanged. As in the case of low-level implementation, this
is a matter of further standardization.
The primary objective of the proposed framework is to support the
development of technology for sensory substitution, by encompassing
the alternatives to vision and hearing in a flexible and versatile fash-
ion. Also, it enables the design of new training tools for enabling
people to learn and use touch-based communication systems. The
proposed framework is particularly suitable for situations in which in-
dividuals in different conditions want to interact, each using their own
language and device. By defining a model that incorporates and im-
plements several communication methods, it is possible to design an
interpretation system that enables the automatic encoding and decod-
ing of messages taking into consideration and adapting to individuals’
diverse needs.
Computer-mediated communication based on touch that occurs
between two individuals includes the sender and the receiver of the
message, the devices through which messages are sent and received,
the communication systems (which can be different) utilized by the
sender and the receiver, the protocols that rule communication, and
the context in which interaction occurs. As a result, the proposed
framework consists of the following components:
• agents, which represent the humans (or machines) involved in
communication, that is, the senders and the receivers of mes-
sages;
• protocols and languages (rules, conventions, and meanings) that
are employed for encoding and decoding messages from one
language another, in a bidirectional fashion, and for interpret-
ing them into executable actions, starting from sets of symbols
that encode and decode messages;
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• devices, representing the technology employed to support com-
munication via perceptual channels (i.e., sight, audition, touch);
in general, we will refer to touch-based communication sys-
tems;
• contexts in which communication or interaction occurs; also,
this defines states, actions and conditions that affect or rule the
functional goals of communication.
Figure 1.1 depicts the architecture of our system. The sender and the
receiver are the two endpoints of communication. They may be in or
refer to different contexts (see Section 4.1), they may use different
languages and different pieces of technology. For instance, sighted
senders would type their message in written English using a keyboard,
while deafblind receivers would read the message in Braille on a ded-
icated display. Also, the former could be using a mobile Application,
while the latter could be sitting in front of a computer, at a commu-
nity center. In our framework, language is incorporated into the de-
vice. Although this might seem less user-centric, it actually helps
represent devices as natural interfaces: they should inherently imple-
ment the language already in use by individuals, without requiring
users to adapt to technology. Protocols allow functional communica-
tion between the sender and the receiver by mediating their messages.
The communication protocol is responsible for encoding and decod-
ing message content from one language to another.
Contexts, protocols and devices should be invisible to users, as
they are implicit, transparent, and natural, respectively. Specifically:
• as interaction is situated, users manifest the context in which
they operate: characteristics of individuals’ background are de-
fined within instances of user models;
• messages are proximal representations of distal intentional
meanings: in the exchange of messages between the sender and
the receiver, the syntactic content is the only part to be trans-
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lated (i.e., encoded or decoded), whereas the semantic compo-
nent should remain unchanged;
• as they are natural interfaces, devices expose communication
systems without additional overload: although users interact
with tangible technology, they should keep using their language
of preference with little or no modification.
As a result, contexts refer to different situations in which individuals
may interact with devices (how communication changes depending
on the circumstance), protocols regard to the way in which the con-
tent of messages are syntactically and semantically structured (how
communication is defined by the language), and devices implement
the interaction dynamics of languages into technology for communi-
cation (how languages are enabled through technology). The latter
will be discussed in Section 2.1. This section focuses on language
modeling of touch-based communication systems.
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of the proposed framework.
Agents as mediated communication endpoints
In the majority of computer-supported communication, there are two
human endpoints mediated by a machine agent, who plays the role of
an interpreter. Also, there are circumstances in which users interact
with computers, only, which is especially the case of getting access
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to information. The basic difference between the two situations is in
the decoding function, which is left to the receiver in the former case,
while in the latter, messages sent by the user have to be interpreted
a commands by the machine. Despite the complexity of interpreting
users’ commands, which also depends on the interaction context (see
next section), mediating interpersonal communication is more chal-
lenging, as individuals in different situations have diverse needs. Usu-
ally, it is assumed that the two communication endpoints utilize the
same communication channel (e.g., speech), the same language (e.g.,
written English), and the same communication device (e.g., voice, or
keyboard and screen). Conversely, individuals suffering from sen-
sory impairments need to interact with people having normal sight
and hearing, in most of the circumstances. To this end, either the for-
mer require the latter to know their communication method, or they
need the presence of an interpreter who translates messages for them.
Moreover, assistants are needed for interacting with the environment
and with the external world. In this regard, methods for exploring
the ambience usually have a human communication endpoint, though
the environment itself can be conceived as a communication endpoint.
In this dissertation, we will not focus on the conceptualization
of agents. Several representations are available for describing human
and virtual agents, as well as their characteristics and requirements,
and any user model of choice can be incorporated in the framework.
As the focus of this dissertation is capturing how communication sys-
tems can be mediated by computers in order to be interoperable, we
will conceive the sender and the receiver as users of devices each
incorporating a communication system. As a result, users can be
described as a set of preferences with respect to the languages they
know, to the devices they utilize, and to the contexts in which they
are. By doing this, it is possible to adapt the specifications of the
components of the framework to the different user profiles, and to ob-
tain a fine-level description of language preferences, context intents,
and device configurations.
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1.2.2 Modeling functional communication by means
of protocols
In our framework, we focus on the basic form of communication,
the so-called functional communication, in which language is simply
functional to modifying the environment in a way useful to the sender
(or to the receiver) of the message. It is said functional because its
purpose is in that the result of communication can be predictable or
controllable (in some sense) by the sender. A communication system
is (said to be) functional if the both of the following hold:
• senders can effectively elicit their needs and their requests;
• receivers can effectively understand the senders’ needs and re-
quests.
Moreover, functional communication is intentional, that is, messages
are transmitted on purpose from the sender to the receiver. Functional
communication is based on two main functions:
• using the receptive function, receivers are able to decode their
messages;
• using the expressive function, senders are able to encode their
messages.
Although it may seem extremely basic, functional communication
plays a crucial role for people with impairments, and especially for
those who are not independent. As many of them rely on the presence
of others to realize even the most elementary actions, being able to
communicate their needs helps them achieve their goal.
In our framework, we model functional communication using Fi-
nite State Machines (FSM): it can be regarded as a set of input events
(i.e., messages) that allow individuals to activate state transitions (i.e.,
actions) that, depending on certain conditions, enable switching the
states in which individuals can be (e.g., thirsty, tired, hungry). Thus,
functional communication refers to a system having a limited number
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Figure 1.2: Finite State Machine modeling of communication proto-
col.
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of defined states, and specifically, need (e.g., urgency to go to the toi-
let), emergency (e.g., having an epileptic shock), or information (i.e.,
interpersonal interaction or access to information resources). Figure
1.2 represents the three circumstances. In this case, we refer to the
semantic component of messages (i.e., the intent), that allow others to
interpret individuals state and to perform actions accordingly. Conse-
quently, at a semantic level, messages are requests for actions defined
by means of syntactic structures in the language of choice.
In our framework, languages are conceived as syntactic means
for encoding intent. Moreover, as basic communication has the pur-
pose of providing people having cognitive disabilities with a way to
exchange functional messages, it requires the receptive and the ex-
pressive functions to use transparent language codes, that is, the sign
and the significant (in semiotic terms) should have the least cognitive
distance possible. In other words, basic communication aims at re-
ducing the cognitive distance between the symbols and the subjects,
the objects or the situations they refer to.
In basic communication, there is direct correspondence between
semantics and one specific level of the language model (see Figure
1.3), without any further separation or additional specification. The
syntactic layer can be represented by morphology, articulation, or lex-
ical layer. Pragmatics play a fundamental role in disambiguating the
meaning, so that the same articulation might be associated with dif-
ferent meanings, depending on the situation.
1.2.3 A hierarchical model of human language
The language component of our framework incorporates the basic
structures that enable operating with different touch-based commu-
nication systems having heterogeneous features. Although there is an
open debate on the model to be utilized for representing the human
language, we employed a hierarchical structure. Basically, this is for
simplicity in the description of the model, extensibility, and compati-
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bility with the other components of the framework. In this paragraph,
we introduce our model and we detail both its design and its imple-
mentation.
Actually, the human language inherently contains some form of
hierarchical organization, as elements at one level (e.g., letters) are
the foundation for the next level (e.g., words). Usually, layers are
connected by means of causal or constructive relationships (e.g., let-
ters are utilized to compose words). Also, there are different relation-
ships that enable bidirectional connections between layers. Elements
at a upper level constrain elements at the lower level, and vice versa:
lower level elements are the necessary units of higher levels (e.g.,
words cannot be structured without letters); on the contrary, elements
at higher levels determine the way in which lower level items have
to be utilized in order for messages to be functional from an expres-
sive point of view (e.g., words define the sequence in which letters
have to be assembled in order to be significant). As another example,
syntax rules over words, specifying how these can be combined in or-
der for messages to be correct; simultaneously, syntax would have no
meaning without the presence of words, which are the fundamental
elements of sentences.
We modeled human language as a structure consisting of six nested
layers, where each is a collection of homogeneous elements. Figure
1.3 shows a graphical representation of our language model. The five
innermost layers (i.e., morphology, articulation, lexical, and syntax)
incorporate the structural features of the language, whereas the two
outermost layers (i.e., semantics and pragmatics) are more related to
interpretation and meaning, and they include the functional desired
outcome of any intentional communication. In our model, hierarchy
is flexible, in the sense that the boundaries between levels can be ad-
justed depending on the communication intent and situation. Also,
levels can be merged or removed depending on the complexity of the
language. The only constraint is the presence of at least one structural
layer and one functional layer. As the main objective of our model
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Figure 1.3: The hierarchical model of human language.
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is to support functional communication (see previous section), we
modeled language in order to primarily accomplish functional tasks.
Therefore, we do not take into consideration more general-purpose
semantics. Our proposed language hierarchy consists of the follow-
ing layers:
1. morphology, which refers to atomic components of speech; in
the case of spoken languages, this is the set of atomic sounds
that compose the language, whereas in the case of gestural lan-
guages (such as fingerspelling), it is the set of basic configura-
tions of the hands;
2. articulation, representing elementary combinations of morpho-
logical elements (e.g., letter and sound), such as complex ges-
tures realized by sequential or simultaneous individual config-
urations;
3. lexical, including the set of individual words that are composed
by multiple morphological symbols or articulations;
4. syntax, referring to the process by which words are combined
together to form correct sentences that can be interpreted;
5. semantics, which refers to the functional outcome of intentional
communication with direct links to the actions that have to be
realized in order to accomplish the objective (e.g., messages,
such as I need water or I am thirsty should activate the same
action in the receiver, i.e., bring water, in order to move the
sender to the state I am ok);
6. pragmatics, that is, the actual actions to be realized in order to
satisfy the needs expressed by semantics.
The above categorization can be applied to spoken, visual and tactile
languages, that is, it is independent from the communication channel
being utilized. Also, it can be extended to encompass more layers
(e.g., the discourse layer, which refers to large groups of sentences) in
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order to support more sophisticated applications. Moreover, the lan-
guage model can be utilized in other scenarios and domains that are
beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Figure 1.4: Interoperability of languages and repository of semantics
and pragmatic features.
In our framework, different touch-based communication languages
can be implemented by means of a meta-representation based on a
mark-up language having an XML-like structure (see Figure 1.5).
The objective of the meta-language is to provide a standard definition
for the elements within the layers of the hierarchical model of hu-
man language (see Figure 1.3). To this end, the framework does not
specify the implementation of syntactic and semantic features (though
we detail some examples), which is left to the designers of assistive
technology. Instead, the meta-language allows defining relationships
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between layers and it connects elements in the syntactic and in the se-
mantic domains, so that higher-level syntactic elements are associated
with items in the semantics and pragmatics layers. By doing so, our
framework achieves interoperability. Figure 1.4 demonstrates this
feature: syntax is a hard-coded feature of languages, in the sense that
it is strictly related to the way in which different communication sys-
tems operate. Conversely, although they have some language-related
components and they can be described within the specification of sin-
gle communication systems, semantics and pragmatics are more in-
dependent from languages, and they can form a repository of reusable
interaction components that can be referenced regardless of the lan-
guage.
Languages can be defined using the tag lng, and layers can be
identified by the tag lyr. The attribute name allows associating a
text identifier, in addition to the integer identifier corresponding to
the attribute id. Elements of the language are defined with the tag
el, which can be used to add new items to the language. The at-
tribute dom (domain) enables categorization. References to elements
can be realized using the tag ref, and specifying the identifiers of the
elements along the path to the referenced element, or using the unique
identifier uID. The tag ref can be utilized either as unary, or it can
reference to multiple uIDs included within the tag. This has global
scope, whereas the visibility of id is within the innermost node. As in
standard XML documents, the meta-language is divided into markup
and content, which may be distinguished by the application of simple
syntactic rules. Generally, strings that constitute markup either begin
with the character < and end with a >. Strings of characters that are
not markup are content. Content supports any type of strings (i.e., nu-
meric, alphanumeric). The delimiters <![CDATA[ ]]> (which are
classified as markup), employed for character data, enable the defini-
tion of complex data, which is classified as content as in the standard
XML syntax. Complex data can contain definitions of functions in
programming languages, or data files encoded in ASCII (e.g., pic-
tures, 3d models). In order to avoid incorporating large data into the
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XML representation of language, the tag file can be utilized to ac-
cess to external resources. The attribute type represents the file type
and the content of the external resource (e.g., image, text, 3D model,
or other pieces of code). The attribute setstate connects the do-
main of syntax with the semantic layer. Specifically, it defines the
intended meanings of an item in the lexical or in the syntax layers.
Indeed, each syntactic element can be associated with many inter-
pretations in the semantic domain. Therefore, disambiguation is re-
quired to choose the correct meaning depending on the context. The
tag doaction connects the semantics layer to the pragmatics, by
defining which action has to be activated depending on the intent of
functional communication. The following code shows the high-level
representation of the hierarchic structure of human language, divided
into the syntactic and into the semantic components.
There is an open debate about the real organization of languages.
However, we modeled the above components as necessarily organized
into a hierarchical structure. In addition to a strict tree-like structure,
in our representation items can be connected into a graph, thanks to
the tag ref. This allows some degree of flexibility and robustness
with respect to exceptions to the organization of the model.
In addition to a formalization of the language, the model requires
a reasoning system that activates specific actions, an interpretation
schema that enables the automatic translation of syntactic messages
from one language another. Indeed, specific rules apply to each level.
Therefore, the reasoning system and the interpretation schema man-
age two classes of constraints: syntactic or semantic. The former de-
fine rules for structuring words and sentences, which also introduce
some regularity and provide some insight in the use of the language.
The latter basically refer to:
• the context in which languages are employed, where implicit
assumptions may add ambiguity or alter the significance of lan-
guage cues;
• the order in which words are composed that may lead to multi-
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<lng name="name-of-language">
<lyr name="morphology" id="1">
<el dom="letter" id="1">A</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="articulation" id="2">
<el dom="gram" id="3">wa</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="lexical" id="3">
<el dom="word" id="59" setstate="5">water</el>
<el dom="object" id="63" setstate="5">
<file type="picture">./images/water.png</file></el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="syntax" id="4">
<el dom="sentence" id="26" setstate="5">I need
<ref lyr="3" el="59" /></el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="semantics" id="5">
<el dom="state" uID="1" doaction="2">set(user, thirsty)</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="pragmatics" id="6">
<el dom="action" uID="2">
bring(water,user);...;checkstate(user);
</el>
</lyr>
</lng>
Figure 1.5: Example structure of the meta-language.
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ple interpretations, though this primarily is a matter of syntax;
• the reference framework, in which missing information may
lead to assumptions that add or remove significance.
The literature contains a variety of touch-based communication sys-
tems, and many of them include variations and adaptations that add
branches and subtypes to the taxonomy. To this end, the definition
of the language can be extended and detailed further. In the next
paragraphs, we will detail the implementation of the most common
communication systems based on touch, to show the applicability of
our proposed framework to a variety of different languages.
For the purpose of this work, we focus on the most important sys-
tems being utilized by blind, deaf and deafblind people. Specifically,
in this section we define the following taxonomy:
• systems for basic communication and information that utilize
simple components for fulfilling elementary functions;
• tactile codes representing alphabets in a tactile form;
• contact signing ad manually-coded languages based on single-
touch gestures and manipulation;
• gestural languages, which use dynamic configurations of the
hands that can be perceived in close contact;
• visual sign languages, that is, complete languages having proper
grammar and syntax.
For each of the aforementioned communication systems, we introduce
an implementation of the language. Some of the systems discussed
in our overview are extremely simple and they only allow limited or
task-specific communication. Others, such as tactile languages, are
suitable for interpersonal communication and they can be utilized by
the blind to richly interact with the external world. Also, they pro-
vide individuals with a sophisticated way of exchanging messages in
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a bidirectional fashion. In this dissertation, we mainly focus on the
latter, and we dedicate less attention to basic touch-based systems.
Although all touch-based languages are nonverbal by definition,
from a functional point of view, the sense of touch supports both ver-
bal and nonverbal communication, similarly to vision and audition.
As a result, tactile languages can be subdivided into two main cate-
gories, i.e., alphabetic and symbolic. The former class utilizes or re-
defines ways to represent alphanumeric characters; also, this is based
on adaptations of the communication method that allow to keep utiliz-
ing alphabets to form words, exactly as in common written or spoken
languages. Among tactile languages, the most famous are the Braille
system, and the Malossi or the Moon alphabets. Conversely, symbolic
languages make use of higher-level items that are not directly mapped
to words, but they rather refer to concepts, ideas and expressive emo-
tions. Examples of symbolic languages are hand gestures, touch cues,
and objects or shapes that are employed for expressing interest and
emotional states. Indeed, alphabetic languages are rooted in syntax,
whereas symbolic languages are more in the domain of semantics.
Moreover, there are hybrid systems, such as visual sign languages,
that integrate both symbols and alphabets in full languages having
their own grammar and syntax.
For the purpose of this dissertation, we focus on verbal commu-
nication, which is based on alphabets, and we dedicate less attention
to nonverbal touch-based communication. This is because research
has shown that although the transmission rate of alphanumeric lan-
guages is much slower than the symbolic ones, communication meth-
ods based on alphabets have much higher accuracy with respect to
symbolic languages [23]. As previously mentioned, symbolic and al-
phabetic language can be combined into one single language, in order
to combine speed and accuracy. Specifically, alphabetic language can
evolve into a more symbolic form (not, the vice versa). This is a
property of all languages, which applies to touch-based communica-
tion systems as well. For example, the Morse code is a combination
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of such methods, because individuals start out by learning the alpha-
bet; then, along with training they are able to perform simultaneous
speech in addition to decoding Morse messages as sequences of sym-
bolic representations in an audible format [28]. For instance, finger-
spelling, a tactile language where the pressure and movement of one
hand is received on the other hand is another example of a tactile lan-
guage that has capabilities for both symbolic and alphabetic language
1.2.4 Exceptions: behavioral communication
Although the proposed framework introduces many elements that ren-
der it flexible and versatile, it has some limitations. Indeed, there are
some forms of communication that cannot be represented by means of
syntactic elements. Among the exceptions, there is behavioral com-
munication. This is the most natural and basic form of functional
communication. Also, it can be referred as intensive interaction or
as total communication, because it is utilized with individuals who
may be resistant to or disinterested in interacting with other people.
It utilizes natural body movements, spontaneous gestures and facial
expressions to convey messages. It is very personal and it is based
on language codes that are extremely transparent only among close
groups of individuals who know each other very well. As a conse-
quence, its main limitation is in that only a few individuals are able to
decode messages. Also, it allows expressing a few pieces of informa-
tion and, consequently, its symbols can encode a limited set of needs,
only. Usually, this is the first approach to be utilized for communicat-
ing with congenitally deafblind and multi-sensory-impaired people,
or with children and adults who have severe learning difficulties, or
autism. Thanks to its simplicity, behavioral communication is an ap-
proach that can be utilized simultaneously with other techniques for
teaching pre-speech fundamentals of communication to people who
are still at an early stage of communication development. [29] [34]
[35] [39]. Despite being extremely simple from a purely-linguistic
point of view, behavioral communication consists of a complex sys-
tem of elements that include gestures, eye contact, touch cues, speech,
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and mouthing elements. Although it is mostly based on touch (espe-
cially when messages are exchanged with deafblind individuals), this
type of communication depends on the personal relationship between
the sender and the receiver, which is intangible. Thus, it is almost
impossible to capture it into a description language that can be effec-
tively reproduced using computer interfaces. Also, it is very personal
and due to the inherent complexity of behavioral communication, it is
extremely difficult to describe it in a language. This is also because
it is based on spontaneous physical interaction, it has many features
that cannot be encompassed in structured models. Consequently, it is
beyond the purpose of this dissertation.
1.2.5 Object communication
Using objects in the environment as a representation of concepts is
among the simplest communication methods, as it is based on ma-
nipulable objects, shapes perceivable by touch, and tactile textures
embedded into some type of infrastructure. Depending on the spe-
cific type of objects being utilized for representing concepts, different
types of formalizations are available. In general, object communica-
tion systems do not use alphabets, and they have only one syntactic
layer. As a result, they realize direct association between the domain
of syntax and the semantic layer. Thus, they can modeled as a func-
tion f : O −→ M that allows the transition from the domain of
tangible objects O to the set of functional intents M . Indeed, each
code defines the function further, by specifying the characteristics of
O. As a result, elements in object communication can be represented
as follows, without any morphology or articulation components. The
example shown in Figure can be adapted to encompass all the main
types of resources employed in communication.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<lng name="Object communication">
<lyr name="lexical">
<el setstate="STATE_REFERENCE">
<file type="OBJECT_REPRESENTATION">FILE_URL</file>
</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="semantics">
...
</lyr>
<lyr name="pragmatics" id="6">
...
</lyr>
</lng>
Figure 1.6: Representation of object communication.
Representing concepts with objects
Among the most transparent basic communication systems, there is
object communication. As its fundamental principle, it is based on
items whose expressive function has to be extremely clear. To this
end, object communication makes use of manipulable objects, each
acting as a symbol that refers to concepts. They mainly are utilized to
give information, make requests, and provide feedback. While some
of the symbols used in the system are straightforward, conceptually
concrete representations, such as parts of objects (e.g., a can of soda
represents soda), others are utilized to identify concepts (e.g., a glass
of water means thirstiness); also, there are more abstract symbols that
refer to actions (two crossed paper clips represent work) or encode
communication items (e.g., “I want to go home see mom”). In this
regard, objects are employed to anticipate the activities or situations
that are presented throughout the day (e.g., a small pillow is a signal
for going to bed). Moreover, object cues or parts of objects can be as-
sociated with a particular individual; as an example, a teddy bear can
mean father. Usually, educators, assistants and family have portable
sets of manipulable objects that can be utilized in different situations.
In order to optimize the language, symbols may have different inter-
pretations depending on the situation, or on the way in which they
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are manipulated or presented. To be considered for a tactile symbol
system, individuals should demonstrate some higher level cognitive
abilities [38] with respect to those who can use behavioral communi-
cation only.
Indeed, for learning the numerous associations utilized in the sys-
tem, individuals must be able to understand that symbols are arbitrary
representations which do not always physically resemble the item
they represent. To this end, meaningful object cues are considered
with respect to the degree to which they can be associated with what
they represent, by means of touch, only. Therefore, miniatures pro-
viding visual representations that cannot be seen by the blind may not
be adequate to some individuals. Also, there are very small objects
that provide limited tactile information and, thus, it may be more dif-
ficult for a child who has physical disabilities, such as cerebral palsy,
to handle and explore them or to associate them with their meaning.
Several options can be utilized to represent objects in order to
achieve interoperability. Depending on the application, objects can
be simply referred to using words, or they can be described as three-
dimensional models using a collection of points in 3D space, con-
nected by various geometric entities such as triangles, lines, curved
surfaces, etc. Being a collection of data (points and other informa-
tion), 3D models can be created algorithmically, and they can be dis-
played using different types of technology. The lowest level repre-
sentation for objects is the lexical level. This, in turn, can be directly
associated with one or several elements in the domain of semantics.
The advantage of using the propose framework to represent objects
with 3d models is that this allows to build a set of standard items to
be employed in communication. With the development of low-cost
object printers, it will be possible to actually produce the objects that
are most suitable for communication. Moreover, three-dimensional
maps can be incorporated in the language, and they can be utilized to
provide individuals with virtual representations of an environment, to
help them achieve independent mobility [191], [192].
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Using shape cues as a form of communication
Sometimes alternatives to object cues, such as shapes or textures, are
employed if there is no logical object related to a specific activity,
or in situations in which objects cannot be manipulated (e.g., in pub-
lic spaces, in corridors, or at the entrance of rooms). To this end,
clearly perceivable shapes are utilized within frames to provide the
blind with language symbols or communication items. Shape cues,
or tactile symbols, are concrete representations developed for indi-
viduals who are totally blind or function as if they were totally blind
and who have a practical need for a graphic language system. Shape
cues differ from textured communication symbols described by [40] as
the former may be utilized to develop an object-based language, and
therefore, they span across multiple syntactic layers in the language
model. Conversely, textures are more similar to alert patterns, and
therefore, they are in the domain of semantics. Consequently, they
are less suitable for being utilized to structure sentences. Shape cues
require the individual to have specific skills in communicative intent
and symbolic development.
Indeed, labeling or recognizing tactile symbols never has a func-
tional goal in itself (as an activity), but it may be a step in learning
to use the symbols for more functional tasks (e.g., giving instructions
or reporting on events). Shape cues can be mounted left-to-right or in
a vertical sequence on strips on boards, or utilized in communication
and educational books. Individuals can read the symbol as the identi-
fier to next step in a routine, or they can point the shape cue associated
with their need to communicate it to their assistant or peer in order
to achieve their functional goal. As a result, shape cues are helpful
in scheduling and organizing activities routines, even in longer time
frames (e.g., different shape cues can be utilized on calendars in asso-
ciation with birthdays). Locations and materials can also be labeled
with touch cues to help individuals with orientation or to identify their
belongings. Also, symbols are employed to label shelves in kitchens,
classrooms, dresser drawers, and lunch bags [41]. Shape cues and
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objects may not have a primary role in computer-based communica-
tion or in human-computer interaction. However, as they are tangible,
they provide an insight to the communication system utilized by the
deafblind. Moreover, they introduce a set of meanings that are part
of individuals’ vocabularies, which can be utilized for structuring a
basic set of communication items.
As in the case of objects, shapes can be incorporated in our frame-
work. Their low-level representation at the lexical level can be re-
alized utilizing Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), a widely-deployed
royalty-free graphics format developed and maintained by the W3C
SVG Working Group [195]. Several systems for assisting the blind
currently use SVG as the primary system for translating visual con-
tent into tactile representation formats [183], [36]). Also, this rep-
resentation is convenient for representing figures and symbols [193],
[194], even if individuals are able to use more sophisticated forms of
communication.
Textures and textured symbols
The purpose for using object communication is to provide people
with vision impairments, or the deafblind, with an alternative form
of communication. Usually, shape cues come in the form of labels
or figures that can be attached to objects in the environment. Con-
versely, textures are replicable patterns forming touch cues that can
be embedded into objects. As they are very simple and they are easy
and immediate to identify, in general they have the purpose of con-
veying information, quickly. Textures (e.g., piece of carpet, blanket,
wood, or plastic) can be utilized to represent activities, places, and
people. Also, they can be employed as infrastructured means of in-
formation about the environment. In general, textures are employed
to provide blind people with contextual guidance for achieving inde-
pendent mobility. For instance, textures or tactile markings placed on
pavement can indicate the presence of stairs, represent crossroads, or
signal the route to the exit. Textured materials can be utilized as ef-
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fective means of communication as well. For instance, sandpaper or
bubble wrap are often used as abstract tangible symbols to promote
communication with nonverbal children and adults who are blind or
deafblind. One of the main purposes of textures is for schooling. Tex-
tured markings can be implemented on communication boards to give
information, elicit requests, and provide choice making opportunities.
Textures are based on materials that typically are selected based on the
saliency of their tactile characteristics. Indeed, in order to effectively
use them in communication, textures must have clearly perceivable
patterns within frames that allow distinguishing the texture area [40].
In our model of object communication, textures are the least in
complexity. They are defined as items in the morphological space,
each directly linked to one element in the semantics layer. Let us im-
plement textures in the form of height maps as defined in the domain
of computer graphics [37]. Textures are represented as grayscale im-
ages in which pixels are a measure of surface indentation. The shade
of gray that a pixel has determines the height of the terrain at that
point, white being the highest, and black being the lowest. The size
of textures may vary depending on their complexity. A texture TS×S
having size S can be formally defined as a square matrix of S2 points
P , each having a value ranging from 0 to 255. Each texture is directly
linked with an element in semantics, in order to elicit an action. For
instance, in textured pavements that support blind people in achiev-
ing independent mobility, different textures encode messages such as
stop, or walk straight.
1.2.6 Tactile codes
Tactile codes are standardized representations of information by means
of tactile symbols. There are many different tactile codes having di-
verse purposes. Several tactile codes are employed to provide the
deaf and the deafblind with a tactile form for alphabets. Other types
of codes are utilized for encoding different types of information. In
general, tactile codes make use of dots and shapes to represent let-
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ters, situations, directions, routes, or the presence of any danger. In
contrast with object communication and shapes, the general rule for
tactile codes is that they are a standard set of symbols being utilized by
a larger group of individuals. Although some are suitable for support-
ing communication, tactile codes are not usually designed to support
simultaneous communication. Therefore, it is convenient to embed
them into labels or tags on buildings (e.g., in proximity of stairs and
elevators), on roads (e.g., coded pavement), or on the packaging of
products. Some tactile codes have been designed by inventors who
have become blind or deafblind in their life.
As tactile codes provide representations of alphabets, they can
modeled as a function f : A −→ T that allows the transition from
the domain of the written alphabet A to the domain of a tactile code
T . Indeed, each code defines the function further, by specifying the
characteristics of T .
Braille
The Braille code is the most famous tactile writing system based on
a code. It utilizes series of raised dots to form letters. Specifically,
each symbol is represented using a cell consisting of six dots that can
be raised or flat in order to obtain different configurations. Words are
written as sequences of cells. These can be read by people who are
blind (or whose sight is not sufficient for reading printed material)
with the fingers, by simply passing the finger over the cells. Teach-
ers, parents, and others who are not visually impaired ordinarily read
Braille with their eyes.
However, Braille is not a language. Rather, it is a code by which
languages (e.g., English) may be written and read, and thus, Braille
readers first had to learn the alphabet, the grammar and the syntax
of a language. It is generally assumed that the ability to read and
understand Braille is dependent, in part, on a child’s exploration or
recognition of similarities and differences in the objects and materials
provided to them. The relationships between variations in the fea-
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tures of objects and surfaces, similarly to tactile object exploration,
have been hypothesized to be precursors of Braille readiness. As the
Braille alphabet consists of 6 dots each assuming two values, it sup-
ports only a limited number of symbols to be represented (i.e., 64
configurations). Therefore, there are conventions for associating dif-
ferent meanings to the same configuration, and for switching between
domains (e.g., music, or mathematics).
The Braille system includes an alphabet (A) based on a binary
system that can be represented as a set of symbols
A = {a1, a2, ..., an} where n = 64
where each element ai in the alphabet A is represented by a combi-
nation of raised dots D on six possible fixed spatial positions. As a
result, the Braille cell is represented by the following matrix:
Ai =
d11 d12d21 d22
d31 d32

where
dij =
{
0 if dot is not raised
1 if dot is raised
This means that the value 0 encodes some information. Configura-
tions can also be expressed as binary configurations, such as
ai = {d11, d12, d21, d22, d31, d32}
As an example, the letter e corresponds to the configuration 100100
(though actually cells are read by columns). Words are composed by
a sequence of symbols separated by the null symbol (having all flat
dots), defined as
null =
0 00 0
0 0

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Braille symbols may have multiple interpretations, and therefore, let
us define I the set of interpretations
I = {i0, i1, ..., im}
such that
ii(ak) 6= ij(ak)∀i, j|i 6= j
In regard to information coding, the Braille alphabet is better than
Figure 1.7: The Braille representation of the English alphabet.
the standard written alphabet, because it utilizes only two symbols
to encode all the letters. However, from a practical point of view, it
is harder to learn Braille because individuals should be able to get
the differences between configurations based on small dots, which
are difficult to pick at the beginning of the development of fine tac-
tile skills. Figure 1.7 shows the representation of the Braille alphabet
into our language model. Indeed, the formal representation of the lan-
guage will not determine how the configuration of the actual Braille
cell will be arranged, as this issue refers to the physical or virtual im-
plementation of the interaction device (i.e., Braille cell displayed on
dedicated display or on a standard computer monitor, respectively).
This will require the device driver to convert the representation of the
language into electrical signals to the physical device.
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It is sufficient to implement its morphology, because all the other
layers follow the rules of the chosen language localization. There are
a few exceptions, such as domain switching. For instance, as ciphers
are represented using the first ten letters of the alphabet, numbers con-
sist of a sequence of letters, anticipated by the letter N . This is an ex-
ample of a transformation rule between the morphology layer and the
semantics layer. This is achieved by using a listener is added to the
element N in the morphology layer, so that, whenever the listener is
triggered, a specific function will be activated. This, in turn, will oper-
ate in the domain of syntax in order to disambiguate between standard
letters and numbers. The following code shows a meta-language rep-
resentation of the Braille alphabet.
The following representation shows the complete definition of the
Braille alphabet.
1.2.7 Contact signing andManually-Coded Languages
In its broader sense, contact signing includes any type of language
requiring physical contact between the sender and the receiver. How-
ever, as communication with deafblind people require all languages
to use touch, in this dissertation, we will refer to contact signing as
single-touch contact signing, in order to differentiate this category
from that of gestural alphabets and languages. In general, all contact
signing methods and manually coded languages include the possibil-
ity of sending and receiving messages. In order to receive messages,
individuals passively expose a part of their body that will be utilized
as a static surface for communication; conversely, when they want
to transmit a message, senders manipulate the body part of the re-
ceiver in order to change its configuration. By definition, contact
signing is a sign language that has elements of both a natural sign
language and an oral language [42]. Conversely, single-touch sign-
ing methods and manually-coded languages are tactile alternatives to
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<lyr name="morphology" id="1">
<el dom="dot" uid="d1" name="11">11</el>
<el dom="dot" uid="d2" name="11">12</el>
<el dom="dot" uid="d3" name="11">21</el>
<el dom="dot" uid="d4" name="11">22</el>
<el dom="dot" uid="d5" name="11">31</el>
<el dom="dot" uid="d6" name="11">32</el>
<el dom="state" uid="s1" name="off">0</el>
<el dom="state" uid="s2" name="on">1</el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="11"><ref>d1,s1</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="11R"><ref>d1,s2</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="12"><ref>d2,s1</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="12R"><ref>d2,s2</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="21"><ref>d3,s1</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="21R"><ref>d3,s2</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="22"><ref>d4,s1</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="22R"><ref>d4,s2</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="31"><ref>d5,s1</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="31R"><ref>d5,s2</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="32"><ref>d6,s1</ref></el>
<el dom="dotstate" uID="32R"><ref>d6,s2</ref></el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="articulation">
<el dom="letter" name="A"><ref>11R,12,21,22,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="B"><ref>11R,12,21R,22,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="C"><ref>11R,12R,21,22,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="D"><ref>11R,12R,21,22R,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="E"><ref>11R,12,21,22R,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="F"><ref>11R,12R,21R,22,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="G"><ref>11R,12R,21R,22R,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="H"><ref>11R,12,21R,22R,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="I"><ref>11,12R,21R,22,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="J"><ref>11,12R,21R,22R,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="K"><ref>11R,12,21,22,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="L"><ref>11R,12,21R,22,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="M"><ref>11R,12R,21,22,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="N"><ref>11R,12R,21,22R,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="O"><ref>11R,12,21,22R,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="P"><ref>11R,12R,21R,22,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="Q"><ref>11R,12R,21R,22R,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="R"><ref>11R,12,21R,22R,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="S"><ref>11,12R,21R,22,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="T"><ref>11,12R,21R,22R,31R,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="U"><ref>11R,12,21,22,31R,32R</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="V"><ref>11R,12,21R,22,31R,32R</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="W"><ref>11,12,21R,22R,31,32</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="X"><ref>11R,12R,21,22,31R,32R</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="Y"><ref>11R,12R,21,22R,31R,32R</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="Z"><ref>11R,12,21,22R,31R,32R</ref></el>
</lyr>
Figure 1.8: Representation of the Braille alphabet.
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the standard alphabet; the former utilizes the whole body, while in the
latter messages are exchanged using the hands, only. The simplest
single-touch contact signing methods realize elementary associations
between body locations (syntax layer) and concepts (semantics layer),
in order to achieve basic functional communication. However, the
majority of them have the objective of representing the full alphabet
of the original language in a tactile form, and to keep as much as pos-
sible the grammar and the syntax of the original language. This is a
major difference with respect to other contact signing methods, which
have evolved into complete and different languages having their own
syntax and grammar.
On-body signing
On-body signing is the simplest form of contact signing. It has been
developed based on tactile prompting, a well-studied system for ini-
tiating interaction with the deafblind [43] [44]. This communication
system was designed as a methodology to teach language to students
who are deafblind who are limited in the expressive function. On-
body signing involves the sender pointing, tracing or generating con-
figurations with the hand directly onto the face, hands, arms, torso or
legs of the receiver. In this regard, body signing can be conceived
as a sophisticated articulation of touch cues. However, differently
from touch cues, body signs are based on a traditional manual signing
system and thus, they are proper languages. This is the main advan-
tage of on-body signing, as it provides a standardized communica-
tion method. Also, unlike touch clues, body signs can be presented
in sentence form. Moreover, on-body signing can be utilized in any
language, as all symbols have the body as a reference. Indeed, this
type of communication represents a class of languages and methods
[45]. For instance, signs can either be articulated in order to represent
words and concepts, or they can be as simple as different spots on the
skin that can represent individual letters.
On-body signing is based on a set of body locations B and on a set of
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touch modes T described as
B = {b1, b2, ..., bn} where n is limited
T = {t1, t2, ..., tm} where m n
The cardinality of T determines the base of the language. Intuitively,
on-body signing languages can be unary, binary or they can have
larger bases. Particularly, the relationshipm n is extremely impor-
tant as it enables some optimization to the language. Intuitively, less
touch modes mean that individuals using the language might not be
able to distinguish among different hand shapes, which implies some
cognitive disability. In this case, more body locations are utilized,
even if this affects the speed at which languages can be signed. Lan-
guages belonging to the family of on-body signing communication
methods are structures A = (B, T, l) where l is a function defined as
l : B × T −→ A
As a result, symbols in on-body signing languages are sets whose
elements are couples of values ai = (bj , tk) generated by the function
l that can represent letters, words, concepts. Also, they can refer to
people or activities. Not all touch modes might apply to every body
locations, that is, function l is discontinuous and it can be undefined
for a couple (bj , tk), so that the following may hold:
∃i, k|i < n, k < m, bj ∈ B, tk ∈ T, f(bj , tk) ↑
Furthermore, each on-body signing languages may consist of sets of
interpretations I , similar to that of the Braille system, as discussed
previously.
The Malossi alphabet
The Malossi alphabet is named after his inventor, an Italian who be-
came deafblind in his early life. The Malossi system defines an on-
hand signing method and a tactile alphabet based on two types of
stimuli: touch and pinch. Letters from A to O are distributed over
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the palm, on the 15 phalanxes from the thumb to the little finger, in
a clockwise fashion. Each phalanx is associated with an area cor-
responding to a different letter that is activated when touched. Let-
ters from P to Z (excluding the letter W , which is located close to
the proximal phalanxes between the second and the third metacarpal
bones) are distributed over the distal and the proximal phalanxes, and
they are activated when the area is pinched. Two deafblind individ-
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Figure 1.9: Configuration of the layout of letters on the palm in Mal-
ossi alphabet.
uals can communicate using Malossi method as follows: the hand
(usually, the left one) becomes a typewriter for the receiver of the
message. As a result, they can start typing messages on each other’s
hand, in turns: the sender writes words by subsequently touching and
pinching in sequence different parts of the receiver’s palm that cor-
respond to the characters. Then, they can easily exchange their roles
in order to achieve bidirectional communication. This method is of-
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ten used by those who had learned to read and write before becoming
deafblind. To this respect, the speed at which two deafblind people
can communicate using the Malossi alphabet is impressive.
The Malossi alphabet is extremely intuitive and it is very suit-
able as a system for providing children with education to the Braille
language. Also, it is a convenient substitute to the Braille system for
people who go blind in later life, as they are unable to perceive the
small dots utilized in Braille cells. This is also the reason why this al-
phabet is widely employed with people having cognitive impairments,
who cannot learn more complex communication methods, such as al-
phabets involving shapes. Moreover, it provides the deafblind with an
easy way to communicate with people who see and hear normally. In
fact, many deafblind individuals achieve their mobility with the use of
a white glove that shows the letters, so that people, without knowing
the language, can immediately see the layout of the letters and use
their hand as a keyboard.
As a result, the Malossi alphabet can be represented as a set of
16 body locations B = {b1, b2, ..., b16} mapped over the phalanxes
as follows
B =
 b1 = p11 b2 = p12 b3 = p13 b4 = p14 b5 = p15b6 = p21 b7 = p22 b8 = p23 b9 = p24 b10 = p25
b11 = p31 b12 = p32 b13 = p33 b14 = p34 b15 = p35

∪{b16}
also, the Malossi alphabet includes a set of 2 touch modes
T = {t1, t2} where
ti =
{
touch or 1 if i = 1
pinch or 2 if i = 2
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The resulting alphabet A = {a1, a2, ..., a26} is organized as follows
ai =
 (1, i) if 0 ≤ i ≤ 15(2, i− 15) if 16 ≤ i ≤ 20
(2, i− 10) if 21 ≤ i ≤ 26
This representation is consistent with that of on-body signing lan-
guages. The following code shows the representation of the Malossi
alphabet into markup meta-language.
Touch cues
Touch cues are an important communication strategy that is utilized
with young children who are deafblind, as touch cues are especially
suitable during the early stages of communication because of their
simplicity. Usually, the meaning of touch cues is defined within a spe-
cific scope of interaction, and they are utilized and valid in small com-
munities. Also, the meaning of a touch cue is derived from the specific
context and situation, even though some of them might be somehow
more universal. In order to be effective, the use of touch cues should
be consistent, otherwise the recipient will not be able to decode the
meaning of the message. This is especially true when different people
use the same cue for representing a variety of messages. For instance,
patting or tapping on the shoulder may express positive feedback, a
request or directive, information, comfort, or reassurance. The struc-
ture of touch cues may be different depending on the community. For
instance, there might be touch cues based on finger pressure, on hand
touch, on manipulations of the hand, or on actions realized with arms.
The grammar of touch cues is based on gestures involving a destina-
tion body location, specific movement, and a performing body part
(usually the hand). Their representation is the same as that of contact-
signing languages. Differently from manually-coded alphabets, touch
cues may directly encode words. Moreover, as body locations and
touch modes can be defined on an individual basis, each user model
implements a different language model. The implementation of touch
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<lng name="Malossi">
<lyr name="morphology" id="1">
<el dom="location" uid="L1">1</el>
...
<el dom="location" uid="L16">16</el>
<el dom="pressure" uid="pT" name="touch">0</el>
<el dom="pressure" uid="pP" name="pinch">1</el>
<lyr name="articulation">
<el dom="letter" name="A"><ref>L1,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="B"><ref>L2,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="C"><ref>L3,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="D"><ref>L4,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="E"><ref>L5,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="F"><ref>L6,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="G"><ref>L7,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="H"><ref>L8,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="I"><ref>L9,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="J"><ref>L10,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="K"><ref>L11,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="L"><ref>L12,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="M"><ref>L13,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="N"><ref>L14,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="O"><ref>L15,pT</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="P"><ref>L1,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="Q"><ref>L2,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="R"><ref>L3,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="S"><ref>L4,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="T"><ref>L5,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="U"><ref>L11,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="V"><ref>L12,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="W"><ref>L16,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="X"><ref>L13,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="Y"><ref>L14,pP</ref></el>
<el dom="letter" name="Z"><ref>L15,pP</ref></el>
</lyr>
</lng>
Figure 1.10: Representation of the Malossi alphabet.
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cues is similar to Malossi. However, the main difference with re-
spect to alphabetic on-body signing methods is that touch cues are
more similar to object communication: there is direct association with
meaning.
Tracing alphabets based on print-on-palm
Letters in standard alphabets can be reproduced in a tactile form using
a variety of methods. Among the simplest systems, there is print-on-
palm, which allows the sender to use one finger as a pen, and to write
on the palm of the receiver as on a piece of paper. By doing this, letters
can easily be traced as strokes, in sequence. In order to achieve bidi-
rectional communication, subjects exchange the role of their hands,
in turn.
Let us define tracing alphabets as a set of shapes S such that
S = {s1, s2, ..., s26}
where each shape si is a combination of a sequence of strokes K that
can be defined in two ways, that is, either using a matrix (low-level
representation) or an action label (high-level representation). We will
refer to the former for simplicity. Let K be a set of strokes such as:
K = {k1, k2, ..., kn} where n 26
As a result, each of the elements in the set S can be expressed as a
series of strokes from the set K. Indeed, in order to be recognizable,
the following must hold:
∃i, j|∀ksik 6= sjk−1 where 1 < k ≤ 26, 1 < i ≤ |sk|, 1 < j ≤ |sk−1|
Similarly to on-body signing, tracing alphabets they require a body
location B. However, this usually is one and fixed (the palm, in the
majority of the cases). Therefore, let us assume |B| = 1. Each stroke
is a sequence of pressure points that can be represented as a gesture
(see next paragraph).
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The block alphabet
The block alphabet is among the simplest communication systems uti-
lized by the deafblind people who lost their sight in their later life (or
after their education). As they already have been taught the alphabet,
they can use it for communication by simply writing or reading it on
the palm of the hand. Communication is realized by tracing with the
forefinger the clear shape of capital letters on the palm. The whole
area of the palm can be utilized to write letters, so that they will ap-
pear large and clear. Letters should generally be drawn from left to
right and from top to bottom; they are written in sequence, one on the
top of the other, with pauses at the end of each word. Letters M , N
and W should be drawn as single strokes, keeping the finger on the
palm. Numbers can also be drawn as figures.
Let us define the block alphabet as consisting of a set S including
three basic strokes (i.e., slant, curve, flag), and a set of four directions
D (i.e., up, down, left, right) that can be combined to form transversal
directions (e.g., up right, or top left). Strokes and directions can be
combined to generate the unique gestures shown in Figure 1.8.
Simplified alphabets: the Moon system
The Moon alphabet was invented by a doctor who lost his sight early
in his life and, thus, needed a communication method based on the
English alphabet. Consequently, the Moon alphabet aims at helping
people who go blind in their later life, and thus, who are not able to
read the small dots of the Braille system [27]. In order to achieve
bidirectional communication, the Moon alphabet utilizes a set of em-
bossed shapes to represent the alphabet. The Moon alphabet is es-
pecially designed to simplify the shapes of the alphabet and to avoid
discontinuous paths or multiple strokes. Letters consist of single lines,
angles, circles, and simple shapes [33]. As a result, they can be felt
with a single touch of the hand. Some symbols are similar to the let-
ters of the Latin alphabet, others are completely different. The Moon
system can be implemented in our framework using a representation
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<lng name="Block alphabet">
<lyr name="morphology">
<el dom="stroke" uID="F" name="flag">...</el>
<el dom="stroke" uID="C" name="curve">...</el>
<el dom="stroke" uID="S" name="slant">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="L" name="left">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="R" name="right">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="U" name="left">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="D" name="right">...</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="articulation">
<el dom="L" name="A"><ref>S,U,R</ref><ref>S,D,R</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="B"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>S,U</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="C"><ref>C,D,R</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="D"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>C,U.L</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="E"><ref>S,L</ref><ref>S,D</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="F"><ref>S,L</ref><ref>S,D</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="G"><ref>C,D,R</ref><ref>C,R,U</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="H"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>F,R,</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="I"><ref>S,D</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="J"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>C,D,R</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="K"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>S,U,R</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="L"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>S,R</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="M"><ref>S,U</ref><ref>S,D,R</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="N"><ref>S,U</ref><ref>S,D,R</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="O"><ref>C,D,R</ref><ref>C,U,L</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="P"><ref>S,U</ref><ref>C,D,L</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="Q"><ref>C,D,R</ref><ref>C,U,L</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="R"><ref>S,U</ref><ref>C,D,L</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="S"><ref>C,D,R</ref><ref>C,D,L</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="T"><ref>F,R</ref><ref>S,D</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="U"><ref>S,D</ref><ref>C,R,U</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="V"><ref>S,D,R</ref><ref>S,U,R</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="W"><ref>S,D,R</ref><ref>S,U,R</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="X"><ref>S,D,R</ref><ref>S,D,L</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="Y"><ref>S,D,R</ref><ref>S,D</ref>...</el>
<el dom="L" name="Z"><ref>S,R</ref><ref>S,D,L</ref>...</el>
</lyr>
</lng>
Figure 1.11: Representation of the block alphabet in the proposed
meta-language.
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Table 1.1: Stroke representation of the block alphabet.
letter stroke sequence
A slant up right, slant down right, flag left
B slant down, slant up, curve down left, curve down left
C curve down right
D slant down, curve up left
E slant left, slant down, slant right, flag left
F slant left, slant down, flag right
G curve down right, curve right up, flag left
H slant down, flag right, slant up, slant down
I slant down
L slant down, slant right
M slant up, slant down right, slant up right, slant down
N slant up, slant down right, slant up
O curve down right, curve up left
P slant up, curve down left
Q curve down right, curve up left, curve down left, flag right
R slant up, curve down left, slant down right
S curve down right, curve down left
T flag right, slant down, slant up, flag left
U slant down, curve right up, slant up
V slant down right, slant up right
W slant down right, slant up right, slant down right, slant up right
X slant down right, slant down left
Y slant down right, slant down, slant down left
Z slant right, slant down left, slant right
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similar to that of the block alphabet.
The Lorm deafblind alphabet
The Lorm alphabet was designed by a writer who lost both his sight
and hearing in his childhood. As many other communication systems
invented by deafblind people, the Lorm alphabet utilizes the hands
to represent the letters in a tactile form. Communication occurs by
touching, striking or squeezing parts of the hand and, specifically, the
palm and the fingers. Differently from other communication systems
based on alphabets, symbols are represented by dynamic gestures that
occur on specific parts of the hand. As a result, although the Lorm al-
phabet is based on the English written alphabet, there is no correspon-
dence in shape between symbols in the written alphabet and letters in
the Lorm alphabet. The Lorm deafblind alphabet can be represented
as follows.
The Lorm deafblind alphabet has a more complex representation,
as it involves several types of touch modes, and even gestures. The
Lorm alphabet defines seven touch modes in a way similar to other
alphabets, four directions, and fourteen locations. These can be com-
bined to form letters as shown in Table 1.2.
The Lorm alphabet is represented in our language as follows:
Cued speech
Cued speech is a phonemic-based system based on hand shape that
makes the auditory aspects of spoken language accessible through
visual means [30]. Cued Speech is unique among forms of Manu-
ally Code Language because it does not use signs in an attempt to
substitute written alphabets. On the contrary, cued speech makes
use of eight hand shapes (H) to represent consonant phonemes, four
hand placements (HP) or four hand movements (HM) around the face
to represent vowel phonemes. Such hand shapes do not have any
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Table 1.2: Representation of the Lorm alphabet.
letter gesture
A touch tip of thumb
B strike downwards along index
C touch the middle point of the lowest palm
D strike downwards along middle
E touch the tip of index
F squeeze the tips of index and middle
G strike downwards ring
H strike downwards little
I touch the tip of middle
J squeeze the tip of middle
K touch with all tips together in the middle of the palm
L strike downwards index, middle and ring
M touch horizontal with three tips the higher palm
N touch horizontal with two tips the higher palm
O touch the tip of ring
P strike upwards the outside of index
Q strike upwards the outside of hand
R drum with several tips in the middle of the palm
S circle in the middle of the palm
T strike downwards the outside of the thumb
U touch the tip of little
V touch with one tip the palm between thumb and index
W touch with two tips the palm between thumb and index
X strike horizontal the wrist
Y strike horizontal all the fingers
Z strike horizontal the center of the palm of hand
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<lng name="Lorm alphabet">
<lyr name="morphology">
<el dom="touch" uID="T" name="touch">...</el>
<el dom="touch" uID="S" name="strike">...</el>
<el dom="touch" uID="Q" name="squeeze">...</el>
<el dom="touch" uID="R" name="drum">...</el>
<el dom="touch" uID="T2" name="2-tip-touch">...</el>
<el dom="touch" uID="T3" name="3-tip-touch">...</el>
<el dom="touch" uID="T5" name="5-tip-touch">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="U" name="up">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="D" name="down">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="H" name="horizontal">...</el>
<el dom="direction" uID="C" name="circle">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="1" name="thumb-tip">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="2" name="index-tip">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="3" name="middle-tip">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="4" name="ring-tip">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="5" name="little-tip">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="PT" name="palm-top">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="PM" name="palm-middle">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="PB" name="palm-bottom">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="W" name="wrist">...</el>
<el dom="location" uID="F1" name="thumb-index">...</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="articulation">
<el dom="L" name="A"><ref>T,1</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="B"><ref>S,D,2</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="C"><ref>T,PB</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="D"><ref>S,D,3</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="E"><ref>T,2</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="F"><ref>Q,2,3</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="G"><ref>S,D,4</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="H"><ref>S,D,5</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="I"><ref>T,3</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="J"><ref>Q,3</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="K"><ref>T5,PT</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="L"><ref>S,T3,D,2,3,4</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="M"><ref>T3,H,PT</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="N"><ref>T2,H,PT</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="O"><ref>T,4</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="P"><ref>S,U,2</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="Q"><ref>S,U,5</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="R"><ref>R,PM</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="S"><ref>T,C,PM</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="T"><ref>S,D,1</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="U"><ref>T,5</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="V"><ref>T,F1</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="W"><ref>T2,U,F1</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="X"><ref>S,H,W</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="Y"><ref>S,H,1,2,3,4,5</ref></el>
<el dom="L" name="Z"><ref>S,H,PM</ref></el>
</lyr>
</lng>
Figure 1.12: Representation of the Lorm alphabet in the proposed
meta-language.
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equivalent to, neither are, derived from shapes of any sign languages.
Cued speech is conceived to be utilized in combination with mouthing
(i.e., simultaneously with speech), as the hand shape, hand placement,
hand movement, and information on the mouth combine as unique
feature bundles that represent phonemic values. Cues are not intended
to be understood without mouthing. However, many deaf native cuers
are able to understand the cues alone without the use of the mouth.
Similarly, they tend to be able to perform well at deciphering the in-
formation on the mouth without the use of the hand (i.e., by lip read-
ing, alone).
Cued speech can be represented by means of a set of phonemes P
consisting of vowel phonemes and consonants such that
P = {Hi + (HPj +HMk)
where
HPj =

1 if phoneme is D, P, or S
2 if phoneme is TH, C, V, or S
3 if phoneme is S, H, or RS
4 if phoneme is WH, B, or N
5 if phoneme is M, T, or FF
6 if phoneme is W, SH, or LL
7 if phoneme is TH, J, or JJ
8 if phoneme is Y, NG, or CH
and HMk = (ip, ep) is a couple of values representing the initial
and the final positions, respectively. Figure 1.13 shows a graphical
representation of the alphabet. As there are four key positions (plus
two derived positions, F for forward, andD for down),HP is defined
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as follows
HMk =

(1, 1) if phoneme is EI, or UR
(2, 2) if phoneme is A, UE, or E
(3, 3) if phoneme is OO, I, or A
(4, 4) if phoneme is consonant alone
(4, F ) if phoneme is OA, or O
(4, D) if phoneme is U
(2, 3) if phoneme is OI, or AI
(4, 3) if phoneme is IGH, or OU
As a result, the language can be represented as follows. As words are
created by articulations of phonemes, the meta-language contains a
definition of words as well. This is the main difference with respect
to the systems analyzed previously. Gestures can be represented in a
three-dimensional format by using 3D models and character anima-
tion, which allows encoding hand position as well.
<lng name="Touch cues">
<lyr name="morphology">
<el dom="configuration" uID="C1" name="D,P,S">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C2" name="TH,C,V,S">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C3" name="S,H,RS">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C4" name="WH,B,N">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C5" name="M,T,FF">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C6" name="W,SH,LL">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C7" name="TH,J,GG">...</el>
<el dom="configuration" uID="C8" name="Y,NG,CH">...</el>
<el dom="position" uID="P1" name="mouth">...</el>
<el dom="position" uID="P2" name="chin">...</el>
<el dom="position" uID="P3" name="throat">...</el>
<el dom="position" uID="P4" name="side">...</el>
<el dom="position" uID="P5" name="side-forward">...</el>
<el dom="position" uID="P6" name="side-down">...</el>
</lyr>
<lyr name="articulation">
<el dom="vowel" uID="V1" name="EI, UR"><ref>P1,P1</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V2" name="AL,UE,E"><ref>P2,P2</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V3" name="OO,I,A"><ref>P3,P3</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V4" name="CONS"><ref>P4,P4</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V5" name="OA,O"><ref>P4,P5</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V6" name="U"><ref>P4,P6</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V7" name="OI,AI"><ref>P2,P3</ref></el>
<el dom="vowel" uID="V8" name="IGH,OU"><ref>P4,P3</ref></el>
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</lyr>
<lyr name="lexical">
<el dom="word" name="thanks"><ref>C7,V3</ref>...</el>
<el dom="word" name="name"><ref>C4,V2</ref>...</el>
</lyr>
</lng>
Figure 1.13: Elements of cued speech.
Fingerspelling and gestural alphabets
Fingerspelling belongs to the family of gestural languages, which in-
cludes visual sign languages as well. This category utilizes gestures to
convey messages [23]. As a difference between fingerspelling and vi-
sual sign languages, the former is especially designed to be perceived
in contact signing. Similarly to contact signing, gestural alphabets
can be classified as follows:
• passive touch languages: receivers expose a part of their body
that will be utilized as a static surface for communication;
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• active touch languages: the sender manipulates the body part
of the receiver in order to change its configuration;
• visual sign languages: there is no contact between the sender
and the receiver, except in particular circumstances (i.e., deaf-
blindness).
Sign languages are based on a combination of five parameters, that
is, hand shape, hand orientation, location, hand motion, and facial ex-
pression [8]. Achieving communication by using a system of gestures
is not an exclusively human way to interact: gestures are a basic form
of communication in many animal species. However, utilizing com-
plex gestural languages and alphabets for communication is extremely
difficult, and it requires high cognitive abilities. When utilized by
deafblind individuals, gestural alphabets are employed because they
were deaf and lost their sight after having learned the language and,
therefore, it is more convenient to keep using their language instead of
forcing them to learn a new communication system. As a result, they
can keep using their sign language with little adaptation by holding
the hands of the conversational partner in order to feel their move-
ments and to get information from them. Gestural alphabets are very
easy to be utilized by sighted deaf people who have a great ability
to receive information through their vision. Gestural alphabets use
several other parts of the body in addition to the hands, to convey
messages: for instance, the eyebrows, eyes and mouth, are also in-
volved in language production. In general, these signals are visual,
and they can be effectively captured by deaf people. Conversely, for
those who are completely blind (other than being deaf), tactile sign
languages are the only conversational form. In fact, visual sign lan-
guages mainly are employed for conversation, though they also are
utilized to convey information in a one-directional fashion. As an ex-
ample, some TV programs, such as the news, utilize sign languages.
The grammar and the syntax of sign languages differ from that of
written or spoken languages. Although at the syntactic level sign lan-
guages are not strict as spoken languages, usually sentences follow
the order Object Subject Verb (OSV).
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Fingerspelling and gestural alphabets, and particularly, visual sign
languages can be represented using the same language as touch cues.
However, as they involve the full body, they require complete charac-
ter animation. Over the past decade several character modeling soft-
ware have been developed to create and animate 3D human figures
and to track the motion of real human body. Nowadays, there are
several standard for modeling three dimensional human figures. For
instance, the design tools realized during the V-sign project [24] can
be utilized to model 3d hand gestures, as shown in Figure 1.14.
Figure 1.14: The hand modeling interface of V-sign.
Co-active signing
The name co-active signing represents the situation in which the sender
moves and manipulates the hands and the arms of the receiver to form
sign shapes, or fingerspelt words. As a result, in co-active signing the
receiver passively realizes gestures guided by the sender of the mes-
sage. This communication method typically is utilized to teach signs
to deafblind children. Also, it is employed with people suffering from
cognitive impairments. Consequently, this is not a bidirectional com-
munication system, and its rules are defined by the language in which
the sender actively signs. Passive touch languages can be represented
within the framework in a way similar to active sign languages, be-
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cause the communication system is similar. However, they add two
functions: one confirms a particular message and it activates the ac-
tion associated with it (positive response), the other skips the message
(negative response).
Hand-over-hand
The hand-over-hand method is mainly utilized by deafblind people
who were able to communicate using a visual signing alphabet. This
is the case of deaf people who become blind in their later life. As
they already know a signing language, the hand-over-hand method,
also known as hands-on signing provides them with a communica-
tion system without requiring them to learn a brand new language
from scratch. Thus, the sign language used in hands-on signing is
often a slightly modified version of local sign languages. In hand-
over-hand, the receiver’s hands are placed lightly upon the back of
the hands of the signer so that the receiver can read the signs through
the sender’s gestures and movement.
Tracking
Tracking enables blind and deafblind people to read messages by
holding the wrists of the signer to get information from their move-
ments. This communication method is suitable for receiving mes-
sages, only. Usually, it is employed when the receiver has a limited
field of vision. This is because, giving the six degrees of freedom of
the wrist, understanding movements by only sensing the signer’s arms
is extremely difficult.
1.2.8 Visual sign languages
All gestural languages consist of symbols that are based on configura-
tions of the body (i.e., postures), hand gestures, and facial expressions
for representing words and concepts. As they are mainly visual, ges-
tural languages do not require the individuals to be in the same phys-
ical space. For instance, they can be utilized to sign TV shows, or the
news. The majority of gestural languages are not tactile. Instead, they
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are touchable. Some gestural languages rely on touch, that is, are de-
signed to be utilized in close contact. This is the case of contact sign
languages, or contact sign. They are originated from contact between
a deaf sign language and an oral language (or the written or manually
coded form of an oral language). Signed languages are complete and
complex communication systems that employ signs made by moving
the hands combined with facial expressions and postures of the body
to convey meaning.
Visual sign languages are largely utilized in the deaf communi-
ties, where different sign languages are used in different countries or
regions (e.g., the American Sign Language Alphabet), or the British
two-handed manual alphabet for sighted deaf people). This is because
only a fraction of speech sounds can be seen on the lips and, thus, the
deaf need a more significant and effective way to express and receive
messages [26]. However, signed languages can be utilized by people
who are blind and use contact to perceive movements, gestures, and
postures, and to decode messages. Alternatively, some deafblind peo-
ple with restricted peripheral vision may prefer the signer to sign in a
very small space, usually at chest level. Also, signs located at waist
level may require a little adaptation to keep them within the field of
sight.
Several systems, such as WebSign, Vsigns and eSigns utilize the
Web3d standards to generate 3D signing avatars that render written
text. Web3d signing avatars are modeled using the specifications from
the H-anim working group, which describe the methods for gener-
ating the skeleton and the models [25][47] [48] [?]. These can be
directly included in our language description framework within the
lexical layer, as follows, and they can be connected to a 3D engine
system, such as Unity3D, to smooth key frames with inverse kine-
matics techniques. Also, as demonstrated previously, the framework
supports the definition of both grammar and syntactic structures of
the language, so that the basic hand shapes, gestures and position can
be represented and utilized for learning purposes (i.e., to teach the
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language to novice users).
1.2.9 Hybrid contact alphabets
Although being purely based on tactile sensitivity, certain touch-based
communication systems rely on visual or auditory components, such
as movements, gestures, speech, or vibrations. As a result, they can
be defined as hybrid, because they utilize tactile features of commu-
nications systems are not directly tactile. Together with visual sign
languages, they are among the most complicated to formalize using a
description language.
Mouthing
Mouthing [31] means realizing mouth movements during communi-
cation. This is an inherent feature of speech, as the mouth simulta-
neously changes its shape when speaking. The most common type
of mouthing is the so-called phonetic mouthing, that is, the nonver-
bal articulation of words or segments of words [50]. Also, mouthing
comes in the form of iconic mouth gesture, which is the formation
of mouth shapes that represent signers’ interpretation of a concept
[51]. In general, mouthing occurs simultaneously and almost unin-
tentionally with other forms of Manually-Coded Languages [32]: for
instance, the hands and the mouth naturally integrate in sign language.
Various types of mouthing and mouth gestures have been observed
across many sign languages as a form of symbolic symbiosis ([51],
[52]); for deaf individuals who are signing, mouth gestures perform a
function similar to that of gestures, which tend to occur with speech
in hearing individuals. To this end, mouthing can be seen as similar
to speech. Thus, its formalization is beyond the scope of this disser-
tation.
Tadoma
Tadoma [9] was invented by a teacher in order to provide two deaf-
blind children with means of communication. Tadoma involves a
deafblind individual placing their hand on the face and neck of the
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speaker [20]. Specifically, the thumb is positioned over the lips, in
order to lip-read using touch; the remaining fingers are placed along
the speaker’s face and neck, and they are utilized to feel motions of
the jaw, facial expressions of the speaker, and vibrations. The latter
are extremely important, as they allow distinguishing active speech
from gestures. Although Tadoma is very difficult to learn, after some
training it enables deafblind individuals to comprehend up to forty
words a minute [53]. Indeed, this type of language can be utilized
by people who can speak, otherwise it is not bidirectional. Tadoma
can be considered as the receptive function of mouthing and, thus, we
will not provide a formal description of this language, as in the case
of mouthing (see previous paragraph).
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Part II
Pervasive vibrotactile
interaction for the blind
and the deafblind
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Chapter 2
Implementing
hand-based
communication using
vibrotactile stimuli
2.1 Human tactile sensing and perception
Designing interfaces that have the purpose of supporting the deaf-
blind in communication, using the sole sense of touch is a signifi-
cant challenge. Indeed, interfaces for hand-based interaction require
specific knowledge of the underlying dynamics of tactile perception.
Although visual and auditory perception is well researched and un-
derstood, less is known about the sense of touch, in general. Thus, in
in order to define the requirements in the design of assistive interfaces
based on touch, and specifically, on vibrotactile stimuli, it is crucial
to investigate the sensing mechanisms of the tactile channel.
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In this section, we present an overview of the functioning of hu-
man perception of tactile stimuli, and we discuss the results of an
experimental study on vibrotactile stimulation on the hand, which has
set the basis for our research in the field of novel assistive devices for
touch-based communication.
Types of tactile stimuli
As its primary function, the Somatic Sensory System (SSM) provides
the Central Nervous System (CNS) with description about the envi-
ronment and the external world. To this end, the human body incorpo-
rates several receptors for the transduction of mechanical solicitation
on the skin into neuronal signals, which are responsible for the four
different types of somatic sensibility:
• discriminative touch, which allows both perceiving movement
across the skin and recognizing the size, shape, and texture of
objects;
• proprioception, responsible for sensing current body position
and for perceiving movement of the limbs and of the body;
• nociception, signaling tissue damage or chemical irritation, and
providing individuals with the sensation of danger by means of
pain or itch;
• temperature sense, which gives information about the warmth
and cold of objects in the environment (and of the environment
itself).
Neuronal transmission of stimuli
All somatic sensibilities share a common class of sensory neurons: the
dorsal root ganglion neurons. Individual neurons in this class selec-
tively respond to specific types of stimuli, because of the morphologi-
cal configurations and the molecular characteristics of their peripheral
terminals. The dorsal root ganglion has the main function of transmit-
ting stimuli to the CNS. To this end, dorsal root ganglion neurons have
two types of peripheral terminals: bare nerve ending and nerve ending
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Figure 2.1: Different types of mechanoceptors.
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encapsulated in a non-neural structure. The latter neurons mediate the
somatic modalities typical of touch and proprioception, and they are
responsible for sensing stimuli related to the perception of surfaces
and objects. On the contrary, the former type of neurons mediates
painful or thermal sensations. As mechanoreceptors and propriocep-
tors are innervated by dorsal root ganglion neurons with myelinated
axons that conduct actions potentials rapidly and, therefore, stimuli
are perceived very quickly. Conversely, thermal receptors and noci-
ceptors have axons that are thinly myelinated (or unmyelinated); as
a result, they conduct impulses more slowly. These types of neurons
are associated with two types of somatic sensations: epicritic and pro-
tophatic sensations. The former involve fine aspects of touch, whereas
the latter involve pain, sensation of temperature, itch, and tickle.
Epicritic sensations
For the purpose of this dissertation, we focus on epicritic sensations,
which include the ability to:
• detect skin contact and localize the where it occurs (topogno-
sis);
• distinguish vibration in frequency and amplitude;
• assess spatial detail (e.g., perceive textures or the distance be-
tween two points touched simultaneously);
• recognize the shape of objects (stereognosis).
Specifically, as the objective of this dissertation is interaction by means
of vibrotactile technology, we focus on the neuronal ability of distin-
guishing skin displacement, which is the direct consequence of ob-
jects moving or vibrating in close contact with the skin. Also, we take
into consideration the perception of the location where stimuli occur.
Several studies demonstrated that sensitivity for vibrotactile stimula-
tion depends on many different factors. For instance, the performance
of perception through touch is associated with sex (see Figure 2.2).
Moreover, variations in sensitivity occur between individuals, and
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they are affected by age. Furthermore, environmental conditions and
stress temporarily alter the ability to perceive tactile sensations. Pri-
marily, tactile sensitivity depends on body position and on the type of
tissue: as glabrous skin has the largest concentration of mechanocep-
tors, the fingers, the palmar surface of the hand, the sole of the foot,
and the lips also have the largest spatial resolution for tactile sensa-
tions. For the purpose of this dissertation, we examine tactile sensi-
tivity on the hands. These are both the part of the body employed by
the majority of touch-based languages and the areas where touch has
the greatest performances. Specifically, spatial resolution is higher in
young individuals, and it diminishes in the elderly.
Mechanoreceptors and tactile sensation
Four major types of mechanoreceptors are responsible for tactile sen-
sitivity in glabrous skin. There are two principal mechanoreceptors
in the superficial layers of the skin, and two corpuscles situated in the
subcutaneous tissue. Among the former type of mechanoreceptors,
there is the Meissner’s corpuscle, a rapidly adapting receptor that is
mechanically coupled to the edge of the papillary ridge. This confers
fine mechanical sensitivity to the receptor. Also, the Merkel disk re-
ceptor is located in the superficial layers of the skin. This is a slowly
adapting receptor that comes in the form of a small epithelial cell
surrounding the nerve terminal. The Merkel disk incorporates a semi-
rigid structure that transmits compressing strain from the skin to the
sensory nerve ending. As a result, it is able to evoke sustained, slowly
adapting responses.
Conversely, the two mechanoreceptors found in the deep sub-
cutaneous tissue are the Pacinian corpuscle and the Ruffini ending.
They are much larger and less numerous than Meissner corpuscles
and Merkel disks. The Pacinian corpuscle responds to rapid indenta-
tion of the skin, but it is not able to perceive any information about
steady pressure. Conversely, as it consists of a large capsule flexibly
attached to the skin, the Pacinian corpuscle is able to sense vibration
occurring several centimeters away. Ruffini endings are slowly adapt-
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ing receptors linking the subcutaneous tissue in the skin to joints in
the palm, or to the fingernails. These receptors are able to sense the
amount of stretch of the skin and, therefore, they contribute to the
perception of the shape of grasped objects.
Receptive fields and spatial resolution
Another fundamental property of mechanoreceptors is the receptive
field, which is defined as the region of the skin from which a sensory
neuron can be stimulated. As another measure of the sensitivity of
mechanoreceptors, spatial resolution represents the extent to which
humans can perceive two different points on the skin as distinct. In
general, larger receptive fields are associated with smaller spatial res-
olution. The spatial resolution of the skin has been extensively tested,
showing that information conveyed through the somesthetic system
is extremely precise. Results of scientific experiments demonstrated
that spatial resolution varies along the body, ranging from a few mil-
limeters, in the fingers, to about four centimeters, in the trunk. This is
mainly because receptive fields vary in size and structure depending
on the layer in which receptors are located and, consequently, on the
number of receptors that are fired upon stimulation. This was eval-
uated in several studies that investigated the spatial resolution of the
skin in a static way; they demonstrated that spatial resolution in spe-
cific areas of the body is a function of the density of receptors. Single
dorsal root ganglion cells in the superficial layers receive input from
clusters of 10 or 25 Meissner’s corpuscles or Merkel disk receptors.
This corresponds to a receptive field having a diameter ranging from
2mm to 10mm, which is one order of magnitude greater than the field
of an individual receptor. Conversely, nerve fibers in the deep lay-
ers of the skin are connected to a single Pacinian corpuscle or Ruffini
ending. As a consequence, their receptive fields are larger, but they
are not able to distinctively perceive borders and therefore, their spa-
tial resolution is affected by noise.
Given their different characteristics, receptors in the superficial
and deep layers of the skin play different roles: Meissner’s corpuscles
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and Merkel disk receptors are able to finely detect spatial differences
because they transmit information from a small area of skin. This fea-
ture allows humans to clearly perceive the single dots of a Braille cell.
On the contrary, Pacinian corpuscles and Ruffini endings in the deep
layers sense more global properties of objects. Also, they detect skin
displacement from a wide area of the skin and they are responsible
for sensing vibration.
Also, the speed at which information travels from the skin to the brain
is extremely important: somesthetic information traverses the dorsal-
lateral column path, which is among the fastest communication lines
in the human body, as it is able to transmit information at a speed of
over 100m/s.
2.1.1 Haptics and the hands
As discussed in the previous section, the sensitivity of the skin is not
uniformly distributed across the body, and its largest values occur at
the fingertip, because of the higher density of mechanoreceptors in
this region. Specifically, the fingertips are the most densely innervated
region of skin in the human body, consisting of approximately 300
mechanoreceptive nerve fibers per square centimeter. The number of
mechanoreceptive fibers is reduced to 120 in proximal phalanges, and
to 50 in the palm [7]. Tables 2.1.1 and 2.1.1show the character-
istics of tactile sensitivity in the hands. Here, the rapidly adapting
Meissner’s corpuscles (MC) the slowly adapting Merkel disk recep-
tors (MD) are the most numerous, preferentially distributed on the
distal half of the fingertip. Also, Pacinian corpuscles (PC) and Ruffini
endings (RE) are distributed more uniformly on the hand, but they
are much less common and, therefore, their response has a different
weight. Cutaneous receptive fields in the hands, similarly to those
in higher-order visual cells, may encode complex spatial information.
Single neural units (such as Meissner’s corpuscles and Merkel disk
receptors) may receive information from areas of the skin as small
as 1 mm in diameter, they could have receptive areas as large as a
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Figure 2.2: Tactile sensitivity in female individuals. Figure taken
from [6].
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finger (i.e., Pacinian corpuscoles), or they may even be directionally
sensitive channels, such as in the case of Ruffini endings. This was
measured using static pressure [89], that is, continuous pressure with-
out any skin displacement.
Table 2.1: Characteristics of mechanoreceptors found in human fin-
gertip skin (1).
MD MC
RF size 1mm2 0.82mm2
Aff. denz. 100cm2 150cm2
Diverg. (RF area) 4-16 (5mm2) 4-16 (5mm2)
Convergence 1:1 2-7
Adekv. Ing. Strain energy density Slip, load force
Function Form, texture Grip control
Table 2.2: Characteristics of mechanoreceptors found in human fin-
gertip skin (2).
PC RE
RF size diffuse diffuse
Aff. denz. 350/ujj Unknown (low)
Diverg. (RF area) 1:1 1:1
Convergence 1:1 1:1
Adekv. Ing. High-freq vibration Skin stretch
Function Distant events Hand shape
2.2 Perceiving vibrotactile stimuli
Our intention is to exploit mechanoceptors’ performances in recog-
nizing skin displacement for designing innovative haptic devices in-
corporating vibrotactile stimulation. Usually, such devices are already
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employed as an alternative communication system for the blind or the
deafblind. However, in our research we make extensive use of vibro-
tactile actuators as means for simulating touch and for implementing
technological supports that enhance current touch-based communica-
tion systems.
Activation thresholds
Action potentials represent the activation of neurons, and they are re-
sponsible for the perception of all stimuli, including vibration. Par-
ticularly, this is the sensation produced by sinusoidal oscillation of
objects placed against the skin, where mechanoreceptors respond to
cyclic waves by pulsations of action potentials each representing one
cycle of the sinusoidal curve of the original stimulus. Individual
mechanoreceptors have their own sensitivity thresholds to vibration,
in the sense that their action potentials may respond to stimuli having
different frequencies and amplitudes. Merkel disk receptors are most
responsive to extremely low frequencies, such as those ranging from
5 to 15Hz. Conversely, Meissner’s corpuscles show better response to
midrange stimuli in the interval from 20 to 50Hz. The Pacinian cor-
puscles are activated with high frequencies, and specifically by vibra-
tions in the range between 60Hz and 400Hz. At 250Hz, they detect
vibrations as small as 1 µm. On the contrary, at 30Hz they require
stimuli with much larger amplitudes.
The receptor thresholds determine the ability to sense vibration:
humans are most sensitive to frequencies of 200-250Hz. Both lower
and higher frequencies must have proportionately larger amplitude
vibrations in order to be perceived. Although greater vibration ampli-
tudes increase the probability of being sensed, they have an impact on
larger areas of the skin and, therefore, they affect spatial resolution.
The intensity of vibration is signaled by the total number of sensory
nerve fibers that are activated (i.e., that are transmitting action po-
tentials) rather than by the frequency of firing, which represents the
vibratory frequency. As for tactile stimuli conveyed by static pres-
sure, receptors involved in the detection of vibration are not uniformly
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located on the skin. Moreover, concerning spatial resolution of vibra-
tions, [123, 18] showed that in the lateral back near the scapula, it is as
small as 11mm (showing greater sensitivity than that for static stimu-
lation, measured as 40mm [19]). A study by Cholewiak [89] utilized
a frequency of stimulation from 100Hz to 250Hz to demonstrate that
spatial resolution in a normal population is 25 mm. Indeed, as in the
case of static pressure, sensitivity for vibrotactile stimulation depends
on the age of the subjects [89]. Moreover, vibration performs very
well in heterogeneous tissue: although tactile perception is greater in
glabrous skin, psychophysical experiments have also evaluated sub-
jects’ abilities to discriminate the frequency and amplitude of vibro-
tactile stimulations on hairy skin [11]. In these studies, stimulations
were distinguished by applying different pulses of one frequency (or
amplitude) followed by short pause and then another stimulus [16].
Figure 2.3: Thresholds for detecting vibration in the Pacinian corpus-
cle and in the Meissner’s corpuscle.
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2.2.1 Features of vibrotactile stimuli
Although vibrotactile stimulation is based on the displacement of the
skin, vibrotactile sensations are relatively uncommon, if compared
to sensing pressure or temperature. In general, vibrotactile stimula-
tion is not found in nature. Conversely, it was studied to generate a
tactile stimulation particularly suitable for signaling the presence of
some danger. However, vibrotactile sensations were introduced only
recently, and they were associated to alerts when pagers were intro-
duced in the market.
Given the variety and the characteristics of mechanoreceptors,
several features of vibrotactile stimuli can be utilized in order to con-
vey information via the sense of touch. Vibrations and sounds share
many features. Usually, vibrations are associated with the production
of sound, because no sound could be generated without any vibra-
tions. Tactile features include the following:
• frequency, the main spectral component of the sinusoidal stim-
ulus;
• intensity, which represents the strenght of the stimulus mea-
sured as force applied or displacement being produced on the
skin;
• timbre, i.e., the harmonic content in the spectral component of
the stimulation waveform;
• duration, which measures the length of the stimulus;
• spatial location, representing the area of the body being stimu-
lated.
In addition to physical characteristics, there are features that can be
perceived by an individual, even if they do not rely on single prop-
erties of the receptors. The following type of features requires to be
interpreted at a higher cognitive level:
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• rhythm, the sequence of stimulation and pauses, with specific
durations, that compose the current message (i.e. a triplet of
peeps, a Morse coded S.O.S., etc.);
• tempo, the fastness, due to longer or shorter duration of the
whole message, given a fixed rhythm;
• flutter, an amplitude modulation of the stimulation carrier fre-
quency, that can either be perceived increasing and decreasing
intensity (if modulation is slower than 5Hz) or be perceived as
"roughness" (if modulation is faster than 10Hz);
All the above features render vibrotactile stimulation extremely versa-
tile for being utilized as a support for communication systems. More-
over, differently from other types of stimuli (e.g., electric shock),
as vibrotactile output is based on little displacement caused by low-
intensity mechanical force, it is non-invasive and it does not result in
any painful sensation.
2.2.2 Evaluation of the spatial resolution of vibrotac-
tile stimuli on the hand
Several physiological studies showed that different receptors for the
transduction of the mechanical solicitation to the skin into neuronal
signals are available in humans [6] [89]. Small vibration motors have
been available on the market since the 1960’s. Initially, they were
developed for massaging products. Nevertheless, as tactile and vi-
brotactile actuators were uncommon on the market, they were very
expensive; moreover, their physical characteristics were not adequate
for implementing them into human-computer interfaces. As a conse-
quence, haptic devices were still in the conceptual design stage, until
fifteen years ago. Their first utilization in interaction contexts was
in the 80’s, when they were incorporated into pagers and into force-
feedback joypads.
However, development took a new turn in the 90’s, when mobile
phones started penetrating the market. With consumers requiring the
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vibracall function on their devices, vibration motors started being a
native feature. In the recent years, thanks to smartphones becom-
ing large-scale products, vibrotactile output has become inexpensive.
Accordingly, the demand of alternative tools for haptic feedback in-
creased, so that new devices have been developed and distributed on
the market. Currently, vibrotactile actuators come into very different
forms and at low price.
A large set of miniaturized precision devices allow creating perva-
sive, inexpensive feedback and output systems based on vibrotactile
stimulation. Moreover, it is expected that the increasing interest in
vibrotactile actuators will lead to further improvements and cost opti-
mization. Recently, touch is more systematically introduced in inter-
faces for providing users with a variety of novel applications. After
two decades of mobile phones, on the one hand have designers un-
leashed their creativity in the use of vibrotactile stimulation; on the
other hand, users are proficient in associating vibration with alerts,
and they are able to configure and use different vibration patterns for
individual types of events. Nowadays, vibrator motors are the main
actuators for implementing haptic feedback into tools having work,
education and entertainment purposes: miniature vibrating actuators
are incorporated into a variety of products, from entertainment pe-
ripherals to medical devices for rehabilitation and surgery, from GPS
navigation to control devices in industrial applications. Also, a variety
of innovative applications are being studies: as an example, vibration
patterns have been proposed to convey speech-type information [14].
Although vibration is most commonly used to provide feedback
with respect to events, multiple vibrotactile stimulators can be placed
at various locations on the skin to convey messages using different
patterns of activation, or generating sense of motion or direction [13,
15]. However, as pacinian corpuscles (which are responsible for vi-
brotactile perception) have large receptive fields, actuators must be
placed several centimeters apart to allow subjects to discriminate be-
tween them. Typically, two methods are utilized for generating vibro-
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tactile stimulation in portable devices:
• an elliptic element provides a rotational motor with an unbal-
anced inertia that creates a vibration stimulus varying in both
frequency and amplitude depending on the modulation of input
voltage to the motor; this type of actuators is incorporated in
pagers, cell phones, and smartphones;
• a linear actuator, such as a voice-coil or piezoelectric actuator,
can be utilized to send arbitrary waveforms to the actuator in or-
der to generate modulations in amplitude, frequency, waveform
type and a number of other properties of the stimulus, which
can be specified independently.
Figure 2.4: Average performance of the Linear Resonant Actuators
evaluated for the use in our stimulation device.
Stimulation device
In order to realize our evaluation, we built a stimulation device based
on vibrotactile actuators and specifically designed for this experiment.
The experimental equipment consists in an array of 54 vibrotactile
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Figure 2.5: Average performance of the Eccentric Rotating Mass Ac-
tuators utilized in our stimulation device.
actuators incorporated into a hand-shaped pad, so that subjects could
layer the palm of the hand over the surface of the pad. Figure 2.6
shows the configuration of the device and the positioning of actua-
tors. Specifically, six arrays of actuators (i.e., A, B, C, D, E, P) were
developed, each consisting of 9 miniaturized vibrating motors. To this
end, we evaluated several models of both Linear Resonant Actuators
(LRAs) and Eccentric Rotating Mass Actuators (ERMs) from Preci-
sion Microdrives. The former perform better in precision haptics and
have great versatility. However, for the purpose of this experiment,
we implemented the latter, whose amplitudes are proportional with
respect to frequency. Also, they have better efficiency. Figure 2.4
and 2.5 show the performance sheet of two actuators among those
considered. ERM vibration motors are the same utilized in pager mo-
tors. They incorporate a DC motor with an elliptic mass attached to
the shaft. Their offset creates a non-symmetric rotation resulting in a
net centrifugal force, which causes a displacement of the motor. Par-
ticularly, we employed a coin vibration motor, which is a shaftless
unit that encapsulates the elliptic mass in a metal enclosure so that
there are no external moving parts.
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The actuators have a diameter of 8mm and they are 3.4 mm long.
Thus, they are perfectly suitable for being applied on the hand. Their
activation voltage ranges from 1.5V to 3.3V, and their operating cur-
rent is 100mA (they drain more current with respect to LREs). Most
importantly, they have amplitude linearly increasing with vibration
frequency, and ranging from 0.20g to 0.80g. This, in turn, ranges from
90Hz to 200Hz. This is consistent with the literature about vibrotac-
tile perception, and with studies that set the perceivable frequencies
in a range between 100Hz and 250Hz. Vibrotactile actuators were
distributed in a matrix, as shown in Figure 2.6, at a distance ranging
from 3 mm to 1 cm, depending on the area. A control board based on
four Arduino Mega 2560 was employed to drive motors at different
amplitudes using Pulse Wave Modulation (PWM). This is because the
drive signal needs to alternate the direction of current and hence the
magnetic field to make the permanent magnet oscillate back and forth
with the spring. The moving mass is connected to the magnet, and it
is the moving of the mass back and forth that generates the vibration.
The pad was attached to the hand in order to facilitate perception and
to avoid the displacement of actuators.
Objectives
Although research has shown the potential of tactile displays as means
for providing information, there are several factors that must be taken
into consideration in order to maximize the benefits of tactile cue-
ing. The proper body location and tactile cue type must be carefully
identified and adjusted to users in order to match their specific char-
acteristics. This is due to the varying requirements of the tasks and
the environments in which users must operate. In order to evalu-
ate the feasibility of designing novel interfaces implementing touch-
based communication systems, we assessed the spatial resolution of
vibrotactile stimuli on the hand. To this end, we conducted a study
in which we employed the two aforementioned types of miniaturized
vibrotactile actuators. Several studies on the performance of vibra-
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Figure 2.6: Configuration of the actuators in the stimulation device
and actual dimension of the vibrotactile actuator.
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tion tactile feedback have been published in the literature, in the last
decades. However, none of these studies took into consideration the
spatial resolution when multiple vibrotactile output has to simultane-
ously be conveyed on the palm of the hand.
The majority of the studies published in the literature focus on the
torso [75, 127, 79, 131, 86, 132, 87, 136, 88, 138, 90, 139, 92, 142,
93, 146, 94, 149, 96, 153, 99, 157, 97, 158, 97, 161, 109, 172, 110,
168, 111, 170, 114, 178, 115, 116, 76, 169, 78, 171, 91, 172, 105,
109, 117, 122, 123, 125, 126, 135, 137, 143, 144, 148, 168]. Also,
there are a number of publications especially dedicated to the upper
limbs [83, 82, 84, 85, 95, 101, 102, 123, 128, 129, 152, 159, 77, 81,
123, 144, 147]. Conversely, in our experiment, we particularly focus
on the hand. This is because the majority of communication systems
especially designed for the blind and the deafblind are based on the
hands alone, because of their sensitivity (see Section 1.1) and their
ability to easily support bidirectional communication.
The objective of our experiment is to identify the feasibility of
using vibrotactile stimuli as a viable output system for touch-based
communication languages. To this end, we investigated the type of vi-
brotactile stimuli that can be delivered to subjects in sequence. Specif-
ically, we utilize the Two-Area Discrimination Threshold (TADT) as
an alternative measure to evaluate tactile sensitivity in different areas
of the palm of the hand. Also, we aimed at identifying the minimum
vibration intensity to be delivered in order for subjects to perceive the
stimulus (i.e., sensitivity threshold). The ultimate goal of this study is
to identify specific areas of the hands in which it is possible to imple-
ment vibrotactile stimuli for encoding messages that can be correctly
received by the subject.
Limitations of the two-point discrimination threshold method
In general, the two-point discrimination threshold (TPDT) is employed
as a measure of the topognosis of mechanoreceptors in different parts
of the skin. This represents how far apart two pressure points must be
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in order to be perceived as two distinct areas on the skin [16]. Usu-
ally, the TPDT is employed to define the density of a tactile display
in regard to the part of the body in which it will be mounted. From
studies in the literature, it was calculated that tactile displays should
integrate actuators at a distance of 2.54mm interspacing and produce
an effective skin indentation of 1mm at 1Hz (see Figure 2.3, Meissner
curve) or produce 10µm of skin indentation at 100Hz (see Figure 2.3,
Pacini curve), in order to correctly stimulate the fingertips. Although
vibrotactile stimulation has been studied extensively, physiological
studies about perception focused on evaluating the TPDT in experi-
mental conditions, using points of contact having a diameter smaller
than that of actuators. Unfortunately, current vibrotactile actuators
based on miniaturized technology that can be utilized for pervasive
interaction span across an area that is bigger than the TPDT. In our
experiments, we utilized a different method of measuring the TPDT.
Specifically, we employed the Two-Area Discrimination Threshold
(TADT). This basically is a measure of the area affected by and of the
propagation area of the stimulus.
Experimental task
The experiment consisted in one task. Subjects were presented with
different sets of stimuli each having randomly chosen frequency rang-
ing from individuals’ sensitivity thresholds (measured as varying from
100Hz to 130Hz, depending on the subject) to 200Hz. Stimuli were
fired in sequence, in randomly chosen locations among the 54 im-
plemented in the stimulation device. Subjects were asked to identify
the area and the intensity of the perceived stimulus. The experiment
was divided into 4 runs consisting of 54 trials each. For the purpose
of this dissertation, we ran the experiment on the left hand. As tac-
tile sensitivity is demonstrated to be similar in the hands [19], data
are expected to be a little different in the right hand but in line with
our results. Moreover, using the calibration routine, our results can
substantially be replicated by only scaling the Minimum Perceived
Threshold (MPT).
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Figure 2.7: Software interface utilized in the experimental study.
Experimental setup and protocol
At the beginning of the experiment subjects received a short docu-
ment describing the task in clear and informal words. Then, their
hands were attached to the stimulation device. We prevented subjects
from seeing their hand, so that they could not visualize the area being
stimulated. Also, we provided participants with an interface (i.e., a
PC equipped with mouse) that allowed them to provide an answer to
the following items: subjects had to identify the area in which they
perceived the stimulus among the 54 possible locations over the palm
(as shown by Figure 2.6), by clicking on a visual representation of
the palm. Also, subjects had to indicate a perceived intensity on a
Likert scale ranging from 0 (no perception of stimulus) to 9, using a
slider or by entering a value. Figure 2.7 shows the software utilized
to guide participants in the experiment.
Subjects were allowed to rest for 2 minutes after each run. In order
to limit the duration of the experiment, for each stimulation, we set a
timeout of 5 seconds to give their answer. We included two buttons
for situations in which participants were not sure about the location
or the intensity of the stimulus.
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Evaluation of the sensitivity threshold
In order to assess individuals’ sensitivity thresholds, before the exper-
iment, we did a preliminary evaluation of the minimum perceivable
frequency. To this end, we defined two test sequences each consist-
ing of 5 vibration stimuli in the range from 80Hz to 200Hz; set A
implemented increasing frequencies and intensities, whereas set B
consisted of values having decreasing frequencies and intensities and
specifically:
• fA1 = ∼80Hz (0.20g), fA2 = ∼100Hz (0.35g), fA3 = ∼130Hz
(0.50g), fA4 = ∼160Hz (0.60g), and fA5 = ∼200Hz (0.75g).
• fB1 = ∼200Hz (0.75g), fB2 = ∼170Hz (0.65g), fB3 = ∼140Hz
(0.55g), fB4 = ∼110Hz (0.40g), and fB5 = ∼80Hz (0.20g).
The stimulus duration was 250 milliseconds, and the inter-stimulus
time was 500 milliseconds. Subjects were asked to press a button
as soon as they felt the stimulation. The stimulation protocol is de-
scribed by Figure 2.8: we randomly fired all actuators from 1 to 54;
for each actuator, we fired sequence A and sequence B, one after an-
other. Specifically, we fired all the items in sequence A from 1 until
the subject pressed the button (e.g., on item j), which interrupted the
counter on sequence A; then, we switched to set B and we resumed
firing the items from index j, until the subject stopped pressing the
button (e.g., on item k), which allowed switching to the next area.
The resulting sensitivity threshold for area i would be the average be-
tween the value of item i in sequence A and the value of item k in
sequence B, thus increasing the threshold of 5Hz with respect to the
sensitivity recorded when firing sequence A. Results are shown in
Figure 2.9. We utilized two types of stimulation patterns: one based
on the same pattern replicated over all the areas, and one based on dif-
ferent stimuli for individual sets of actuators. Specifically, we utilized
one vibration to identify the central area of fingers (i.e., actuators 2,
5, and 8), two short vibrations followed by a long stimulus for the left
side of fingers (i.e., actuators 1, 4, and 7), and three short vibrations
for the right side of fingers (i.e., actuators 3, 6, and 9).
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for i randomly chosen until all 54 areas are consumed 
    for j in sequence A from 1 to 5 
        fire actuator i with amplitude j 
        if button pressed  
            for k from current j to 5 
            fire actuator i with amplitude k 
            if button pressed  
                increment k by one 
                continue 
            else end 
        else  
     increment j by one 
                continue  
    set threshold for current area i = average(current j, current k) 
    increment i by one 
    continue 
end 
Figure 2.8: Routine for the evaluation of the Minimum Perceived
Threshold.
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Participants
35 volunteer participants were involved in the study. They were 18
female and 17 male. All had a normal sight, hearing and tactile sen-
sitivity (we did not measure the different acuities). Subjects ranged
in age from 23 to 41 years with an average of 32. All use computers
on a daily basis (1.5-8 hours usage per day). All were novice for the
system. Subjects participated on a voluntary basis and they were not
paid or rewarded. All subjects were right-handed as assessed by the
Edinburgh inventory [55]. All subjects were prepared to the experi-
ment by a technician who gave them instructions about the test and
the experimental tasks.
Results and discussion
During the preparatory task, all subjects were able to recognize the
stimulation in every location of the hand, though they had differ-
ent sensitivity thresholds. Data regarding the Minimum Perceivable
Threshold (MPT) show that all subjects have sensitivity ranging from
∼110Hz (∼0.43g) to ∼136Hz (∼0.52g), with a center value of ∼121
±7.8Hz, that is,∼0.46g. Data show that tactile sensitivity is unaltered
with respect to age. However, the age of subjects (32 ±5.4) is such
that no particular difference was expected, as all subjects reported
normal tactile sensitivity. Also, data show that the areas of the hand
have similar sensitivity, in average ranging from∼117Hz to∼127Hz,
with a center value of ∼121Hz ±3, and no significant difference be-
tween the areas. This shows that the threshold measurement protocol
is effective in estimating individuals’ sensitivity on the palm of the
hand. Values are a little higher than those reported in the literature.
However, this could be due to the structure of the stimulation device.
Figure 2.9 shows the average Minimum Perceivable Thresholds in
the different areas of the hand.
During the experimental task, we recorded the Actual Stimu-
lus (AS) and the Perceived Stimulus (PS); intuitively, the former is
the frequency at which the stimulus was delivered, whereas the latter
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A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 D1 D2 D3 E1 E2 E3 P1 P2 P3
Series1 116,7 123,3 126,7 119 126,4 123,3 117,9 127,3 126,4 118,1 121,4 123,4 119,2 123,3 124,4 118,4 117,4 117,8
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Figure 2.9: Minimum Perceived Threshold experienced by partici-
pants.
A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 D1 D2 D3 E1 E2 E3
Freq range 1 95,45 94,59 96,18 95,70 95,63 94,73 96,41 94,75 97,19 96,46 97,11 95,97 94,51 96,81 95,83
Freq range 2 89,39 89,02 88,86 88,80 90,96 86,63 89,08 86,13 89,98 90,47 90,29 88,28 88,23 89,71 88,69
Freq range 3 75,37 75,95 74,11 73,91 74,75 70,91 76,20 72,25 76,10 76,92 74,20 72,27 74,35 73,08 72,55
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Figure 2.10: Performances in the inter-phalanx perception of vibro-
tactile stimuli.
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represents the intensity perceived by the user. Also, we measured the
Actual Stimulus Location (ASL) and the Perceived Stimulus Location
(PSL), which represent the area where the stimulus occurred and the
area where it was perceived, respectively. Moreover, we measured
the Response Time (RT) as an additional metric of accuracy, which is
calculated as the distance between PSL and ASL: we assigned 1, 2 or
3 points for a correct detection of the finger, of the phalanx, and of the
intra-phalanx area, respectively. Also, we added the accuracy in de-
tecting intensity by multiplying the difference (in intensity) between
AS and PS, weighted by 0.5, and normalized to 100.
As the Minimum Perceivable Thresholds are in a short range of
frequencies and intensities, it is possible to identify a standard mini-
mum threshold under which no subject is able to perceive the stimu-
lus, and to utilize that as a baseline for the stimulation protocol. On
the contrary, in the experimental task, we employed individual thresh-
olds, in order to better evaluate the perception of stimuli. However,
in order to standardize the measurements utilized in the study, we
calculated the Normalized Perceivable Ranges (NPR) as the frequen-
cies ranging from individuals’ MPTs to the maximum frequency value
(i.e., 200Hz). The spectrum for the NPR was calculated as large as
∼78.5 ±7.8Hz. Then, we divided stimuli into 9 frequency and inten-
sity ranges, and we defined three groups (i.e., low, medium, and high),
each spanning across a range of ∼25Hz (∼0.12g). These were uti-
lized to evaluate the results independently from individuals’ specific
MPTs. Data from the experimental task show that all the subjects
were able to identify the location of vibrotactile stimuli at an inter-
phalanx level, achieving performance values of 95.82%, 88.97%, and
74.19% (on average) for high, medium, and low frequencies, respec-
tively. Results are shown in Figure 2.10. All subjects performed ex-
tremely well in recognizing the location of the stimulus at frequencies
ranging from ∼170Hz to ∼200Hz. Results show that, although per-
formances deteriorate at lower frequencies, they remain above 70%,
which is acceptable, especially considering that subjects were not
trained on tactile feedback.
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However, when we applied the same pattern to every location,
participants were unsuccessful in detecting the intra-phalanx stimulus
location, showing accuracy values below 70% at higher frequencies,
and below 50% at medium and low frequencies and intensities. Such
results, shown in Figure 2.11, are independent from the subject and
regardless of the location of the stimulus. This may be caused by the
size of the actuator, and by the fact that the displacement occurring
over a large area propagates in the surrounding areas (i.e., vibration
at lower frequencies have a larger propagation area). Consequently,
using the same vibration pattern, the TADT is as large as the interpha-
lanx distance, that is, from 0.5cm to 1cm, on average.
Conversely, when we applied different vibrotactile patterns to
A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 D1 D2 D3 E1 E2 E3
Freq range 1 61,92 61,75 61,80 63,23 59,20 63,13 64,30 60,33 60,80 64,66 63,88 60,51 61,57 61,17 63,23
Freq range 2 50,44 48,32 50,03 51,70 46,37 49,87 52,43 46,90 49,30 51,79 51,62 49,49 50,58 51,89 55,12
Freq range 3 47,83 46,14 47,15 49,49 44,01 46,79 49,40 44,20 45,41 48,90 49,24 46,36 47,40 48,30 42,34
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Figure 2.11: Performances in the intra-phalanx perception of vibro-
tactile stimuli.
different areas of the hands, results show better performances in terms
of TATD: subjects were able to distinguish the precise location within
the same phalanx by decoding the specific vibrotactile pattern asso-
ciated with the left, central or right area of fingers. This leads to
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TADT smaller than 0.4cm. Figure 2.12 shows a comparison of the
performances in recognizing inter- and intra-phalanx stimuli over a
sequence of nine trials. All subjects immediately show better sensi-
tivity to different patterns.
The purpose of the experiment was to evaluate the feasibility
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Series1 73,12 75,91 78,95 84,43 88,64 90,68 91,87 93,44 95,12
Series2 46,87 47,12 48,53 49,27 50,39 53,26 56,95 58,89 62,10
Series3 70,31 74,42 80,94 86,23 87,21 93,44 94,78 94,51 96,42
Series4 41,49 76,32 88,51 89,12 91,30 94,55 93,79 94,02 93,42
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Figure 2.12: Characteristics of vibrotactile actuators utilized in the
stimulation device.
of implementing clusters of vibrotactile actuators to provide assis-
tive interfaces with means for delivering distinct output to the users.
Results from the preliminary task show that miniaturized vibrotactile
actuators are suitable for delivering stimuli at frequencies in the range
between 100Hz and 200Hz. However, the design of the enclosure
of the actuators may alter the perception of vibrotactile stimuli, and
affect individuals’ performance in terms of sensitivity. Also, exper-
imental data from the preliminary task show that individuals have a
Minimum Perceivable Threshold that is almost the same over all the
areas on the skin of the palm of the hands. This allows standardizing
the output frequencies and intensities, and it eases the design of as-
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sistive interfaces based on vibrotactile stimuli, because it is sufficient
to identify the MPT to rescale all the available frequencies and inten-
sities for stimuli. Consequently, the routine for calculating the MTP
is suitable for calibrating devices that utilize vibrotactile actuators for
generating output.
At the beginning of our experiment, we obtained contrasting re-
sults: subjects show different performances that are significantly cor-
related with the location of the actuators. Specifically, data show that
the system:
• underperforms (and in some circumstances, it fails) in deliv-
ering distinguishable vibrations with respect to intra-phalanx
stimuli;
• leads to significantly better performances in delivering inter-
phalanx stimuli;
However, by introducing different vibration patterns associated with
the areas of the phalanx, it is possible to convey clusters of distin-
guishable stimuli that can be easily interpreted as distinct. Tactile
perception varies depending on several factors including stress and
environmental conditions (e.g., presence of humidity), which we did
not take into consideration.
From the results of the experiment, we can conclude that vibrotac-
tile stimulation can support the implementation of touch-based lan-
guages that require many signals to be conveyed in the same area.
Specifically, it is possible to include several actuators on the same
phalanx, by differentiating the vibrotactile pattern of actuators.
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Chapter 3
Incorporating
two-dimensional spatial
interaction based on
bimodal tactile feedback
3.1 Limitations of current interfaces
The most utilized paradigm for representing output messages in soft-
ware is the visual Graphical User Interface (GUI). Nowadays, it is a
worldwide standard for desktop, mobile, and home technology. Specif-
ically, Windows-Icon-Menu-Pointing-devices (WIMP) interfaces en-
able desktop users to achieve great flexibility in running and control-
ling multiple actions and tasks by means of a keyboard and a pointing
device, such as a mouse, or simply using touch. This requires the
manipulation of a motion- or touch-enabled device that allows point-
ing a specific part of GUI. Also, visual GUIs are employed in touch-
enabled devices, such as smartphones, where little tactile feedback is
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utilized for alerting the user on specific situations. However, as blind
and deafblind people are not able to see visual displays and interfaces,
they are not able to use any pointing devices.
Apart from a few exceptions (see Section 4.1), visually-impaired
people and individuals suffering from multi-sensory impairments are
still provided with first-generation user interfaces providing linear
feedback and allowing text-based interaction, only. This is because
the majority of the technology for blind and deafblind people outputs
information in a one-dimensional fashion, that is, as sequences of text,
despite the evolution of visual user interfaces, which allow exploring
data in two or three dimensions. Consequently, sensory impaired peo-
ple are not able to get access to the majority of the features of visual
interfaces, and primarily, to benefit from the spatial organization of
content.
Remarkably, blind and deafblind people generally have no dif-
ficulty in using standard input peripherals, such as the keyboard or
the mouse. Also, they are able to interact with devices providing ade-
quate representations of bidimensional information. Particularly, out-
put systems represent the main barrier and, simultaneously, the main
area of improvement. Although systems explored the possibility of
using touch for representing some elements of GUIs, such as icons,
there is no complete system that enables full control of a the visual in-
terface of current software. In this section, we introduce a device for
enabling blind and deafblind people to autonomously interact with
visual GUIs, and to control the WIMP interface of standard software
applications. Specifically, we discuss the design and the implemen-
tation of bimodal tactile feedback based on simultaneous vibrotac-
tile output and static pressure, and we evaluate the applicability of
double feedback modality in Human-Computer Interfaces. Moreover,
we evaluate the representation of elements of visual GUIs into tactile
form using touch-based actuators working with vibrotactile stimuli
and with continuous pressure.
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3.2 A device for two-dimensional bimodal tac-
tile interaction
Usually, blind and deafblind people have extremely well-developed
abilities in spatial organization, and they are trained to use their envi-
ronment navigation capabilities, because they are able to move inde-
pendently. Results from neuropsychological experiments showed that
deafblind individuals took significantly lesser time to feel and remem-
ber objects when presented in tactile form [60]. Furthermore, results
from this study also showed superior performance in tactile memory
for the location of objects. Therefore, by adding mouse-like inter-
action, in addition to getting access to current software by means of
standard GUIs, users could benefit from spatial organization of dig-
ital content. This would also help them optimize content navigation
thanks to two-dimensional spatial organization. However, displaying
the position of the cursor using alternative sensory modalities is ex-
tremely difficult. In this regard, sensory substitution is employed to
cope with impairments to one communication channel. Simultane-
ously, audio feedback is known to further improve the performance
of haptic devices [57]. Nevertheless, current systems based on audi-
tion or touch, do not take into consideration or they are not able to
represent spatial information in a way similar or comparable to visual
display. Multimodal feedback based on audition is employed to signal
particular events, or to replace text with speech. Although it is useful
for tasks having a short duration (e.g., identifying obstacles in close
proximity), the prolonged use of auditory feedback as a support for
spatial navigation can be tedious.
Haptic feedback is known to significantly improve human-computer
interaction. Findings from several studies [56] show that visual feed-
back can be ameliorated, and in certain cases even replaced, by tac-
tile stimuli. Vibrotactile devices delivering variable pressure on the
skin have been employed as an alternative sensitive channel for blind
or deaf individuals [58] [59]. Also, studies demonstrated the advan-
tages of vibrotactile stimulation in the context of Human-Computer
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Interaction: especially in circumstances of sensory or cognitive im-
pairments, vibrotactile output can improve the performance of users
in interacting with a device in spatial navigation tasks. Moreover, the
tactile channel is extremely convenient, as it guarantees privacy, and
it is more robust in noisy environments [62]. However, vibrations are
not able to encode sophisticated information, because of the simplic-
ity of their features. Moreover, due to the size of current actuators,
vibrotactile stimuli have a Two-Area Discrimination Threshold larger
than the Two-Point Discrimination threshold experienced with static
pressure, as demonstrated in Section 2.1.
In general, multimodal feedback is known to be effective in Human-
Computer Interaction. Specifically, touch has been experimented in
combination with other sensory modalities (Geldard, 1967) to rein-
force perception and communication:
• research has demonstrated that, when tactile and auditory feed-
back are combined, (Tan, 1996) the ability in speech recogni-
tion increases dramatically (Reed 1995, Tan 1997); this espe-
cially is the case of devices for enabling deafblind use Tadoma
as their communication method (Aeur, et.al, 1999);
• touch has been experimented in combination with smell to re-
inforce memory, mood perception and to engage users in the
recall of emotional states (Aggleton, 1998) Ehrlichman (1998);
• several studies focused on combining touch and vision, show-
ing better reflexes to stimuli and faster perception (Roy, 1997).
Most of the publications in the literature regard multimodality sim-
ply as combining two different senses (i.e., inter-sensory multimodal-
ity). Although it has been utilized in the last two decades as an ef-
fective way to allow communication channels to work together and
enrich user experience, less is known about intra-sensory multimodal-
ity, that is, exploiting different components of tactile stimuli for pro-
viding users with multiple types of information combined together.
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This is a natural feature of audition, in which speech can be simul-
taneously combined with other types of signals without introducing
noise. Therefore, auditory feedback has been explored as an alter-
native modality to render tone-based spatial information about the
movement of a cursor on a standard computer display and, concur-
rently, it has been employed for providing users with textual infor-
mation (e.g., speech). A widely employed solution in this sense is to
split information over two channels, i.e., to combine haptic continu-
ous feedback with sounds associated to discrete events [57]. How-
ever, this solution would not be suitable for deafblind users and is
more prone to errors when ambient acoustic noise is present.
3.2.1 Tactile bimodality
According to the human physiology of touch, described in Section
2.1, the human skin contains several different classes of mechanore-
ceptors, each capable of sensing specific tactile features. Particularly,
some receptors are very sensitive to vibration, while others are stim-
ulated by static pressure, only. This feature of the human sense of
touch can be exploited for designing output modalities. Moreover,
as demonstrated in Section 2.1, mechanoreceptors have great perfor-
mances in discriminating stimuli over two adjacent fingers. Our pro-
posed solution implements instead a bimodal tactile feedback through
haptic channel splitting, and it combines two types of actuators to de-
liver vibration and static pressure. Specifically, due to their specific
features, vibrotactile stimuli can be associated with continuous mo-
tion, and they can be utilized to encode the movement of an object
along one or two axes. However, different types of stimuli have to
be employed for representing other components of GUIs such as text,
icons, and menus.
There are different types of mechanoreceptors that respond to mul-
tiple levels of pressure [67]: rapidly adapting receptors react to an
immediate stimulus, while slowly adapting receptors respond to con-
tinuously applied pressure. Thanks to this feature of human touch,
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blind people are able to read Braille displays. These use different
configurations of static pressure to represent symbols, as described in
Section 1.1. Other receptors enable people to sense vibration, as dis-
cussed in Section 2.1. Thus, different types of mechanoreceptors can
be stimulated depending on the type of operation. Particularly, con-
tinuous information, such as motion, can be represented by exploiting
the ability to sense skin displacement. Conversely, discrete symbols
can be displayed by applying different levels of pressure. Unfortu-
nately, there have been no studies on tactile multimodality.
Several Braille-based devices could be suitable for this solution:
in particular, there are mouse-like computer accessories having a char-
acter code member which enables visually impaired users to read text
on a computer screen in Braille format [68]. Especially, the tactile
communication system proposed in [69] is a low-cost input/output
peripheral, shaped like a mouse, which consists of a haptic device
having the purpose of both a Braille display and a sensor combined
in a unique tactile information system. Input is acquired by sensing
the pressure of a finger with a grid of 64 electrodes, while output
is based on the use of low-voltage electrical current as a stimulus:
mechanoreceptors’ axons within nervous cells underneath the finger-
tip are excited with anodic or cathode current in order to generate
different sensations on the user’s skin. Nonetheless, there are many
challenges that need to be solved in order to achieve practical usabil-
ity. First of all, the sensibility of this device to the current is different
among individuals and it is subject to skin impedance changes that
also depend on the environment and vary along time too. Moreover,
such devices offer haptic feedback but they do not provide any spatial
information about the cursor position. Hence, there is no feedback re-
ceived by users when navigating over the screen apart from the move-
ment of their own hand. As a result, visually impaired users are able
to recognize the direction in which they are moving the mouse, but
they are not aware of the exact location of the pointer on the screen.
To solve these problems, our implementation is therefore aimed at in-
serting the feedback for spatial information, which also needs to be
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properly elicited through a tactile channel.
Differently from other systems on the market, which simply use
tactile feedback to convey basic warnings or event notifications, our
design strategy aimed at fully exploiting the potential of the tactile
channel. We defined a bimodal tactile interaction and designed a
more expressive feedback environment based on several types of in-
formation. For the execution of continuous control operations, such
as tasks in which the user navigates over the screen, tactile feedback
provides immediate spatial information, allowing blind and deafblind
individuals to modulate their control depending on their purpose: vi-
brotactile actuators give them real-time feedback about the trajectory
of their movement, and they are able to adjust it. In addition, static
pressure can create the appropriate feedback for discrete control op-
erations (i.e., for reading a text or a symbol on the screen) without
affecting or interfering with the information about continuous control.
As a result, our system provides different tactile feedback using
vibrotactile actuators delivering continuous pressure, and one refresh-
ing Braille tactile actuator that generates discrete stimuli. Bimodal
tactile feedback can be employed so that the different actuators can
be fired in parallel (i.e., for the notification of an event, when the ap-
plication alerts the user and requires him to read a text which is not in
the cursor position) without any interference. As a consequence, we
rely on the sense of touch as a common information source for several
types of non-collapsing messages.
3.2.2 Interaction design
Usually, interaction based on tactile output is sequential, and struc-
tured into text-based implementations. Conversely, our device im-
plements two tactile modalities that enable delivering two types of
information: textual and spatial, in a bidirectional fashion.
The system consists of a hardware device driven by a software com-
ponent that has the purpose of translating the visual content of the
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screen into a bidimensional (and bimodal) tactile representation. Par-
ticularly, the device driver of the system enables to capture and dis-
play the GUIs of standard WIMP applications. As a result, the de-
vice does not simply read the content of the screen. On the contrary,
it analyzes the content of the screen and it determines the portions
corresponding to different windows, or to the specific pieces of the
layout. As a result, similarly to a screen reader, the system can focus
on a specific area of the screen, such as a menu, or the text next to
a cursor. Most importantly, with our system, users have fine control
over the discrete units of the screen, and they can navigate over vi-
sual GUIs using touch to distinguish window title bars, menus, status
lines. Then, users can either use the buttons on the device to send
simple commands, or they can type text on a standard keyboard to
compose messages. This is a fundamental advance with respect to
sequential, speech-based interfaces primarily used by people who are
blind. By achieving control over information organized into a spatial
form, the blind and deafblind can form mind maps of content, and
they can associate pieces of data with areas of the screen.
As many current versions of screen readers, the software of the
system is designed to intercept information on the screen and manage
it in the so-called off-screen model (OSM). This essentially is a mem-
ory consisting of a database that contains the information displayed
on the screen, such as text, graphics and interaction controls. By do-
ing so, the device accesses the information in the OSM and renders
using the Braille cell or the vibrotactile actuators, depending on the
data being displayed. Several operating systems support the OSM by
exposing objects in the user interface so that assistive technologies
can access and display them using alternatives to visual displays. For
instance, the Microsoft Active Accessibility contains programming
language enhancements and standards that can be utilized to access
the content of the screen in applications, such as Word, and Excel.
Moreover, additional information can be obtained by accessing the
Document Object Model available in web pages and in several appli-
cations.
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Consequently, users can zoom into an area of the screen to focus
on specific content, or to filter out information that is not crucial to
them. With the proposed device, it is not necessary to write dedicated
applications that are very specific to the needs of single users. On the
contrary, it is sufficient to develop new screen filters to accommodate
visual features that cannot be captured by the standard driver. Further-
more, in addition to getting access to standard software, several other
applications can be developed ad hoc, with a specific focus on needs
for assistive technology, and particularly designed with accessibility
in mind.
Moreover, our system supports the integration of three sensory
modalities (i.e., visual, auditory, and tactile) to simultaneously pro-
vide users with information perceivable using the senses of sight,
hearing, and touch. Consequently, although it is especially designed
for the deafblind, the proposed system guarantees an improved us-
ability for any type of user, both blind and sighted.
By building features on top of the operating system and current
software applications, our approach benefits from software reuse, and
it focuses on rendering existing resources accessible.
Hardware architecture and design
The system architecture was designed according to a modular ap-
proach that is especially suitable for interactive devices. The system
consists of three independent components, namely the physical, the
control and the communication layers. They are logically conceived
as layers, and connected to one another by means of interfaces for data
exchange (see Figure 3.1). The former has the purpose of exchang-
ing input and output from and to the user. On the one hand, it directly
interacts with the user, on the other hand, it sends and receives data to
and from the control layer. This, in turn, is responsible for managing
input and output messages, and for managing the operation of the de-
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vice. Furthermore, it exchanges data with the communication layer,
which is responsible for transmitting data over the network, or to the
PC, depending on the implementation. The communication layer can
be connected to a computer or to a network server. In our proto-
type, all the layers are assembled into different printed circuit boards
(PCBs), though they can be arranged to fit into a single or double layer
PCB.
The hardware enclosure of the system consists of a small plas-
tic case having a shape similar to that of a mouse. Therefore, it can
be controlled by the user with one hand, only. The components of
the physical layer are assembled close to the external surface of the
enclosure, because they are the elements that sense the environment
and exchange messages with the user. The optical sensor is located at
the bottom of the device. This is because, similarly to a mouse, the
movement sensor has to be in contact with the surface where it is po-
sitioned. Moreover, the device is equipped with pairs of vibrotactile
actuators that are located on both the left and the right sides, so that
users can touch them with the distal and the intermediate phalanges of
their thumb and middle finger. Two sensors are located immediately
above the vibrotactile actuators, in order to be in touch with the distal
area of fingers. They are located one on the left and one on the right,
so users can easily press them with the thumb and with the fourth fin-
ger, respectively. The Braille cell is placed on the top of the peripheral
and it is in contact with the distal phalanx of the second finger. The
control board is located within the device, and it is not visible, simi-
larly to the communication layer. The peripheral can be connected to
a computer via USB and it can be controlled as a serial port. Alterna-
tively, it can exchange data on a wireless connection (i.e., Bluetooth).
The inner structure of the communication layer may vary depending
on the implementation of the communication layer. The device was
designed to be portable and to be manipulated with one hand: its total
size is about 12cm (length) × 8cm (width) × 8cm (height).
The most expensive part of the device is the piezoelectric Braille
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cell, not only due to its market price, but also because as there are only
a few manufacturers, it is extremely difficult to find distributors. Nev-
ertheless, Braille cells have a unitary cost of about 35 U.S.$. Other
components are relatively less expensive, and easier to source. The
overall cost for a complete device (complete prototype) can be esti-
mated below 80 U.S.$ (Bill Of Material). As a result, the proposed
device introduces new features with respect to state-of-the-art devices,
and it is cost-effective compared to other solutions on the market (e.g.,
Braille displays). Specifically, the price ratio is about 1:15. Moreover,
as all the sensors and the actuators (except for the Braille cell) can
be gathered from spare hardware and non-functioning devices (i.e., a
computer mouse and mobile phones), and given the simplicity of the
hardware design, it can be released as open source and it can easily
be built as a do-it-yourself project. This allows creating communities
of developers and raise new design models (see Section 4.1).
For instance, as vibrotactile actuators have larger drain with re-
spect to other components, sources of improvement may consist in
power saving techniques to reduce energy consumption, especially
in battery-powered and in wireless models. Similarly to a computer
mouse, the device can implement standby modes during which the
laser or the LED blink instead of being continuously active. More-
over, several power saving routines can be introduced in order to re-
duce battery consumption and save energy; for instance, the device
(or some of the components of the device) can go into sleeping state
when inactive. This function would also increase the life of the optical
sensor.
Physical layer
The physical layer of the system consists of four separate peripherals
that have very different purposes and, thus, utilize four different types
of sensors and actuators. Although they are embedded into a unique
layer, the input and the output modules can work independently. The
former consists of two main elements: the navigator and the selector.
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Figure 3.1: Architecture and design of the hardware prototype.
The former allows sending messages that encode continuous informa-
tion about the coordinates over two dimensions of the device moving
on a surface. This is captured by means of a two-axial motion sensor.
On the contrary, the selector consists of buttons that allow sending
simple discrete commands.
The output subsystem consists of two components, also: one provides
vibrotactile feedback about the structural content of the screen when
navigating over two dimensions. This basically represents graphical
information about the structure of the content of a visual display. Con-
versely, the latter output subcomponent has the purpose of displaying
textual information. Specifically, it provides a representation of the
content of the part of the screen being currently observed. Figure 3.1
describes the architecture of the physical layer and it details its mod-
ularity.
Moreover, the physical layer contains the circuits connecting the all
the components of the device that are required for exchanging data
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with the other layers.
Navigator
The navigator is based on motion sensors that can reveal the position
of the device. Specifically, it can be implemented using optomechani-
cal components that are capable of detecting two-dimensional motion
relative to their underlying surface. In our prototype, the navigator
consists of an optical sensor (similar to the component embedded into
computer mouse) whose purpose is to acquire continuous movements
over a flat surface and to determine the distance between their start-
ing and ending positions within a certain time frame. This can be
realized with light-emitting diodes (or with infrared diodes) in com-
bination with photodiodes. The former illuminates the surface, the
latter acquire light changes, which are then processed and translated
into movements on the two axes using basic vision processing algo-
rithms. One of the advantages of this type of sensors is that they
are surface independent: especially their last generations are suitable
for being utilized over a variety of different materials. In our proto-
type, we employed a common 3mm red Light Emitting Diode (LED)
and a standard metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. The light
bouncing on the surface is capture by the CMOS and processed with
a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) algorithm embedded into the elec-
tronics of the device. The navigator provides the control layer of the
system with the exact position of the device, so that the control layer
can process motion into coordinates defined in terms of pairs (x, y).
These define motion with respect to a reference position. Among its
routines, the software driver of the system has the purpose of process-
ing the spatial information sent by the navigator, and to translate it
into the movement of a pointer over the computer screen, exactly as
in the case of a mouse cursor.
Selector
Basically, the selector consists of buttons located in a position that
makes reaching them very easy. In order to improve the ergonomics
of the device, we designed the buttons so that they can be activated
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with the thumb and the middle finger. This is a very convenient posi-
tion, especially when the user manipulates the device. The purpose of
the buttons is to send basic commands (as sequences of button-click
actions) that depend on the number of buttons incorporated within the
device, and by the interaction situation. In our prototype, we em-
ployed low-profile tactile switches having a size of 0.5cm × 0.5cm ×
0.3cm This type of components provides excellent tactile feedback,
thanks to their mechanical sensitive release to an actuation force of
about 1.35± 0.50N. Also, they are well known for their high reliabil-
ity and long-lasting life (usually, from 200.000 to 1 million expected
cycles). Moreover, they are extremely cheap (about 0.15 U.S.$ each).
In our prototype, we implemented two buttons, which are sufficient to
achieve full control of several tasks. However, extra switches can be
added to provide users with more control features.
Navigation feedback
The provider of navigation feedback is realized by means of four vi-
brotactile motors. These components act as transducers that convert
electrical signals into tactile stimuli in the form of vibrations. The
vibration motors implemented in our prototype are Eccentric Rotat-
ing Mass Actuators (ERM) from Precision Microdrives, similar to the
actuators embedded in mobile phones and pagers to provide the vi-
bracall feature in addition to or as a replacement of the ringing tone.
As they incorporate a DC motor with an elliptic mass attached to the
shaft, their offset creates a non-symmetric rotation resulting in a net
centrifugal force and causing a displacement of the motor. Particu-
larly, we employed exactly the same motor utilized in Section 2.1,
that is, a coin vibration motor. This is for convenience. However,
given the size and the structure of the device, there is no need of hav-
ing motors that are based on a shaftless unit that encapsulates the
elliptic mass in an enclosure. Also, motors having external moving
parts can be utilized and enclosed into the external surface of the de-
vice. The actuators included in our prototype have a diameter of 8mm
and they are 3.4 mm long. Thus, they are perfectly suitable for be-
ing applied on the hand. Their activation voltage ranges from 1.5V
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to 3.3V, and their operating current is 100mA (they drain more cur-
rent with respect to LREs). They have amplitude linearly increasing
with vibration frequency, and ranging from 0.20g, at 90Hz to 0.80g, at
200Hz. This is consistent with the literature about vibrotactile percep-
tion, and with studies that set the perceivable frequencies in a range
between 100Hz and 250Hz (see Section 2.1). Vibrotactile actua-
tors were assembled in a 2×2 matrix, as shown in Figure 3.2. Their
distance was set consistently with studies in the literature and with
the findings of the experiment discussed in Section 2.1: different
vibrotactile patterns allow improving the Two-Area Discrimination
Threshold and distinguishing the position of the actuator. A control
board based on Arduino was employed to drive motors at different
amplitudes using Pulse Wave Modulation (PWM) as described previ-
ously.
Content information
Figure 3.2: Implementation of the prototype.
The architecture of the physical layer, as detailed in Figure 3.3, con-
tains several elements that deserve more emphasis. The provider
of positional information consists of one lightweight and small-size
Braille display cell so that when the user navigates over a standard
display, information about the content of the screen in each area is
provided in real-time using the Braille alphabet to encode visual text
into tactile form. This is realized using a piezoelectric unit capable
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of representing one Braille character. Piezoelectric Braille cells have
been developed to provide visually impaired people with means for
reading digital documents in Braille. Users of Braille displays read
by passing the fingers over several cells assembled in a row Of 20
or 40 actuators. Nevertheless, as it is refreshable, the configuration
of each Braille cell can change over time. Consequently, a single
Braille cell can represent multiple characters by modifying its con-
figuration to show them in sequence. Each piezoelectric unit consists
of six or eight actuators arranged in a rectangular array of 2×4 dots.
The height of each point with respect to the cell surface is controlled
by a bimorph that is stimulated with electrical signals to bend up or
down. As a result, the actuators extend (rise) or contract (lower) to
represent Braille characters. Several countries defined different stan-
dards for the horizontal and vertical distance between the dots, for
the diameter of points, for the elevation of the piezoelectric actuator
with respect to the surface of the cell and for other characteristics.
We implemented an International Building Standard [46] compliant
cell (2.5mm for horizontal and vertical dot-to-dot distance, with a dot
diameter of 1.5mm - 1.6mm and a dot height ranging from 0.6mm
to 0.9mm). As well as this kind of components relies on direct elec-
trical control, it provides fast feedback to the user (the Braille cell
has an activation time of ∼0.01ms and a lowering time of ∼0.15 sec-
onds). The stiffness of the actuators is approximately 5N. Regarding
the capabilities of the piezoelectric Braille cells in terms of informa-
tion representation, as well as each cell consists of 8 dots, it is possible
to encode up to 256 symbols, which is a number sufficiently high for
encoding non-letter symbols, also.
Control layer
This layer consists of the processing unit (microprocessor) that man-
ages the device operation. Its purpose is to translate physical stimuli
(i.e., movement of the device over the surface and pressure of but-
tons) from the user into digital data to the computer and, vice versa,
it converts binary data transmitted from the computer into output (vi-
bration, and Braille information) tangible to the user. When the user
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Figure 3.3: Architecture of the physical layer.
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moves the device on a surface to navigate over a 2D display or when
some content is selected by pressing the buttons, the microcontroller
receives sequences of electrical inputs from the sensors located in the
physical layer, converts them into logical messages and sends them
to the communication layer; conversely, when data are received from
the upper layer (i.e., the communication layer), the control layer con-
verts them into tactile stimuli by triggering actuators (i.e., firing vi-
brotactile motors or changing the configuration of the Braille cell to
display a symbol). In our prototype, we implemented both the control
and communication layers using an open source cross-platform hard-
ware tool for rapid prototype development, the Arduino Nano con-
trol board. This includes a 16 MHz ATmega168 microcontroller with
1Kbyte SRAM, 14 digital input/output pins and 6 analog inputs. Also,
it supports Pulse Wave Modulation (PWM) on 6 output pins. More-
over, it has small form factor (1.85mm × 4.31mm) and it operates at
5V, powered by the on-board mini-USB connector. The firmware is
programmed within the Processing environment in a C- or Java-like
language.
The navigator acquires input about the spatial location of the de-
vice at a sampling frequency of 256Hz. The microcontroller processes
the sampled CMOS signals incoming on pins from 23 to 26, and it
converts them into pairs of bytes representing the actual coordinates
of the device, which are then sent to the communication layer by rais-
ing an event containing the message pos(x, y). This message is sent
at a frequency according to the sampling rate and to the bandwidth of
the connection. Also, each button-click raises a different event that
is sent to the device driver via the communication layer. Different
sequences of clicks generate command configurations that are inter-
preted by the device driver. For instance, buttons can be utilized in the
same way as in a mouse, that is, button A (on the left side) is equiv-
alent to left click, and it can start a selection or confirm an operation;
conversely, button B (on the right side) can activate the contextual
menu, if present, or cancel an operation.
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The microcontroller in the control layer receives and executes
commands from the transport layer via serial communication. Each
incoming message consists of 2 bytes: the first one contains the com-
mand and the other one contains the parameter. Thus, up to 255 com-
mands can be implemented. For example, we can trigger the provider
of navigation feedback, the provider of content information, or to gen-
erate arbitrary time delays. The provider of navigation feedback is
triggered by vibrating one or more motors with a given intensity. This
is done by a digitally-generated analogue 8-bit PWM output (on pins
3, 5, 6, and 9): voltage amplitudes are represented by integers with
four possible levels (zero, low, medium, high). As the prototype in-
corporates 4 motors, this information can be encoded with a byte (2
bits per each motor). Commands for the provider of content informa-
tion command have the purpose of changing the configuration of the
Braille cell by rising or lowering one or more piezoelectric actuators.
The parameter of the command represents the state of each of the dots
(0 for low, 1 for high) starting from the first row and the first column.
This can be used to display characters using the standard Braille sys-
tem described in Section 1.1.
Communication layer
This module consists of the electronic components that allow the de-
vice to transfer data from and to the computer and to interact with the
network. The system is designed to support several types of wired or
wireless connections. The control system natively implements a stan-
dard serial RS-232 port. Also, we added Universal Serial Bus (USB)
support, which provides power supply to the device. Several wireless
solutions based on Radio Frequency signals, such as Bluetooth and
ZigBee can be used with an additional battery. Thanks to the modu-
lar approach of the design, changing the network interface does not
require any special modification to the architecture of the device.
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Control software
The device is controlled by a software driver enabling serial commu-
nication between the computer and the communication layer of the
hardware. The device appears as a Human Interaction Device (HID)
to the computer, and the input system mimics the behavior of a stan-
dard mouse. By doing this, a single peripheral is capable of inter-
acting simultaneously with multiple software applications. Also, the
system software can directly support dedicated applications over the
Internet by establishing a local User Datagram Protocol (UDP) con-
nection that allows exchanging streams of data and share messages
with other systems in a client-server fashion.
3.3 Application scenario: enabling blind peo-
ple to play chess
Our system is designed to be general purpose and to support inter-
action with multiple applications in a WIMP fashion. Nevertheless,
in order to experiment the efficacy of our design, we focused on a
very specific albeit entertaining task: playing board games, and par-
ticularly, chess. Indeed, this type of games are perfectly suited for
sensory-impaired people because they challenge them in engaging
activities based on reasoning, thus, they require players to concen-
trate, and they stimulate critical thinking and problem solving skills.
Moreover, they involve players in a variety of different interaction
situations. Given the importance of this type of activity, blind chess
has been developed as a chess game in which sighted opponents play
blindfolded; this has the purpose of helping people strengthen their
ability concentrate.
We focused on chess because it is the most sophisticated among
board games and, therefore, it is suitable for evaluating the cognitive
load in highly-demanding tasks in terms of working memory, atten-
tion, and reasoning [63]. Also, it has several variants with many dif-
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ferent rules and conditions of play. Moreover, as it involves handling
time and turns (players have a limited period to make their move) and
space (the chessboard is an ideal representation of an environment
that contains obstacles having different characteristics); furthermore,
it requires the player to spend an incredible effort in decision-making,
and in both perceptual and cognitive tasks; moreover, it can be played
with other opponents and, thus, it has a social component as well,
though individuals can play against a computer. Additionally, it is not
based on a specific language, and it has the same rules all over the
world. Consequently, it is a fun way for keeping users busy, and to
help them socialize, in person or via the Internet. In this section dis-
cusses a multipurpose system for board games that allows blind and
deafblind people playing chess or other board games over a network.
In particular, we describe a prototype of a special interactive haptic
device to play online board games receiving feedback about the game
on a dual tactile feedback.
Benefits and barriers of board games for blind people
The interest in chess among blind people has increased in many coun-
tries during years, and chess tournaments are hold by dedicated or-
ganizations such as the International Braille Chess Association [72].
However, blind people have no dedicated online chess association,
likely due to the difficulty of using commonly adopted interfaces for
online games. As a result, although IBCA has been recognized as
a part of IBSA (International Blind Sportsmen Association), teams
from IBCA have taken part in chess Olympiads only four times since
1994.
Several solutions have been developed to enable blind people to
play chess, and they are based on software and on tools for in per-
son play. The latter are utilized with almost the same rules as con-
ventional chess. However, as playing chess involves visualizing the
board for acquiring information during the gameplay and for organiz-
ing the next move and the strategy, when blind people play chess on
a standard board, they explore it with their hands in order to under-
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stand its current configuration. This is the only between sighted and
blind players: the latter require much more time because they need to
sense the board with their hands from time to time. This limits the
opportunities of socializing by playing chess: for a blind player it is
difficult to find an opponent who would accept to play with some-
one who always needs to have his hands over the board. The system
was designed so that the blind player is able to manipulate a tangi-
ble representation of the chessboard at any time, without interfering
with the activity of any other user. Nevertheless, the ability to play
a game, especially chess, depends on the availability of an interest-
ing opponent, but for blind and deafblind people, this is not an easy
problem to solve. In this regard, even if advances in technology could
help them, there is an important issue that is still missing in current
computer applications: all the available software is designed only for
sighted people.
Particularly, computer networks have significantly influenced the
diffusion of online games, and they aggregate players internationally.
Unfortunately, usual interfaces for board games are based on the vi-
sual channel. For example, they require players to check their moves
on a video display and to use standard pointing devices to interact
with the board. Hence, they are not suitable for the people who have
visual impairments. Dedicated chess software have been developed
to be controlled with the keyboard alone, to avoid using the mouse.
However, reducing functionalities is not the correct approach to vi-
sual impairment and, in general, to assistive technology, as discussed
previously.
3.3.1 Current technology enabling the blind play board
games
Usually, blind people play chess or any other similar game thanks
to special boards where cells have distinctive patterns so they can be
recognized by touching them. Pieces are designed to be easily dis-
tinguishable at touch, and in addition they can be steadily stuck in
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Figure 3.4: Configuration of the Braille cell.
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the center of a square to avoid that touching them alters the game
configuration. Such a checker and chess set costs about 30$ [71]. Ad-
ditional improvements [70] involve magnets under the pieces and a
rigid metallic sheet beneath the playing surface, which enhances the
stability of the game configuration when a blind individual "reads"
the board by touching it. However, these special boards are not easily
interfaced with computer systems. Conversely, the available software
interfaces for remote games are designed only for sighted people, so
that players interact using a mouse and a standard screen. There-
fore, blind people should be provided with some extra tool providing
a non-visual representation of the board. One possibility is to replace
the screen with a tactile interface controlled by an electromechanical
device, providing information about the actual configuration of the
board and being capable to refresh it at each turn. Even though this
could be implemented with an ad hoc electro-mechanical board, such
a solution would not be efficient in terms of cost and complexity.
3.3.2 Interpreting standard games using novel devices
As mentioned earlier in this section, rendering current software acces-
sible to the blind does not necessarily involve rewriting applications
so that they can be utilized with the keyboard alone. This approach
is extremely inefficient, as it leads to an increasing fragmentation of
tools each proposing a fix to a specific situation. Instead, innovative
hardware and software systems should be able to translate current ap-
plications into a form that is accessible to users depending on their
conditions. By doing this, it is possible to reuse current software, and
to focus on the accessibility on their features, alone.
Differently from other systems that represent data in a sequen-
tial fashion using auditory feedback, information is presented on the
tactile channel: thus, visually impaired players are able to freely nav-
igate over the board and to access information about the squares as if
they were touching real pieces. Moreover, it supports different direc-
tions of movement over the board to obtain a mouse-like interaction
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during the game. As the device utilizes bimodal tactile feedback, it
is able to provide users with spatial awareness. Consequently, blind
players can identify the placement of pieces over the board. Simul-
taneously, this renders homogeneous the game dynamics for multiple
types of users, sighted, blind, and deafblind. We believe that fill-
ing the gap in the availability of board games over the network for
visually impaired people represents an original and significant step
forward towards inclusion of sensory-impaired people. This partic-
ular approach to the design of assistive technology enables different
types of players: sighted, blind and deafblind. As a result, although
different players are able to play with the same piece of software, they
receive different feedback depending on their condition; accordingly,
the system will signal opponents’ moves using different channels for
feedback. For instance, blind players will receive tactile and auditory
feedback whenever they move the device over the board, and they will
get a stronger signal when they move the cursor outside of the border,
whereas the sighted player will have visual feedback regarding the va-
lidity of their moves and the game status, only. As this is independent
from the structure of the software, because it is realized by the wrap-
per, whenever players start a new game, feedback is automatically set
to fit their particular needs, being transparent to the user.
Operating the game with the device
In our implementation, actuators inform the user about the differ-
ent types of information such as game status (the configuration of
the board and the status of the game), time (elapsed and remaining),
events, and system responses, by exploiting the features of mechanore-
ceptor to deliver the appropriate feedback strategy. The blind user
can select the starting position of a move by clicking button A (start-
square selection button) of the device. Then, the piece can be released
on the final position by clicking once button B (end-square selection
button). Alternatively, users can click button A again to choose an-
other piece from a (non-empty) square of the board. By simultane-
ously clicking both buttons, the navigator is reset to the default po-
sition (center of the chessboard). Indeed this interaction mode can
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be employed for playing other board games, such as standard or non-
standard types of checkers (e.g., Shogi, which is played on a 9×9
chessboard).
Our technology simulates existing Braille chessboards, where tac-
tile information allows recognizing checkers and pieces. Particularly,
pieces can be represented using different configurations of the Braille
cell. Figure 3.4 reports an example for chess, using the international
code of Braille chess. The last row of the Braille cell is used to rep-
resent the color of the piece, whereas the dots in the first row display
the color of the square. In our experiment, we employed a subopti-
mal configuration of Braille dots in terms of information coding. This
is because our primary objective was providing non-trained subjects
with means to easily decode information represented in Braille.
3.3.3 Evaluation of bimodal and bidimensional tac-
tile feedback and output
Playing chess is a sophisticated task, comparable in terms of complex-
ity to interacting with a WIMP system. Consequently, it is suitable for
evaluating the dynamics of user experience that occur when playing
using an innovative device. Also, as chess is a widespread game, it
is eases the explanation of the experimental tasks. In this study, our
objective was to evaluate the efficacy of the device as an interface
for providing the blind and the deafblind with means of utilizing in-
terfaces based on the WIMP paradigm. To this end, we designed an
experiment that exploits the game dynamics of chess to evaluate the
ability of participants to navigate into a bidimensional environment,
to recognize objects, and to consistently manipulate them. Indeed,
the experiment simultaneously evaluates the feasibility of delivering
concurrent tactile output based on two different types of stimuli.
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Objectives
In order to evaluate the design of the system, the effectiveness of the
feedback strategy, and the feasibility of using the proposed device for
enabling interaction in WIMP interfaces, we conducted a controlled
experiment focusing on the navigator, on the move selector, and on
the provider of navigation feedback. Our aim was to evaluate the
following hypotheses:
1. users are able to recognize the vibrotactile pattern or the Braille
configuration associated with the current cell;
2. users are able to identify the position of the current cell within
the chessboard by sensing transition between cells having dif-
ferent vibrotactile patterns;
3. the actual configuration of the environment is physically per-
ceivable and the user is able to navigate over the board without
any cognitive overload;
4. any manipulation that occurs is physically perceivable by the
user at any time;
5. the effects that any manipulations have on the environment are
clearly perceivable by the user.
Experimental tasks
Subjects were asked to complete three tasks: task I focused on points
1 and 2, Task II was related to point 3, and Task III regarded points 4
and 5. The experimental tasks were designed for the chess scenario,
as our objective was to simultaneously evaluate the use of bimodal
and bidimensional feedback in a tangible application.
Task I - Position recognition
This task required participants to use both the ability to recognize tac-
tile and vibrotactile patterns, and that of accurately navigating over
the board. To this end, the task was divided into two heterogeneous
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subtasks. In subtask 1, subjects were asked to recognize the color
of the current square S (i.e., black or white), by distinguishing the
vibrotactile pattern associated with it or by sensing the configuration
of the Braille actuator. Squares are represented using different vi-
bration frequencies and amplitudes. Specifically, white squares are
represented by a frequency of 120Hz (corresponding to an intensity
of 0.45g), and black squares have higher vibration intensity and fre-
quency (0.60g and 160Hz, respectively). In the second subtask, sub-
jects were asked to explore the board and to identify their initial po-
sition (the location of the starting square) by opportunistically navi-
gating across the board using the least number of moves. Subtask 1
and 2 were realized in sequence as they are similar in regard to re-
porting (see Experimental protocol). The starting position S of the
user within the board was randomly chosen at the beginning of each
trial. The experiment was divided into 3 runs consisting of 10 tri-
als each. The board was not populated with any pieces: on the one
hand, this facilitates navigating; on the other hand, it makes it more
difficult to recognize the position of the initial cell as there are no
reference points relative to the standard starting configuration of the
chess board. The trial timeout was set to 5 seconds. Subjects were
allowed to rest for 2 minutes after each group of runs. The inter-trial
interval was 2 seconds.
Task II - Piece recognition
This task required subjects’ ability in recognizing the configuration of
the Braille display. To this end, Task II was divided into two subtasks.
In subtask 1, subjects were required to identify the nearest piece with
respect to the current position. At the beginning of each trial, the
configuration of the board changed, and subjects were randomly po-
sitioned on an initial cell S within the board. Thus, they had to finely
explore the surrounding cells to identify the nearest occupied square
D (destination square). Then, in subtask 2, subjects were required to
identify the piece occupying the destination square. The experiment
was divided into 3 runs consisting of 10 trials each. The color and the
value of the piece were chosen at random at each trial. The trial time-
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out was set to 5 seconds. Subjects were allowed to rest for 2 minutes
after each group of runs. The inter-trial interval was 2 seconds. The
inter-run interval was 30 seconds. The average distance was about 3
squares long. To simulate a real gameplay situation, the chessboard
was occupied by other pieces as it would be in a standard game. The
chessboard configuration was generated so that the starting square S
was always empty.
Task III - Guided move
The objective of this task was to evaluate the performance of the de-
vice in supporting people to play chess. This is a sophisticated oper-
ation for the blind, as they have to simultaneously manage multiple
types of information, that is, position within the board, configuration
of the board, and next move. As each of these actions has some degree
of complexity, the aim of Task III was to evaluate the feasibility of us-
ing our device in playing chess, and to assess the cognitive overhead
to the user. Thus, participants were involved in a real gameplay situ-
ation in which they had to realize complex interaction with the board
and with the pieces. They were required to programmatically move
a piece from one square to another according to the standard move
configurations of chess. Figure 3.5 shows the experimental setup.
At the beginning of each trial, the cursor position was set at the
center of the board (S) and the move was announced with a mes-
sage indicating in sequence: the initial position (I), the content of the
square C, and the final position (F ) of the move (e.g., H1, white rook,
H8). Participants were asked to move the device until they reached the
starting square I (e.g., H1) and, if the square contained the piece C
mentioned at the beginning of the task (e.g., white rook), they were
required to pick it by pressing the left button, and to drag and drop
it to the defined location F using the right button (e.g., H8) if empty
(legal move). They were asked to discard the move (by clicking both
buttons of the device) if the start square was empty (illegal move A)
or occupied by a piece different from what announced in C (illegal
move B), or if the end square was occupied by a piece having the
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same color as that in S (illegal move C). The color and the value of
the piece, as well as the start and the end squares, were chosen at
random at each trial. The trial timeout was set with respect to the
distance between the start and the end location (1 second per square
plus 2 seconds from the beginning of the trial). As a result, for the
longest path, involving a movement over 28 squares, the timeout was
set as 28 seconds. Subjects were allowed to rest for 2 minutes after
each group of runs. The experiment was divided into 3 groups of 3
runs each. Runs consisted of 5 trials (task executions). The inter-trial
interval was 2 seconds. The inter-run interval was 30 seconds. The
average path was 4.5 squares long. To simulate a real gameplay situ-
ation, the chessboard was occupied by other pieces as it would be in
a standard game. The chessboard configuration was generated so that
the requested move is always consistent, and it was refreshed at the
beginning of each trial.
Experimental setup
The system device was the only interface to the user. As Task III
is extremely complex for a non-Braille reader, the provider of posi-
tional information was substituted by auditory feedback rendered by
audio speakers, and consisting in messages spelling the position of the
square as well as its content (e.g., "A4, black rook"). Subjects were
seated in front of a computer equipped with the gaming software, and
they were blindfolded. The experiment was supervised by a techni-
cian. Experimental data from the device were logged on the same
computer where the gaming software was. We did not extensively
evaluate the provider of positional information because we could not
get access to Braille-trained users, such as blind or deafblind peo-
ple. As a replacement, appropriate feedback about the content of the
square was provided. The total duration of the experiment was about
60 minutes, including training. At the end, participants received a
questionnaire. This had the purpose of measuring participants’ per-
ception of the Tasks, which allowed us to qualitatively evaluate cog-
nitive overload, in addition to quantitative data recorded during the
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experiment. Also, this allowed us to assess if the system was able to
engage subjects and provide them with an entertainment game expe-
rience.
Figure 3.5: Experimental setup.
Participants
We recruited 14 volunteer participants, 6 female (S2, S3, S5, S9, S11,
and S12) and 8 male. All had a normal sight, hearing and tactile sen-
sitivity (we did not measure the different acuities). All subjects were
right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh inventory [55]. Subjects
ranged in age from 15 to 61 years with an average of 31. All use com-
puters on a daily basis (1.5-8 hours usage per day). All were novice
for the system; 10 of them are able to play chess, the others (S2, S7,
S8, and S13) have no experience of the logic of the game. Subjects
were not paid; they were recruited from another experimental study,
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which was already rewarded.
Results and discussion
In Task I and II, we analyzed the Success-to-Failure ratio (SF), the
Time required to complete the Move (TM), and the Path Accuracy
(PA). The former is the average number of correct moves with respect
to the incorrect ones. WTM is the interval between the beginning of
the trial and the accomplishment of the move. We intend PA as in-
versely proportional to the deviation from the minimum length of the
path. Figure 3.6 show the accuracy of experimental subjects. In the
beginning of the task (trials from 1 to 10), we utilized different inten-
sities to encode the color of squares. Then, we modified the pattern
to include rhythm: we associated prolonged vibration at low intensity
and frequency (0.45g and 120Hz, respectively) to white squares and
short vibration sequences at 150Hz (0.65g) each lasting 100 millisec-
ond, to black squares.
As the main variables analyzed in Task III, we took into consid-
eration the Success-to-Failure ratio (SF), the Weighted Time required
to complete the Move (WTM), the Path Accuracy (PA) and the Move
Attention (MA). The former is the average number of correct moves
with respect to the incorrect ones. WTM is the interval between the
beginning of the trial and the accomplishment of the move. We in-
tend PA as inversely proportional to the deviation from the minimum
length of the path. MA refers to the ability to detect an illegal move
and to discard it before the timeout. S = Sex, C = Chess player (Y for
yes and N for no), SF = average Success to Failure, WTM = average
Weighted Time required to complete the Move (for a 5 square long
move), MA = average Move Attention, PA = average Path Accuracy.
The Success-to-Fail ratio, having an average of 86.14% ± 5.52%
indicates that all subjects were able to understand the task and to ac-
complish before the timeout.
Subjects were able to recognize when they were asked to per-
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Table 3.1: Performances of experimental subjects in tasks I and II.
Subject Pattern recog. Place recog. Path acc. Path acc.
S1 100.00 100.00 46.14 97.87
S2 86.67 83.33 71.75 93.56
S3 100.00 80.00 72.78 90.72
S4 76.67 93.33 95.35 95.58
S5 86.67 83.33 67.81 87.76
S6 86.67 90.00 58.20 93.91
S7 66.67 80.00 94.95 99.54
S8 100.00 100.00 59.34 91.31
S9 76.67 76.67 46.57 80.31
S10 86.67 73.33 72.25 96.14
S11 90.00 83.33 67.01 86.40
S12 73.33 73.33 81.12 95.04
S13 96.67 83.33 45.44 100.00
S14 100.00 100.00 62.50 99.83
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Figure 3.6: Subjects’ performances over time.
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form an illegal move, and they reported it quickly. As a result, they
achieved performance in terms of Move Attention always higher than
94%, with an average MA of 96.1% ±1.01%. This also means that
they were able to recognize the content of the squares and that tactile
feedback about navigational information does not prevent the user to
focus on cognitive tasks. Users were not precise during the movement
across the chessboard, resulting in lower Path Accuracy performance
with an average value of 80.03% ±3.86%. However, path accuracy
was determined with respect to an ideal, straight path, which players
rarely follow in real chess. Subject spent an average of 7780 millisec-
onds to complete a 5 squares long move. However, this value is sub-
ject to a training effect which persists with time. Although there is no
difference in PA, MA and SF between the runs, there is a decreasing
trend in the WTM. The difference is more significant between the
Table 3.2: Performances of experimental subjects in Task III.
Subject Age S C SF(%) WTM (msec) MA (%) PA (%)
S1 25 M Y 94 7135 96.60 82.03
S2 15 F N 86 7338 94.92 77.58
S3 54 F Y 84 8272 96.12 82.74
S4 61 M Y 72 8960 95.91 85.1
S5 23 F Y 84 7592 94.80 82.15
S6 26 M Y 94 6985 97.91 85.55
S7 30 M N 84 7516 95.61 76.57
S8 33 M N 86 8479 97.81 83.94
S9 42 F Y 82 7642 95.80 74.21
S10 18 M Y 88 6828 95.99 77.41
S11 21 F Y 90 6472 97.03 82.19
S12 35 F Y 90 8129 96.62 80.06
S13 38 M N 84 8809 94.74 75.26
S14 43 M Y 88 8757 95.55 75.57
first and the third group of runs (p=0.07). Also, the evolution of the
curve between the trials of the same group of runs indicates that users
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become more responsive when they are longer exposed to the system.
Our findings suggest that the ability to play chess provides the users
with an advantage which is relatively small, confirmed by a very low
correlation factor. Conversely, the results show a significant inter-
group difference with respect to age. Participants below 30 achieved
better performance, while higher values of WTM were found for older
subjects. This indicates that age may have an influence on the dura-
tion of training required, confirmed by a negative correlation factor of
-0.64. The difference between the groups may be due to the shorter
learning curve of younger subjects, who are more familiar with tactile
stimulation. Although subjects’ questionnaires reported that the task
Figure 3.7: Trend of the Weighted Time to Complete a Move over
time.
was challenging, data show no attenuation of performances due to ha-
bituation to prolonged tactile stimuli, or fatigue in using the device.
Strong negative correlation (-0.78) was found between the subjects
age’ the time they required to accomplish the task. We developed
a practical and low-cost system architecture which enables remote
board game playing over a network for visually impaired people. Our
solution is cost attractive and easy to implement. Moreover, it can be
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combined with other feedback techniques and is simple to use even
for non-impaired people. We also discussed several feasibility issues
showing that the practical implementation of the proposed solution is
easy and cheap.
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Chapter 4
dbGlove: a wearable
device for pervasive
interaction
4.1 A wearable interactive glove based on
the Malossi alphabet
As explained in Section 1.1 the Malossi alphabet enables individ-
uals to achieve touch-based communication thanks to a form of on-
body signing based on a tactile code in which phalanxes represent
letters. As each of the distal and the proximal phalanxes is associated
with two letters, two pressure cues are employed to discriminate be-
tween touched letters and pinched letters. Individuals communicate
in turns: the sender utilizes the left palm of the receiver as a type-
writer, in order to transmit a message. By switching their roles, indi-
viduals can achieve full-duplex interaction. As the Malossi alphabet
is extremely easy to learn and understand, it is among the preferred
education methods for the deafblind. Usually, children who are deaf-
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blind born receive the Malossi alphabet as one of the simplest form
of alphabetization. Also, it is taught to people who become deafblind
later in their life. Moreover, people who learn the Malossi alphabet
continue using it for interpersonal communication, in addition to the
Braille system, which is mainly employed for reading books and for
accessing information available in digital formats.
Attempts in implementing the Malossi alphabet by means of tech-
nological devices have been made since 1970. However, there is poor
documentation about prior research, as research was abandoned due
to the inadequateness of technology, which could not support this ap-
plication. In 2004, we started envisioning a device that would repro-
duce interaction with the Malossi method using miniaturized sensors
and actuators. The main difference between our proposed system and
the research going on in the last decades is in that our device incor-
porates electromechanical components into a wearable interface. In-
stead, the state of the art technology utilized complex external systems
with moving elements that were supposed to capture and deliver touch
and pinch cues. However, the resulting interfaces were not natural at
all, and they were abandoned after a short adoption time, due to their
low acceptability, and to their poor usability. Conversely, we aimed
at realizing a natural interface that could be appropriate for accompa-
nying users in their everyday tasks (e.g., use public transportation, or
move independently in a care center).
Specifically, our objective is to provide the deafblind with means
for achieving some form of interaction with information and with oth-
ers, especially when assistants and interpreters are not available. As
caregivers are a scarce and expensive resource, the aim of our research
was to help deafblind people in being independent from a human as-
sistant in communicating and in accessing information. This can be
realized with static interfaces. However, as many sensory-impaired
people move and live independently, our objective was to develop a
wearable device that could be utilized all day long, regardless of the
interaction context.
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As a result, we designed a glove that support the blind and the
deafblind in achieving autonomous, pc-mediated communication and
access to information. The Malossi method exploits the palm of the
hand as a communication device by dividing phalanxes into keys.
These, in turn, are associated to letters, as in a normal computer key-
board shaped as a hand. There are two types of keystroke: pressure
and pinch. The former basically reproduce standard interaction with
a keyboard. On the other hand, an interactive device can encode mes-
sages in the Malossi alphabet by associating them to stimuli that sim-
ulate touch and pinch cues on the palm of the hand. This has no
equivalent in standard computer peripherals: input actions that have
similar features to multi-touch tablets have no output counterpart.
In our early research, we adopted a tinkering approach to the de-
sign of the device, and we developed an initial prototype consisting
of a PVC surface incorporating buttons. Although this strategy led to
an effective system for acquiring input, it was inadequate for provid-
ing the deafblind with messages. Moreover, as the deafblind are able
to use other input systems, but they have no dedicated output device,
our solution did not fit the real need of this category of users. As an
input only device, our device could support some tasks, and it could
be employed for training assistants and relatives of deafblind people
in the use of the Malossi alphabet. However, it was not suitable for
providing the deafblind with the desired level of interaction. Never-
theless, the major challenge in completely implementing the Malossi
method into an interactive device enabling bidirectional communica-
tion is output. We evaluated several systems that are suitable for con-
veying tactile stimuli, and specifically pinch cues, including motor-
driven restraining strings, electric shocks, piezoelectric actuators, and
artificial muscle fibers. Unfortunately, the majority of the technology
is inappropriate, expensive, or it has physical features that do not fit
characteristics of the Malossi alphabet in terms of interaction.
Research on vibrotactile perception showed that vibration can stim-
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ulate in a way that can induce a large set of sensations ranging from
soft displacement to painful cues, depending on the waveform, and
on its intensity and frequency. Although we evaluated the possibility
of incorporating vibrotactile actuators, in the last decade, they were
the most cumbersome part of a mobile phone: almost the same size
as the antenna. Conversely, as discussed in Section 2.1, recently,
their form factor is much lower. New miniaturized motors, similar
to those employed in the device described in Section 3.1 can be uti-
lized to provide individuals with sophisticated feedback. As a result,
we designed an output system that exploits the features of vibrotactile
stimuli for simulating touch and pinch cues that are able to provide
the receiver with means for decoding the letter associated with the
stimulus.
In this section, we describe the design and development of db-
GLOVE, an interactive glove based on the Malossi alphabet. db-
GLOVE provides blind and deafblind people with bidirectional in-
teraction with the computer and computer-mediated communication
with others. The deafblind can wear the device on the left hand, and
they can type messages on their own palm, as on a keyboard. We in-
corporated the array of sensors and actuators that compose the input
and the output subsystem into a pad that can be worn on the palm of
left hand as if it was a glove, and connected to a computer. By doing
this, the deafblind can type on their own hand, instead of that of the
receiver. Input is acquired and processed as a command to the PC
(e.g., open application), or as a message to be displayed to another
individual (e.g., I want to eat). Also, dbGLOVE includes a tactile
monitor. So, the deafblind can receive messages in the form of tactile
stimulations, as if someone was typing on their palm. Responses can
be received by the user in the form of vibrotactile stimulation at dif-
ferent intensity and frequency that simulate touch and pinch cues, as
if someone was typing on their hand. As a result, the device is able to
provide the user with bidirectional communication.
Moreover, the system can be attached to a smartphone mounted
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on the wrist in order to activate a set of functionalities, such as In-
ternet connectivity, GPS-assisted navigation, text-to-speech transla-
tion for non-Malossi speakers. By doing this, the device is wearable,
portable, and it enables pervasive interaction in a variety of scenarios.
For instance, the deafblind can type their request using the device, and
it can be displayed on the screen of the smartphone, so that a sighted
non-Malossi speaker is able to read the message; also, the reply can
be acquired using speech recognition algorithms, and translated into
a tactile form that can be received by the deafblind. In addition, users
can be assisted in using public transportation and in moving in the
environment thanks to tactile stimuli presenting the output of direc-
tions given by a GPS navigator. Moreover, dbGLOVE can provide
deafblind people with means for social inclusion, reading documents,
sending e-mail, web browsing, chatting. Among the advantages with
respect to the state of the art, dbGLOVE is easier to learn and cheaper
than Braille displays.
Evaluation of germane cognitive load
In order to evaluate the feasibility of a system based on touch or pinch
cues in different areas of the hand representing alphabetic characters,
we analyzed the frequency of letters in the Italian and English lan-
guages. According to our preliminary assessment, the most frequent
letters are located in the areas shown in Figure , which represents the
probabilities over the different phalanxes.
Table 4.5 shows that the areas of the hand are significantly unbal-
anced, with the distal and proximal phalanxes having average prob-
ability (Italian 8.45%, English 8.02%) compared to the intermediate
phalanxes (Italian 2.57%, English 3.30%). As a consequence, distal
and proximal phalanxes would receive a larger number of stimula-
tions with respect to the intermediate phalanxes (see Figure 4.1).
Table 4.3 shows the frequency (F) for each of the areas where
combined letters are, calculated as P (l1)UP (l2). The distance shows
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the differential in probability between two letters in the same area,
i.e., |P (l1)−P (l2)|. The average distances are 0.60 and 0.58 for Ital-
ian and English, respectively. Consequently, error probabilities can
be calculated as 1/D, are 0.40 and 0.42, showing that the Malossi
configuration for English is slightly less performing as that of Ital-
ian. However, the weighted error probability (WEP), calculated as
F (Pi) ∗ EP (Pi) shows values that are almost similar in both lan-
guages (English is 0.004 worse).
Figure 4.1: Correspondence between error probabilities in the areas
of the hand.
4.1.1 Hardware and software design
The system architecture was designed in order to be consistent with
the modular approach for interactive devices similar to that described
in Section 3.1. It consists of the physical, the control and the com-
munication layers. They are three independent logical layers, con-
nected to one another by means of interfaces for data exchange. The
physical layer has the purpose of sending messages using vibrotac-
tile actuators that simulate touch and pinch cues on different areas
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Table 4.1: Most frequent letters in the Italian and English alphabets.
letter Italian English
a 11.740% 8.167%
b 0.920% 1.492%
c 4.500% 2.782%
d 3.730% 4.253%
e 11.790% 12.702%
f 0.950% 2.228%
g 1.640% 2.015%
h 1.540% 6.094%
i 11.280% 6.966%
j 0.000% 0.153%
k 0.000% 0.747%
l 6.510% 4.025%
m 2.510% 2.406%
n 6.880% 6.749%
o 9.830% 7.507%
p 3.050% 1.929%
q 0.510% 0.095%
r 6.370% 5.987%
s 4.980% 6.327%
t 5.620% 9.056%
u 3.010% 2.758%
v 2.100% 1.037%
w 0.000% 2.365%
x 0.000% 0.150%
y 0.000% 1.974%
z 0.490% 0.074%
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Table 4.2: Relative probability of letters per areas.
letter Italian English
P11(a+ p) 14.790 10.096
P21(b+ q) 1.430 1.587
P31(c+ r) 10.870 8.769
P41(d+ s) 8.710 10.580
P51(e+ t) 17.410 21.758
P12(f) 0.950 2.228
P22(g) 1.640 2.015
P32(h) 1.540 6.094
P42(i) 11.280 6.966
P52(j) 0.000 0.153
P52(k + u) 3.010 3.505
P52(l + v) 8.610 5.062
P52(m+ x) 2.510 2.556
P52(n+ y) 6.880 8.723
P52(o+ z) 10.320 7.581
P0(w) 0.000 2.365
Table 4.3: Relative probability of letters per areas (values in percent-
ages).
letter Italian English
P11(a) = 79.38 P11(p) = 20.62 P11(a) = 80.89 P11(p) = 19.11
P1(b) = 64.34 P11(q) = 35.66 P1(b) = 94.01 P11(q) = 5.99
P11(c) = 41.40 P11(r) = 58.60 P11(c) = 31.73 P11(r) = 68.27
P11(d) = 42.82 P11(s) = 57.18 P11(d) = 40.20 P11(s) = 59.80
P11(e) = 67.72 P11(t) = 32.28 P11(e) = 58.38 P11(t) = 41.62
P11(k) = 0.00 P11(u) = 100.00 P11(k) = 21.31 P11(u) = 78.69
P11(l) = 75.61 P11(v) = 24.39 P11(l) = 79.51 P11(v) = 20.49
P11(m) = 100.00 P11(x) = 0.00 P11(m) = 94.13 P11(x) = 5.87
P11(n) = 100.00 P11(y) = 0.00 P11(n) = 77.37 P11(y) = 22.63
P11(o) = 95.25 P11(z) = 4.75 P11(o) = 99.02 P11(z) = 0.98
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Table 4.4: Error probabilities.
P F IT FEN DIT DEN EP IT EPEN
P11(a, p) 0.15 0.10 0.59 0.62 0.41 0.38
P11(b, q) 0.01 0.02 0.29 0.88 0.71 0.12
P11(c, r) 0.11 0.09 0.17 0.37 0.83 0.63
P11(d, s) 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.20 0.86 0.80
P11(e, t) 0.17 0.22 0.35 0.17 0.65 0.83
P11(k, u) 0.03 0.04 1.00 0.57 0.00 0.43
P11(l, v) 0.09 0.05 0.51 0.59 0.49 0.41
P11(m,x) 0.03 0.03 1.00 0.88 0.00 0.12
P11(n, y) 0.07 0.09 1.00 0.55 0.00 0.45
P11(o, z) 0.10 0.08 0.91 0.98 0.09 0.02
Table 4.5: Weighted error probabilities.
P WEP IT WEPEN
P11(a, p) 0.06 0.04
P11(b, q) 0.01 0.00
P11(c, r) 0.09 0.06
P11(d, s) 0.07 0.09
P11(e, t) 0.11 0.18
P11(k, u) 0.00 0.01
P11(l, v) 0.04 0.02
P11(m,x) 0.00 0.00
P11(n, y) 0.00 0.04
P11(o, z) 0.01 0.00
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of the palm of the hand, in order to implement the output function;
also, it receives messages from the user, who presses sensible areas
equipped with touch sensors. Moreover, the physical layer can incor-
porate other types of sensors that allow acquiring input from the user
in addition to touch (e.g., force sensing resistors). The physical layer
directly interacts with the user, and it exchanges messages to and from
the user with the control layer. This, in turn, is responsible for man-
aging the input and output functions, and for governing the operation
of the device. The control layer exchanges data with the communi-
cation layer, which has the only purpose of transmitting information
over the network. The communication layer directly communicates
with a computer, or with a smartphone. All the layers are physically
assembled into one printed circuit board.
The physical layer is enclosed within a pad consisting of a ma-
terial made of a mixture of plastics and textiles. The former render
the device highly resistant and durable, while the latter have the pur-
pose of increasing skin transpiration, and it renders wearing the de-
vice more comfortable. The pad is shaped in a way that enables to
autonomously wear the device using elastic straps or bendable plas-
tic wings. During the prototyping phase, several pad models were
designed and experimented in order to define a model that can be uti-
lized by the deafblind. Vibrotactile actuators are in the lower layer of
the pad, so that they are in close contact with user’s skin. They are
embedded into cavities within the pad, so that they can be indepen-
dently fired without causing the entire device to propagate vibrations.
Touch sensors are assembled in the upper layer of the pad, so that they
can easily pressed and pinched. Particular attention was dedicated to
ensuring adequate distance between sensors, so that each of them can
be touched without interfering with others. Sensors and actuators are
located on top of one another, so that they are placed in the same ar-
eas. Moreover, by doing this, actuators provide a base for sensors.
The control and the communication layers are located in a wrist-
band that is connected to the physical layer. As they incorporate big-
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ger components, such as the battery, and connectors, this is the most
convenient position to avoid cumbersome elements on the glove. The
device was designed to fit the palm of the left hand of users: its size
varies accordingly to that of users’ hands. Future work will describe
how the pad is customized to accommodate different hand shapes and
sizes. The device is designed to be connected to a smartphone that
plays the role of an application platform. In addition to control the
operation of the device, the features of the smartphone can be utilized
to add more sensing capabilities with respect to those of the physical
layer.
The control and the communication layers are the most expen-
sive part of the device, as they consist of units for data transmission
and device control. Conversely, the pad is designed to be replaced
after some time. All the components are relatively inexpensive and
easier to find on the market. The overall cost for a complete device
(complete prototype) can be estimated as 140 U.S.$ (Bill Of Mate-
rial). This leads to a consumer price of about 300 U.S.$. In addition
to introducing a novel approach with respect to state-of-the-art de-
vices, our device has a price ratio of about 1:10, compared to the least
expensive Braille displays on the market. Similarly to the device de-
scribed in Section 3.1, all the specifications have been released to the
open source community, and several users already contributed to the
project by submitting new design models, as described in Section 3.1.
Also, as sensors and actuators can be found on the market, and given
the simplicity of the hardware design, the device can easily be built in
a do-it-yourself fashion.
Physical layer
The physical layer of the device consists of two subcomponents: the
input and the output system. They operate independently, to enable
concurrency between input and output. This is crucial for interaction,
because users should be alerted on events occurring while they are
typing some input on the device. Moreover, the physical layer con-
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tains the circuits connecting the all the components of the device that
are required for exchanging data with the other layers.
Letter sensors
The input component consists of a set of sensors based on capaci-
tive technology, or on electromechanical components, depending on
the implementation. The number of sensors may vary depending on
how the device is implemented. The general design consists of 16
active areas each incorporating one or two sensors. In our prototype,
we utilized 26 sensors for representing letters, plus 4 sensors for ad-
ditional commands and features. However, these can be reduced to
16 by introducing some processing based on algorithms for smart in-
put. In our prototype, we employed low-profile tactile switches for
implementing letter sensors. We utilized components similar to those
employed in the device described in Section 3.1: 26 micro-tactile
switches having a size of 0.5cm × 0.5cm × 0.3cm were introduced.
In addition to input sensors providing mechanical tactile feedback, in
our experiments we utilized capacitive touch sensors. Our prototype
incorporates 4 additional switches for special menu functions. How-
ever, extra switches can be added to provide users with more control
features.
Compatibility with Braille
In order to render the device compatible with Braille displays, sensi-
tive areas can include embossed dots representing letters in the Braille
alphabet. They can be realized in conductive or plastic material, de-
pending on the technology employed for input. As a result, this would
help Braille-trained individuals in learning to use dbGLOVE, and vice
versa, it will render our device a training tool for learning Braille.
Force sensors and other input
In addition to sensors for detecting simple input, such as key presses,
other types of components can be incorporated in the device to add
features and capabilities. For instance, flexion sensors can be imple-
mented to modulate output so that vibrotactile pattern can reproduce
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the shape of objects, as discussed later. From an architectural point of
view, each input functionality represents a sub-layer of the input com-
ponent. This renders the device extremely versatile and customizable
depending on the application scenario, and on users’ needs.
Vibrotactile actuators
Moreover, the physical layer contains actuators for delivering vibro-
tactile stimuli. The device incorporates 16 vibrotactile actuators. In
our prototype, we incorporated the same Eccentric Rotating Mass Ac-
tuators (ERMs) from Precision Microdrives, as those we employed for
the experimental study in 2.1, because of their great performance and
efficiency.
The actuators have a diameter of 8mm and they are 3.4 mm long.
Thus, they are perfectly suitable for being applied into arrays to be
placed on the palm of the hand, as demonstrated before. Their ac-
tivation voltage ranges from 1.5V to 3.3V (the operation voltage of
the device), and their operating current is 100mA. Due to their cur-
rent drain, we implemented a 2000mAh LiPo battery, which is able to
provide enough power for their operation. Their amplitude is linearly
increasing with vibration frequency, and ranging from 0.20g to 0.80g.
This, in turn, ranges from 90Hz to 200Hz. As we already ran exper-
iments on vibrotactile feedback using this type of actuators, we were
more familiar with implementing them in our prototype. However,
they can be replaced by other types of vibration actuators, without
changing the architecture of the system. Also, the calibration routine
discussed in Section 2.1 can be applied to other types of vibration
motors as well. They were positioned one per phalanx, at a mini-
mum distance of 0.5 cm from one another. This is consistent with the
literature about vibrotactile perception, and with the studies detailed
previously in this dissertation.
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Control layer
This layer consists of the processing unit (microprocessor) that is re-
sponsible for governing the device operation. Its purpose is to con-
vert physical stimuli (i.e., pressure at different intensities in areas of
the hand) from the user into digital data to the computer. Also it
converts binary sequences transmitted from the computer into tan-
gible output (vibration stimuli simulating touch and pinch cues) to
the user. When the user touches the sensitive areas of the device by
pressing capacitive or switch buttons, the microcontroller receives se-
quences of electrical inputs and it converts them into keystrokes that
are sent to the communication layer; conversely, when data are re-
ceived from the upper layer (i.e., the communication layer), the con-
trol layer converts triggers the actuators associated with the character
encoded in the message, by firing vibrotactile motors, simultaneously
or in sequence). In our prototype, we implemented both the control
and communication layers using an open source cross-platform hard-
ware tool for rapid prototype development, the Arduino Mega control
board. This includes a 16MHz ATmega1280 microcontroller with
8Kbyte SRAM, 54 input/output pins, 14 of which supporting Pulse
Wave Modulation (PWM) output. Due to its form factor, we incor-
porated it into the wristband. This is connected to the physical layer
using a set of wires to the input and output layers. The firmware is
programmed within the Processing environment in a C- or Java-like
language.
Depending on the transport layer, the microcontroller in the con-
trol layer receives and executes commands via serial USB or Blue-
tooth communication. As the control layer does not support concur-
rency, each message has to be structured so that parallel processes
(i.e., firing two actuators) can be realized with one function. To this
end, the control layer receives four commands in sequence: first, the
begin-of sequence (BOS) message contains an action initialization
command, and it represents the action to be realized by the device
(e.g., fire actuators). Subsequently, two separate option commands
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(O) allow specifying the duration and the intensity of the stimuli. Du-
ration is represented as multiples of 100ms. The duration of each
firing can be set up to 6400ms. Intensity (or frequency) is represented
by multiples of 2Hz ranging from 120Hz to 248Hz. Then, the follow-
ing messages contain the actuators IDs, in sequence. As soon as they
are received, they are stored in an array. The third command speci-
fies the end of the sequence. The end-of-sequence (EOS) command
starts the action defined by BOS. Sequences of messages allow defin-
ing different vibration patterns and tactile icons. Diverse frequencies
and intensities in stimuli are obtained by using the PWM output that
allows firing actuators at voltage amplitudes represented by integers
corresponding to frequencies.
Communication layer
This module consists of the electronic components that allow the de-
vice to transfer data and to interact with the computer, or with a smart-
phone. dbGLOVE is designed to support wired or wireless connection
protocols, depending on the connection type: a USB and a Bluetooth
module allow the device to achieve both types of connection, although
the latter requires the device to be equipped with an additional battery.
Firmware and software
The firmware of the device consists of an invariant part containing
the core functions that drive the vibration motors and that is respon-
sible for the acquisition of input controls. Moreover, there is a part
governing the communication layer that consists of two interchange-
able functions that connect the device to a smartphone or to a PC. The
connection functions incorporate the Bluetooth and the serial stack,
so that it is easy to interface dbGLOVE with other devices. Our sys-
tem includes a software driver whose ultimate purpose is to allow
the user to control the Operating System and to gain access to stan-
dard applications such as Internet browsers, word processors, instant
messaging tools and many other programs. In addition, the device
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software should be able to parse the content of the messages which
are sent with the device: they may contain a command for the Operat-
ing System (e.g., “open a file”) or an input message for an application
containing a sentence that the user wants to communicate (i.e. "I need
some water") into a chat. The software architecture, which is not com-
plete yet, is being designed to be also an extensible framework which
contains the main elements to realize multimodal input and output. In
fact, one of the most important elements we had to take into account
is that even if dbGLOVE allows deafblind people to be autonomous
in the interaction, there is usually an assistant with them, especially if
they have other disabilities. Nevertheless, in our prototype, we imple-
mented simple ad hoc applications that enable basic communication
(i.e., chat) and device configuration, both local and remote.
Tablet training Application
As discussed in the previous sections, it is fundamental both for the
deafblind and for their family and friends to be able to use a commu-
nication system. This is crucial for achieving interpersonal interaction
without necessarily using technological aids. To this end, we devel-
oped an application that basically reproduces the interaction method
of dbGLOVE on a multi-touch enabled device, that is, a tablet. This
is a tool for training professionals, families and friends in the use
of the Malossi alphabet, without requiring them to actually possess
dbGLOVE. The mobile application is available on smartphones and
tablets mounting an Android operating system. It is very simple, and
it consists of three views, only. The main view contains a figure with
the language reference; this allows users to review the Malossi al-
phabet and the communication method, and it supports learning the
language using a basic tutorial. The second and the third views con-
tain two quizzes that enable playing with the input and with the output
functions, respectively. In the input testing view, the system suggests
a word that the user has to type as quickly as possible by touching and
pinching the palm shown on the display. In the output testing view,
the application shows the picture of the palm of the hand. Areas blink
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in sequence in two different colors to distinguish touch from pinch.
The objective of the user is to recognize the word being communi-
cated and to correctly spell it. Also, there is the possibility of using
the device for taking notes using the input view and setting the mode
to free input mode.
Figure 4.2: Initial prototype of dbGLOVE (input system only).
4.2 Performance evaluation of an interactive
glove for the deafblind
dbGLOVE is the result of several years of research that is still ongo-
ing. During the last eight years, we conducted several experiments:
Some have been simple attempts to advance our system, others were
more structured evaluations. In this dissertation, we only report the
studies we realized using experimental protocols, though the discus-
sion of the results may include findings that are derived from the ev-
eryday design and development experience, and go beyond data ac-
quired in scientific experiments.
In order to evaluate the applicability of dbGLOVE as a natural
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Figure 4.3: Final design of dbGLOVE.
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interface, we realized several experiments that focused on improving
specific aspects of the performances of the proposed device. They are
discussed in the next sections. Particularly, at the initial stages, we
evaluated the input and output capabilities of dbGLOVE as a feasible
bidirectional communication system. Subsequently, we compared the
learning curve of the device to standard computer peripherals, to es-
timate the training required for a proficient use of the device. Indeed,
most of our work focused on the output feature. The majority of the
deafblind population can use standard or dedicated input systems, but
they have difficulties in finding tactile displays that specifically ac-
commodate their needs. Consequently, providing the deafblind with
an alternative and effective output modality is among the most chal-
lenging tasks. Actually, as mentioned earlier, not only is the output
system challenging in terms of user evaluation, it also is the most so-
phisticated component of our device. In this regard, we evaluated in-
terference between output and feedback using vibrotactile actuators,
and the difference between mechanical and vibrotactile feedback as a
response to input.
4.2.1 Study I - Validating dbGLOVE as an input/out-
put device
In the early stage of the development of our device, the goal of our
experiments was basic. We designed output features on top of the
findings about vibrotactile feedback discussed in Section 2.1. The
objective of our research was to design an effective wearable commu-
nication system based on vibrotactile output and consisting of arrays
of miniaturized vibrotactile motors functioning as actuators. This in-
volves two tasks: distinguishing different vibrotactile stimuli, and as-
sociating their location to letters of the alphabet. In this section, we
discuss the findings of an experimental study in which we evaluated
the input and output features of dbGLOVE from a functional point
of view. Particularly, our purpose was evaluating the feasibility of
using vibrotactile actuators to simulate pressure and touch cues and
to reproduce the communication system implemented by the Malossi
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method. In addition, we assessed input as well, as recognizing the
layout of the device is fundamental to effectively use dbGLOVE.
Objectives
In order for dbGLOVE to support the receptive and the expressive
function as a natural interface, Malossi-trained users have to be able
to straightforwardly utilize the Malossi method in a bidirectional fash-
ion, as soon as they are provided with the device. To this end, we
evaluated if dbGLOVE:
1. the configuration of the device, and the layout switches can be
utilized as an input device based on the Malossi method;
2. actuators are effective in generating output by simulating touch
and pinch cues that can be associated to letters in the alphabet;
3. the system is effective in supporting communication in situa-
tions of deprived vision.
Experimental tasks
We designed three experimental tasks, each focusing on a single item
in the objectives. As discussed earlier, the design of the device im-
plements the input and the output functions as two distinct modules.
Consequently, we could separately evaluate them. Before the ex-
periment, the experiment technician explained the Malossi alphabet
to subjects, and we evaluated subjects’ ability in associating tactile
stimuli in different areas of the palm to letters in the Malossi alpha-
bet. Subsequently, after sufficient training in the use of the Malossi
method, subjects were asked to complete the three tasks.
Task I - guided input
In task I, we evaluated the performance of the device with respect
to the input function. Participants were presented with sequences of
words on a visual display, and they were asked to type them using
dbGLOVE. The objective was typing as many words as possible in
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a limited time, and to simultaneously minimize the number of typos.
The experiment was divided into 3 runs each lasting 120 seconds.
They could see both the display and the glove.
Task II - output
In task II, we evaluated the performance of dbGLOVE in sending tac-
tile stimuli to the user. Participants were presented with sequences
of letters represented into a vibrotactile form by dbGLOVE. The dif-
ferent areas of the hand associated with the letters were stimulated
with vibrotactile cues simulating touch and pinch cues, and partici-
pants were asked to speak the character back to the technician. The
objective of the subject was identifying as many letters as possible.
We executed three runs each consisting of 40 trials having two sec-
onds inter-trial interval. Subjects were allowed two minutes to rest
after each run. The trial timeout was set to 5 seconds.
Task III - blindfolded input and output
Task III included two subtasks similar to Task I and Task II except
in that subjects were blindfolded. Particularly, in subtask I, subjects
were presented with words reproduced by a text-to-speech system,
and they were asked to type them back using dbGLOVE. Conversely,
in subtask II, subjects’ hand was stimulated with vibrotactile repre-
sentation of words, and participants were asked to speak them to the
technician.
Experimental setup and protocol
At the beginning of the experiment, participants were provided with
detailed information about dbGLOVE, and they were allowed half
hour training with the experiment technician. Also, they were pro-
vided with a tablet running an application (discussed later) for learn-
ing the Malossi alphabet. After the training session, participants were
provided with dbGLOVE and they were allowed another five minutes
of training with the device. During the experimental tasks, we ac-
quired variables for evaluating the accuracy in the use of the device.
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Specifically, in Task I, we measured the number of Characters Per
Minute (CPM), the number of Words Per Minute (WPM), as well as
the correctly written characters and the wrong characters. They are
standard measurements of the proficiency in the use of input system.
Also, we logged the time users spent in typing each letter, in order to
evaluate the letters that require more effort.
In regard to Task II, we did not employ words. Instead, we uti-
lized sequences of characters, as this is an easier way to measure sub-
jects’ ability in recognizing vibrotactile stimuli in the different areas
of the hand, and to associate touch and pinch cues to letters of the
alphabet. Moreover, they were only required to speak the letter to the
technician, who recorded the answer as correct or wrong. This was to
avoid subjects to actually type the letter on a keyboard, which implies
some delay that would have affected the experimental result. Saying
the correct letter allowed subjects to advance in the task, whereas the
wrong answer allowed repeating the vibration for the last letter, and
attempt to answer again. As the trial duration was set to five sec-
onds, we considered as wrong all the letters that subjects could not
recognize before the timeout. The device incorporates the calibration
routine described in Figure 2.8 (see Section 2.1), which was exe-
cuted before the experiment. Therefore, both the frequency and the
intensity of the stimuli were calibrated to accommodate individuals’
thresholds. The stimulus for touch cues had duration of 400 millisec-
onds at low frequency, whereas pinch cues were displayed by firing
twice the actuator at high frequency.
The experimental protocol of Task III was identical to that of Task
I and II, except in that in subtask I words were presented using speak-
ers, because subjects were blindfolded. Also, we recorded the same
variables as in Task I and II.
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Participants
64 volunteer participants were involved in the study. They were 26
female and 38 male. All had normal sight, hearing. Their tactile
sensitivity was not measured, though we utilized the calibration rou-
tine, which allowed us to acquire their Minimum Perceived Thresh-
olds. Subjects ranged in age from 19 to 53 with an average of 29.
All use computers on a daily basis (1.5-8 hours usage per day). All
were novice for the system, but several of them had prior experience
with vibrotactile feedback, as they were previously involved in other
experiments. Moreover, prior to the experiment, they received exten-
sive training in the use of the Malossi alphabet, and they were pro-
vided with the tablet application so that they could improve their pro-
ficiency. Subjects participated on a voluntary basis and they were not
paid or rewarded. All subjects were right-handed as assessed by the
Edinburgh inventory [55]. All subjects were prepared to the experi-
ment by a technician who gave them instructions about the test and
the experimental tasks.
Results and discussion
All subjects were able to understand the functioning of the system,
and they had a positive reaction to the device, even though it was a
prototype. Our result evaluation focused on values of KPM. Although
Words Per Minute is the standard in reporting typing speed, evaluat-
ing keystroke per minute gives a more detailed picture of the typing
speed regardless of the length of the words.
In Task I, subjects were asked to type words using dbGLOVE and
a standard keyboard. Our objective was to compare individuals’ per-
formances in terms of speed and accuracy to evaluate the possibility
of comparing the speed of our device with that of a standard key-
board. Figure 4.4 shows the result. There are 4 outliers that do not
significantly affect data. Using dbGLOVE, participants achieved an
average speed of 141.34±91.38 keystrokes per minute. Conversely,
using a traditional input device, they were able to type almost twice
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as fast, as the average KPM rate was 224.27±81.3. Interestingly, al-
though the overall proficiency was lower with dbGLOVE, seven sub-
jects were able to type faster with our device. This may be related
to prior training (experimental data show that no significant train-
ing effect occurred during the collection process), as they are part
of a group of individuals who participated to other experiments, and
who received several hours of training, in total. However, in several
cases, the distance between dbGLOVE and the keyboard is less than
20 characters. Conversely, in other circumstances, the keyboard over-
performs dbGLOVE by 150+ keystrokes. As a result, users are able
to use dbGLOVE proficiently and to type fast, but still the keyboard
has better performances.
In addition to speed, we measured accuracy, calculated as the ra-
tio between correct and total keystrokes. Using the keyboard, subjects
had an average accuracy of 97.23±3.06%. Indeed, many were able to
complete the experiment without any errors. Conversely, using db-
GLOVE, participants reached an average accuracy of 93.36±5.45%.
Figure 4.5 summarizes the experimental results. Although no sub-
jects were able to achieve 100%, their performances with our de-
vice are statistically comparable to those obtained using the keyboard.
Moreover, experimental data show that the majority of errors occur
on the distal and on the proximal phalanxes, where subjects can indi-
cate two letters that are distinguished using different touch cues. By
weighting the effect of the germane load due to the representation of
the alphabet, actual accuracy is 96.71±3.5%, showing a difference
less than 1.2% with the keyboard. As a result, we can conclude that
the device is comparable to a keyboard in terms of accuracy. More-
over, we believe that the difference in speed is related with accuracy,
in the sense that even if subjects were able to type at higher speed,
they were more cautious in the use of dbGLOVE and, consequently,
they achieved lower KPM rates (see next studies).
All subjects were able to recognize all the stimuli. As a result,
the calibration routine discussed in Section 2.1 is successful in de-
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termining individuals’ Minimum Perceived Thresholds and in identi-
fying the frequency and intensity range. In Task II, we measured the
performances of the device in delivering correct stimuli to subjects.
To this end, we evaluated the number of letters visualized by subjects
as a measure of the speed at which subjects are able to read using
dbGLOVE. However, in order to prevent subjects from just guessing,
we also measured the accuracy, calculated, as in the previous task, as
the number of correct answers over the total.
In Task III, subjects were blindfolded and they executed the same
guided input routine described previously. In order to compensate for
the training effect, we allowed blindfolded subjects some time to use
the device. All subjects were able to complete the task, and they felt
the device comfortable and easy to use in circumstances of deprived
vision. The clockwise organization of the layout, combined with the
clear positioning of letters over the palm, provided them with means
for interacting with the device without actually seeing their hands.
Figure 4.6 shows a comparison between the speed obtained with a
standard keyboard, dbGLOVE and dbGLOVE in circumstances of
deprived vision. Indeed, participants’ average speed in typing letters
dropped to 50.26±22.62 (-43.09), as a demonstration of the complex-
ity of the task. In fact, without any visual reference, they had to stress
their memory to remember letters’ positions. Two participants over-
performed in the task, showing an average KPM of 106.5. However,
all other subjects’ rates are below 100.
In regard to accuracy, as represented by Figure 4.7 the loss is min-
imal, and it is not statistically significant, taking into consideration the
compensation for double letters that are on the same phalanxes. The
average accuracy is 94.74±4.25
Indeed, acquired data refer to individuals who had the opportu-
nity of learning the Malossi alphabet, and trained extensively with the
devices. As a result, no differences were found between standard key-
board and dbGLOVE as input peripheral, in terms of accuracy. This
indicates that our system could be used as an alternative to existing de-
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vices, at the cost of typing speed. In this regard, the KPM rates may
have been affected by accuracy, in the sense that participants could
have focused on accuracy, thus, taking speed into less consideration.
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4.2.2 Study II - Comparing the learning curve of db-
GLOVE with standard devices
One of the critical factors that prevent users from learning new com-
munication systems is the long time required for achieving sufficient
proficiency with the language. In this regard, tactile codes and lan-
guages based on alphabets have an advantage with respect to other
types of communication systems. The latter have their own interpre-
tation of words and syntax and, thus, they are as difficult as learning a
new language from scratch. Although they may require some adjust-
ments to cope with the specific features of touch, tactile communica-
tion systems based on alphabets have shorter learning curve, as they
enable individuals to reuse their prior knowledge in terms. Neverthe-
less, communication systems based on alphabets are not similar, and
therefore their learning curve can be different.
The Malossi alphabet is known for its simplicity and for its short
learning curve. Consequently, it is employed as among the first com-
munication languages that are taught to young children who are deaf-
blind, or to people who become deafblind in their later life. Being
based on simple touch cues, and on tactile stimulation on parts of the
hand that are easily recognizable, it is extremely convenient in situ-
ations of cognitive impairments as well. However, no measurements
exist about its performance with respect to traditional communication
systems. Furthermore, as dbGLOVE is the very first system based on
the Malossi alphabet, there is no prior study in the scientific literature
about the difference, in terms of learning curve, between dbGLOVE
and standard input peripherals. This study aims at evaluating the time
required for learning the Malossi alphabet with respect to a keyboard.
Furthermore, as it is designed to be a natural interface, our hy-
pothesis was that people who have previous knowledge of the Mal-
ossi alphabet but who are novice of dbGLOVE, are immediately able
to use the device.
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Objectives
The previous study demonstrated that dbGLOVE can effectively be
utilized as an input and output device. Experimental data showed per-
formances comparable with that of a standard keyboard. Moreover,
dbGLOVE is suitable for being utilized in situations of deprived vi-
sion. In this study, our objective was measuring the learning curve in
the use of dbGLOVE with respect to standard input devices. Although
the proficiency in the use of human-computer interfaces mostly de-
pends on the time spent in using them after they have been adopted,
the learning phase plays a crucial role in the adoption process, as it
represents the entry barrier. Therefore, the main purpose of the ex-
periment was to evaluate the applicability of dbGLOVE in the early
stage phase of learning, and its acceptance level. We conducted a con-
trolled experiment regarding both the input and the output features of
dbGLOVE. Specifically, we focused on the following objectives:
1. determine the training needed by subjects in order to reach an
adequate language proficiency using dbGLOVE;
2. compare the training time in subjects who already learned the
language and in subjects who are completely novice;
3. evaluate the effort (i.e., cognitive load and training time) re-
quired by dbGLOVE in comparison with a standard keyboard;
4. validate dbGLOVE as a natural interface supporting the seam-
less migration from standard Malossi alphabet.
We focused on verifying whether dbGLOVE is able to support users
in reaching the same typing performances as with a standard key-
board, after a given training time. Our main expectation is that par-
ticipants who are already trained with the keyboard would be able to
obtain the same performances with dbGLOVE. As many blind and
deafblind users (especially who lost their vision later in their life)
are able to utilize standard input devices, the purpose of the study is
evaluating if they can obtain the same proficiency if provided with
dbGLOVE.
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Experimental tasks
In order to realize a comparison of the training time required by db-
GLOVE with respect to standard input devices (i.e., a keyboard), we
needed to evaluate how much time the keyboard requires subjects for
training. However, as people usually have some experience in the use
of a keyboard, we designed one of the experimental tasks (i.e., Task
III) so that it rendered participants new to the use of the keyboard. In
each of the three tasks, participants were involved in a guided input
task similar to that of the experiment discussed previously. To this
end, subjects were presented with sequences of words randomly cho-
sen from a list of the 500 most commonly used words in the English
language, and they were required to type them back using a keyboard
with a standard QWERTY layout, dbGLOVE, and a keyboard with a
changed layout. Prior to the experiment, the list was filtered to elim-
inate words shorter than four characters. All the tasks consisted of 3
runs each lasting 120 seconds, with an inter-run interval of 2 minutes.
Tasks II and III were executed after Task I. However, their order was
randomly shuffled to improve the accuracy of the data collection pro-
cess, and to evaluate the bias due to two subsequent tasks involving
the use of the keyboard in a different way.
Task I - Guided input with standard keyboard
In the first task, we acquired subjects’ typing proficiency with a con-
ventional input device. They were provided with a visual interface
showing the target word, and they were asked to type it back using a
standard PC keyboard with the QUERTY layout. This allowed us to
acquire the target typing speed that subjects are able to achieve after
being trained in the use of the device.
Task II - Guided input with the Malossi alphabet
In Task II, subjects were asked to realize the same procedure de-
scribed in Task I. However, they were provided with dbGLOVE, and
they were required to type the word back by pressing and pinching
areas corresponding to letters. By doing this, we could acquire the
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typing proficiency of subjects who have no prior experience of the
use of the device. However, some participants had previous experi-
ence with the Malossi alphabet, whereas others were novice. This
allowed us to evaluate the impact of prior knowledge of the commu-
nication system on the training time.
Task III - Guided input with keyboard having different layout
During Task III, subjects were required to type words on a keyboard
having a different layout with respect to the QWERTY system. This
allowed us to take keyboard-trained subjects back to the moment in
which they were novice. The layout was designed in a structured way
in order to introduce some logical pattern, as in the Malossi system.
Specifically, letters of the alphabet were placed in a vertical order, as
shown in Figure 4.8
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Standard QWERTY keyboard 
Keyboard with changed layout  
Figure 4.8: Layouts of the standard and the modified keyboard.
Experimental setup and protocol
Prior to the experiment, subjects received instruction about the tasks
by a technician. Before each task, they were given some time to try the
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device. Then, they were provided with a visual display showing the
target words. Typing the correct letter allowed subjects to continue,
whereas wrong keystrokes locked participants in on the same charac-
ter. Participants could read letters on the keys of the two keyboards,
and on the input areas of dbGLOVE. In order to motivate the subjects,
their overall performances were ranked and the top three participants
were rewarded with a small prize. A countdown keylogger running in
background recorded participants’ keystrokes, and it logged the cor-
responding time.
We calculated the number of Words Per Minute (WPM) and the
Keystrokes Per Minute (KPM). Moreover, we recorded two types of
errors, that is, incorrect letters and biased letters. The former rep-
resents inconsistent keystrokes. Conversely, the latter represent two
different circumstances depending on the device. In the keyboard
with changed layout, biased letters occur because of subject’s prior
knowledge of the device: for instance, subjects press a key that in the
standard layout would be correct. In dbGLOVE, biased letters repre-
sent pinch cues occurring instead of touch cues, and vice versa. They
are mostly due to the cognitive stress of the experiment. Both are
typical artifacts of cognitive overload, and specifically, germane load
[103, 104].
We evaluated the training level by comparing the distance, in terms
of accuracy and speed, between the performances obtained with db-
GLOVE and with the keyboard with changed layout, with respect to
the standard QWERTY keyboard.
Participants
54 volunteer participants were involved in the study. They were 22
female and 32 male. All had a normal sight, hearing and tactile sen-
sitivity (we did not measure the different acuities, as the experiment
focused on the input features of the device, only). Subjects ranged
in age from 21 to 38 with an average of 33. All use computers on a
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daily basis (1.5-8 hours usage per day). 27 were novice for the Mal-
ossi alphabet (13 female, 14 male), the others were familiar with the
Malossi alphabet. All had no prior knowledge of the device, but some
of them had prior experience with vibrotactile feedback, as they were
involved in other experiments and in the evaluation discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1. Subjects participated on a voluntary basis and they were not
paid or rewarded. All subjects were right-handed as assessed by the
Edinburgh inventory [55]. All subjects were prepared to the experi-
ment by a technician who gave them instructions about the test and
the experimental tasks.
Results and discussion
All subjects were able to understand the tasks and the functioning of
the device. They defined Task II and III as entertaining. As in the pre-
vious experiment, we measured speed and accuracy. We employed
the same metric, that is, Keystrokes Per Minute, for measuring the
former. Figure 4.9 show the experimental results, and specifically,
the speed reached by subjects over the 9 runs. Using the standard
keyboard, participants obtained a rate ranging between 200 and 250
keystrokes per minute, with an average of 215.81±10.59.
As expected, subjects had lower performances using the keyboard
with the changed layout (CK), and dbGLOVE, because they were
novice with respect to the layouts. Also, the training effect is evident
both in dbGLOVE and in CK (+113.77 and +70.57, respectively). In
more detail, subjects had an average initial speed of 31.11 and 45.3
with dbGLOVE and CK, respectively. Using our device, participants
reached a speed of over 100 keystrokes per minute during third run,
with a difference in KPM of about 100 with CK. However, the training
effect with dbGLOVE ended after the fifth run, when subjects reached
a typing speed of about 150 keystrokes per minute. On the contrary,
using the keyboard with the changed layout, subjects had a longer
training curve: the effect lasts in run 9, where subjects’ performances
with CK are 115.87 (-29 KPM with respect to our device). Experi-
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mental data show that dbGLOVE was able to support participants in
achieving 118.89 KPM, that is, almost the average speed observed in
the previous study, in 9 runs, only.
In regard to accuracy, the standard keyboard obtained the best
results, with an average of 97.61±0.7, without any training effect,
as expected. Conversely, both CK and dbGLOVE show an increasing
trend starting at 56.43% and 60.32%, respectively. Also, they show an
improvement of 20.07% and 34.79%, respectively. As a result, after 9
runs, the average accuracy with dbGLOVE is 95.11%, which is com-
parable with that of the standard keyboard. Conversely, participants
reached 76.5% using CK, showing lower but adequate training in ac-
curacy. Experimental data show that subjects were able to achieve a
typing accuracy of about 90% after run 4.
Finally, we evaluated cognitive load. As letters in the Malossi al-
phabet require different actions in order to be triggered (i.e., touch or
pinch), as in the previous experiment, we evaluated the relative error
by grouping letters into significant subsets. Specifically, we defined
different weights for errors occurring in the same area (i.e., where two
letters can be activated), such as the distal phalanx or the proximal
phalanx (error weight = 0.5), and for errors involving different areas
of the palm (error weight = 1) . In fact, the former case might demon-
strate that although subjects understood the language, they were con-
fused by the experiment itself; conversely, the latter may represent
that they did not have sufficient time to memorize the exact position
of sensors. Figure 4.13 shows the germane load in dbGLOVE and in
CK.
In regard to the methodology employed in our experiment, and
specifically, with respect to Task III changing the layout of a device
participants already use may have altered their performances in the
study. However, there are two factors that have to be considered: prior
knowledge of the input system, regardless of the device, may have
helped participants in performing the experimental tasks, whereas
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modifications to the layout may have introduced additional cognitive
load with respect to the task. Although these factors may compen-
sate one another, we took into consideration errors due to the changed
layout by logging errors that are caused by keystrokes due to the per-
sistence of the standard layout in subjects’ memory. To this end, we
weighted differently genuine errors (error weight = 1) and errors due
to germane load (error weight = 0.5), as in the case of dbGLOVE.
Although data show the weighted accuracy calculated by taking
into consideration the presence of double letters, the conclusions of
our study hold without compensating the germane load, as well, be-
cause it is comparable, as depicted by Figure 4.13.
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4.2.3 Study III - A comparative study of the learning
curve in the Malossi and in the Braille systems
Basically, this study follows up the previous experiment, as its pur-
pose was to evaluate the learning curve of the Malossi alphabet with
respect to the most important touch-based communication system em-
ployed by the blind population, the Braille alphabet. Both the Malossi
and the Braille alphabets were invented by sensory-impaired individ-
uals, and both rely on prior knowledge of language, because they con-
form to the syntax and grammar of common verbal languages.
Comparing the Malossi alphabet and the Braille system is ex-
tremely interesting as their implementations are based on two differ-
ent tactile stimuli. The former involves vibration, whereas the latter
employs static pressure. Also, although both languages are based on
alphabets, one utilizes on-body signing, that is, it associates letters to
different areas of the body. Conversely, the Braille system utilizes six
small-size dots to encode characters. Several studies in the literature
demonstrate the efficiency of the Braille alphabet in encoding infor-
mation. As it is based on a binary system, it is extremely powerful:
each configuration can encode one among 256 symbols. Conversely,
the Malossi alphabet is limited to 26 characters. Although represent-
ing less information is a drawback, it represents an advantage in terms
of learning curve.
Objectives
In this study, our objective was measuring the learning curve in the use
of dbGLOVE with respect to the Braille system. Therefore, the main
purpose of the experiment was to understand whether dbGLOVE and
the Malossi alphabet can be implemented as a substitute of the Braille
system for supporting everyday interaction. As we did not have suf-
ficient funds to acquire a Braille keyboard, we conducted an experi-
ment regarding output, only. However, as the experiment focuses on
the time required to learn the language, we assume that sending and
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receiving messages are two similar functions built on top of language
knowledge and, thus, they can be evaluated separately. Specifically,
we focused on the following objectives:
1. determine the training required to decode messages from the
Malossi alphabet;
2. evaluated the training time required to decode messages from
the Braille alphabet;
Specifically, our main hypothesis is that dbGLOVE is suitable for sub-
stituting Braille displays in everyday interaction, and particularly, in
the first stage of deafblindness, that is, when individuals require an
immediate system for basic communication. In this regard, our hy-
pothesis was that dbGLOVE has a shorter training time with respect
to Braille cells.
Experimental tasks
The experimental tasks were designed similarly to Task II in Study
I. As the experiment focuses on the output layer, in order to realize
a comparison between the training time required by dbGLOVE with
respect to a Braille-based device, we evaluate subjects’ accuracy and
speed in recognizing letters in the form of vibrotactile or pressure
cues, respectively. To this end, in each of the two tasks, participants
were involved in a guided output routine: they were presented with se-
quences of letters randomly chosen, and they were required to speak
them back to the technician. We employed single letter instead of
using words, as the latter could have introduced some error in the
experiment routine. Specifically, the predictability of the last letters
could have biased the experimental results. Differently from other ex-
periments, as both the Malossi and the Braille alphabets were given
to subjects without prior training, learning required some time. All
the tasks consisted of 30 runs each consisting in 240 seconds, with an
inter-run interval of 2 minutes. Each trial had duration of 5 seconds.
Runs were divided into groups of 10, and each group was executed
within several days from one another.
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Task I - output with dbGLOVE
In task I, we evaluated the learning curve of dbGLOVE with respect
to the output function in sending meaningful tactile stimuli to the user.
Participants were presented with sequences of letters represented into
a vibrotactile form by the actuators embedded into the device. The
different areas of the hand associated with the letters were stimulated
with vibrotactile patterns simulating touch and pinch cues, and partic-
ipants were asked to speak the letter to the technician. The objective
of the subject was identifying as many letters as possible.
Task II - output with Braille cell
The procedure in Task II was exactly the same as that in Task I. We
evaluated the performance of Braille cells in sending perceivable tac-
tile stimuli to the user. Participants were presented with sequences of
letters via a single Braille cell. They were asked to decode the con-
figuration of the dots, and to speak the letter back to the experimental
technician.
Experimental setup and protocol
A device consisting of one piezoelectric Braille cell was utilized in
Task II. We employed an International Building Standard [46] compli-
ant cell (2.5mm for horizontal and vertical dot-to-dot distance, with a
dot diameter of 1.5mm - 1.6mm and a dot height ranging from 0.6mm
to 0.9mm) similar as that employed in the device described in Sec-
tion 3.1. Its activation was ∼100 milliseconds, which is comparable
with that of vibrotactile actuators, given the timing of the experimen-
tal task. Prior to the experiment, subjects were provided with a pre-
liminary explanation of the Malossi and the Braille alphabets. Also,
before each task, they were given some time to try the stimulation de-
vices. In each trial, individuals had 5 seconds to speak the letter back
to the technician.
We evaluated the training level by comparing accuracy and speed.
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Specifically, we calculated the recognition speed as the number of
Letters Per Minute (LPM). Moreover, we logged the accuracy in rec-
ognizing letters. In this regard, we associated a trial timeout to an
error, as if the wrong letter was recognized. With respect to the task
involving Malossi, we also logged the number of errors due to ger-
mane load, that is, letters biased due to the fact that they are on the
same phalanx.
Participants
13 volunteer participants were recruited for this experiment. They
were 5 female and 8 male. All had a normal sight, hearing and tactile
sensitivity (we utilized the calibration routine of dbGLOVE for esti-
mating their Minimum Perceived Threshold). Subjects ranged in age
from 18 to 25 with an average of 22. All use computers on a daily ba-
sis (1.5-8 hours usage per day). They were all novice of the Malossi
alphabet and of the Braille system. All had no prior knowledge of the
device; two of them had prior experience with vibrotactile feedback,
as they were involved in the study discussed in Section 2.1. Subjects
participated on a voluntary basis and they were not paid or rewarded.
All subjects were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh inven-
tory [55]. All subjects were prepared to the experiment by a techni-
cian who gave them instructions about the test and the experimental
tasks.
Results and discussion
As in the previous studies, in this experiment we evaluated language
proficiency using speed and accuracy as the main metrics. Initially,
subjects were not trained in the use of the Braille and of the Malossi
alphabets, and therefore, their cognitive load was higher: first they
had to learn how to code and decode messages into two alphabetic
tactile codes, and then, they had to learn two novel communication
systems implemented by means of technological aids. All the sub-
jects were able to understand the task.
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Figure 4.13 represent the experimental data about speed acquired
in task I and II. In order to evaluate speed, as in the previous exper-
iment, we calculated the number of letters that subjects were able to
process, that is, the number of answers they were able to give be-
fore the run timeout. Subjects started at very low speed. Initially,
participants were able to recognize only a few of the characters be-
ing displayed, with an average of 30.82 and 45.29 letters displayed to
participants using the Braille cell and dbGLOVE, respectively. Dur-
ing the experiment, we registered an increasing trend in speed. Also,
the training effects persists until the last run, when the performances
of dbGLOVE and the Braille cell are 212.17 and 93.24 letters dis-
played (on average), respectively. Consequently, the improvement is
+166.87 and +62.41 with our device and with the Braille cell.
In regard to accuracy, results show an increasing curve in the use
of both devices. Participants using dbGLOVE started at 20.11%, and
they increased their performance by 76.3% after 30 runs, thus, reach-
ing an average performance of 96.41%. The training effect vanished
at run 24, when subjects’ performances were over 90%. Conversely,
using the Braille cell, participants found more difficult to decode the
letter by reading the dots. They began with an accuracy of 15.14%,
and they improved their performance by 44.01%. In run 30, subjects’
accuracy was 59.15%, -37.26% with respect to dbGLOVE. Figure
4.13 details the trend in accuracy.
As shown by diagrams, the Malossi alphabet implemented in db-
GLOVE outperforms the Braille alphabet both in speed and accuracy,
in people with no previous training in both the communication sys-
tems. As a result, dbGLOVE can be utilized as a substitute of sys-
tems implementing the Braille alphabet, especially in circumstances
in which a shorter learning curve is required.
Unfortunately, we could not compare the Malossi alphabet with
gestural alphabets, because they are harder to implement and to ex-
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periment. However, non-alphabetic languages having their own syn-
tax are known for their longer learning curve.
This study does not aim at criticizing the Braille system. On the
contrary, it is an assessment of the language that best fits the need of
a communication system that can be learned with ease. Moreover,
learning the Malossi alphabet can be the first step towards a more
sophisticated communication system that is more suitable for indi-
viduals who have developed their cognitive and sensory abilities, or
who need access to more advanced capabilities in addition to basic
communication.
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Accuracy in recognizing output 
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Figure 4.13: Accuracy in learning Braille and Malossi.
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4.2.4 Study IV - Determining feedback strategies in
mechanical and capacitive input
Nowadays, the use of capacitive sensors is increasing. Several prod-
ucts are based on capacitive touch displays and interfaces. They are
less expensive than discrete switches, they have better form factor,
they are more versatile, and even flexible. As a result, capacitive sen-
sors are perfect for replacing tactile switches in dbGLOVE, as they
would render the pad thinner, lighter, and more durable. Further-
more, interacting with capacitive sensors is more natural than using
switches, which often fail in recognizing input because users are not
able to find the exact spot in which to press them. However, the main
drawback is that capacitive interfaces offer no feedback that a button
has been pressed.
Receiving immediate feedback on touch actions is fundamental.
When interacting with objects and with the environment, the sense of
touch inherently provides humans with feedback about their activity.
Touching objects results in the stimulation of mechanoreceptors in
response to objects’ surfaces and to the intensity of the action. Also,
through the sense of touch, or through vision or hearing, it is possible
to discover any changes in the objects as a result of actions. Moreover,
when two individuals communicate using the Malossi alphabet they
use some form of immediate feedback upon touch and pinch cues.
Specifically, back-channel communication is employed to signal that
a letter has been received. Back-channel feedback is a common fea-
ture found in all forms of communication. Back-channeling refers
to the listener responding to the information received by the sender.
This is realized by the receiver to inform the sender so that the latter
is aware of the former’s response. In spoken English, this could refer
to facial expressions, or to short sounds that let the speaker know the
listener is following and understanding what is being said. Also, in
the American Sign language, the Y hand shape is utilized to allow the
signer to know the recipient of the conversation is following. In using
Malossi with a deafblind individual, the individual taps the signer’s
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hand after each letter. Moreover, if the sender is not deaf and the re-
ceiver can speak, usually, the latter repeats each letter verbally.
Conversely, when touching interactive devices, some type of feed-
back by the system is necessary in response to actions, in order for
users to be alerted on whether the system was able to identify their
action. Usually, visual or quick auditory cues are employed to signal
that the system changed its state in reaction to touch events. Also,
several devices incorporate sensors that produce feedback indepen-
dently from the system. For instance, the mouse is equipped with
touch-responsive sensors that provide both tactile and auditory feed-
back as a result of button click, regardless of whether the device is
connected to a computer. In addition to the button click, the computer
may produce additional visual or auditory feedback depending on the
element being clicked.
Tactile micro-switches inherently implement mechanical feedback,
thanks to a responsive membrane that produces the click sound, which
is also perceivable through touch. Conversely, other types of sen-
sors, such as capacitive sensors, do not provide any tactile or auditory
feedback, as they consist in a single layer having no moving parts.
Moreover, as the feedback of tactile micro-switches is mechanical,
it does not require any electrical supply, and they do not require the
host device to be powered. Conversely, in capacitive sensors, generat-
ing feedback in response to touch actions requires some basic circuit
or even some advanced processing, depending on the application. Al-
though haptics technology based on vibration can simulate the feeling
of pressing tactile switches, several issues have to be taken into con-
sideration. Among the fundamental issues in designing feedback for
capacitive input, there is response time. This is immediate in tactile
switches: as soon as they are pressed, mechanical feedback occurs.
Also, an auditory and tactile cue is generated when they are released.
Conversely, vibrotactile actuators may introduce some delay due to
their activation time, though it is extremely quick. Other elements
to be considered are frequency, intensity, duration and pattern. They
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have to be carefully chosen in order to avoid both conflict between
different letters and interference with output. Indeed, all these issues
are task critical, because of the application scenario of our device.
In this study, we evaluated the possibility of replacing tactile micro-
switches with capacitive sensors. To this end, it is fundamental to
identify an effective feedback method that enables users to determine
whether touch and pinch cues have correctly been recognized by the
device.
dbGLOVE equipped with capacitive sensors
Thanks to the modular architecture of the system, substituting tac-
tile micro-switches with a capacitive system was extremely easy, as it
only required to modify the physical layer, and specifically, to replace
the sensors, without any changes in the other layers.
Figure 4.14: Location of capacitive actuators and schematic
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Objectives
Our experiment focused on feedback, because it is the fundamental
change between switches and capacitive sensors. The entire study was
a comparison between mechanical feedback and vibrotactile feed-
back. The objective of the experiment was three-fold:
1. assess individuals input performances with mechanical and ca-
pacitive sensors;
2. identify how vibrotactile and mechanical feedback affect users’
performances in input tasks;
3. evaluate individuals’ preferences with respect to vibrotactile
and mechanical feedback.
In order to accomplish the objectives, quantitative measurement of
performance is not sufficient to capture individuals’ experience with
the two input and feedback modalities. Therefore, we utilized qualita-
tive measures for evaluating participants’ preferences in terms of user
experience.
Experimental tasks
Task I and II were similar, and they focused on assessing individuals’
preferences with respect to mechanical or vibrotactile feedback. To
this end, we provided participants with two prototypes of dbGLOVE,
one equipped with tactile micro-switches and the other having capac-
itive sensors. In each of the first two tasks, participants were involved
in a guided input task, that is, subjects were presented with sequences
of words randomly chosen from a list of the 500 most commonly used
English words, and they were required to type them back the two pro-
totypes of dbGLOVE.
Task I - input with mechanical sensors and feedback
In Task I, no feedback was provided except the inherent mechanical
response of tactile sensors. Consequently, participants received feed-
back immediately, and it was represented by the area of the hand in
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which touching or pinching occurred.
Task II - input with capacitive sensors and vibrotactile feedback
During this task, feedback was generated as vibrotactile stimuli re-
producing the letter. As a result, subjects could distinguish the letter
by discriminating the intensity and frequency of the stimulus.
Experimental setup and protocol
Prior to the experiment, subjects received adequate training about the
device and the experimental tasks. During the tasks, experimental
data were logged to measure subjects’ performances. At the end of
the tasks, participants were asked to give a qualitative evaluation of
their experience with the feedback modalities. Also, we had a short
interview with each of the participants to evaluate their results and
their answers. The first two tasks consisted of 3 runs each lasting 120
seconds, with an inter-run interval of 2 minutes. As in the other ex-
periments, we measured the performances in KPM (i.e., speed) and
accuracy. Differently from the other experiments, subjects were not
provided with a display, as the objective of the study was to evaluate
the effectiveness of the feedback given by the device, only. As a re-
sult, words were displayed using an audio speaker. Subjects were not
notified of errors during the task. Instead, they were given the pos-
sibility to retry the letter if they felt they did not stroke it. By doing
this, we avoided to give subjects immediate feedback about their in-
put performances, in order to obtain more realistic judgments when
they were asked to answer the questionnaire.
Participants
The same participants involved in Study I were employed in this ex-
periment. They were 64 volunteer (26 female and 38 male, aged from
19 to 53) having normal sight, hearing and tactile sensitivity. All use
computers on a daily basis (1.5-8 hours usage per day). They were
not novice in regard to the Malossi alphabet. However, they had no
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prior knowledge and experience of the device. In fact, this study was
realized before Study I. Some of the participants had prior experi-
ence in vibrotactile feedback, as they were involved in the experiment
discussed in Section 2.1. Subjects participated on a voluntary basis
and they were not paid or rewarded. All subjects were right-handed
as assessed by the Edinburgh inventory [55]. They were prepared to
the experiment by a technician who gave extensive training about the
Malossi alphabet, and information about the test and the experimental
tasks.
Results and discussion
All subjects were able to understand the task, and they had no partic-
ular difficulty in using the two prototypes. Although they had some
training, we observed a little training effect that persists in both tasks.
In regard to speed, participants achieved an average of 137.71 and
132.08 with capacitive and mechanical sensors, respectively. How-
ever, the difference is not significant, if considering the entire group.
Nevertheless, we noticed that there are two subgroups: generally, sub-
jects having higher typing speed achieve higher performances with
capacitive input. On the contrary, subjects who have lower keystroke
per minute rates have a preference for mechanical input. The former
subset shows higher performance deviation (10.08) with respect to
subjects who prefer mechanical input (4.45). Figure 4.15 reports the
experimental results.
In regard to accuracy, subjects achieved significantly better perfor-
mances with mechanical input, achieving 86.11%. Conversely, they
scored lower with capacitive input, in which they had an accuracy
of about 74.44%. As shows in Figure 4.16, Again, we found that
subjects who are able to type faster have better performance with ca-
pacitive input, while subjects who type at low rates have a preference
for mechanical feedback. Moreover, as shown in Figure 4.17, we
found higher germane load in capacitive input, where there is a sig-
nificant distance between performances on the intermediate phalanxes
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(75.36% on average where there is only one letter per phalanx) and
that of the distal and proximal phalanxes (where there are two letters
per phalanx), having an average accuracy of 62.05% (-13.05%).
Although capacitive and mechanical input are comparable in terms
of performance, from a quantitative point of view, we could see that
subjects have a preference for mechanical input. Moreover, by inter-
viewing participants and by analyzing the results of the questionnaire,
we evaluated that subjects perceived capacitive as having higher us-
ability. Also, they had a strong preference for vibrotactile feedback
with respect to mechanical response. Participants rated the perceiv-
ability of capacitive actuators as poor both in the distal and in the
proximal phalanxes. Conversely, they show a small preference of
capacitive input over mechanical sensors in intermediate phalanxes.
This is consistent with participants’ quantitative performances, and
particularly, with the figures obtained in the analysis of cognitive
load. Therefore, one of the main design challenges with respect to
dbGLOVE is reducing the ambiguity between letters that are in the
same parts of the hand. This can be realized in several ways, such as
by introducing disambiguation algorithms that allow distinguishing
letters in the distal and in the proximal areas regardless of the actual
touch or pinch cue applied by users.
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Accuracy in capacitive and mechanical input 
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Cognitive load effects on accuracy in capacitive input 
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